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WebHome

Downloading

DOWNLOAD SMART HERE• 
If you use SMART to process your Spitzer IRS data, please include appropriate citations in your
published papers.

• 

Documentation & Help

Our community-editable Wiki-based Documentation.• 
PDF version of the current documentation.• 
Report Bugs, Request Help through our bugtracker.• 

About SMART

SMART has been developed by the IRS team at Cornell. SMART stands for Spectroscopy Modeling Analysis
and Reduction Tool. It is a software tool developed for processing Spitzer (SIRTF) IRS observations.

It allows the user to perform a wide variety of processing and analysis tasks in real time, including:

Project manager with images and/or spectra• 
Detector image viewing• 
Image operations (basic operations, median, multiple subtraction, ...)• 
Spectral extraction (optimal, tapered column, full slit, extended sources, ...)• 
Spectral extraction of multiple sources, blended sources, sources with complex background• 
Full wavelength sampling when staring mode is used• 
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Analysis of spectra (line fitting, blackbody, photometry, ...)• 
Built-in calls to IRSCLEAN and PAHFIT• 
Compatibility with CUBISM• 

SMART can be used in either of two ways :

Interactively through a GUI window interface.• 
In script (batch processing) mode from a command line.• 

 Additional code has been developed as plug-ins for SMART, mode details...  Hide

A modified ATV (developed at SSC-Caltech and Cornell).• 
IDP3 for image analysis of our peak up cameras (developed at Arizona University).• 
A defringing tool (developed at Leiden University, SRON at Groningen University and Caltech).• 

The ISAP team team kindly provided source code for ISAP Version 2.1. This code has been modified to
produce the IDEA window for use in IRS analysis. The ISAP Development Team included people from
CESR, IAS, IPAC, MPE, QMW, RAL and SRON.

SMART Team

SMART is developed and maintained at Cornell University by the SMART team:

VianneyLebouteiller (lead, development, user support)• 
JeronimoBernardSalas (testing, extraction and analysis support)• 
DonBarry (system management, technical support)• 
GregSloan (calibration)• 
HenrikSpoon (calibration, testing)• 

This topic: SmartDoc > WebHome
Topic revision: r26 - 03 Mar 2010 - 16:05:23 - VianneyLebouteiller

 Copyright © 2002-2010 by the Cornell IRS Team.
Send feedback. We use Foswiki.
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BiasChangesDuringExtraction

SMART Bias Changes During Extraction

IRS Module Bias Changes

To improve overall performance (at the expense of some sensitivity) bias voltages of some of the IRS
modules have been changed at various times during the SIRTF/Spitzer mission. The upshot of this is that
different Calibration Files then have to be used to process data depending on the bias voltage in use at the time
any gven observation was made. The Calibration Files to be used are designated by the value of the
"CAL_SET" FITS header keyword in the relevant BCD file(s). Currently the relevant bias changes are :

"CAMPAIGN" FITS keyword
value(s)
(SSC Format)

Campaigns
(IRS Team
Format)

"CAL_SET" FITS keyword value(s)

'IRSX002500' - 'IRSX005500'

'IRSX005700' - 'IRSX009800'

'IRSX009900' onwards.

1 - 24

25 - 44

45 onwards.

'CXX.0PRE25.A' - where "XX" designates the
pipeline version used.

'CXX.0.A' - where "XX" designates the pipeline
version used.

CXX.0POST44.A where "XX" designates the pipeline
version used.

NOTE :The 'CAMPAIGN' FITS header keyword lists the campaign number in SSC format.
To translate to IRS Team campaign numbers see : Campaign Numbers.

Long High (LH) data from campaign 25 onwards must be processed in SMART with a different set of
Calibration files from those used for campaigns 1 - 24.
Long Low (LL) data from campaign 45 onwards must be processed in SMART with a different set of
Calibration files from those used for campaigns 1 - 44.

Although the "CAL_SET" FITS header keyword changes for all data from all modules at both campaigns 25
and 45 only LH and LL modules are effected by the changes.

There was no change to LH at campaign 45, only LL was changed then.

For more information about relevant Calibration Files see : Calibration Files Bias Voltage Change
Convention.

SMART Display of Calibration Files

NOTE :
The DEFAULT setting in SMART for a given Calibration file release where there has been a detector bias
change is always to use the pre-bias change file version.
During extraction SMART automatically switches to the relevant post bias change file if necessary. (See
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"SMART Bias Changes During Extraction" below.)

SMART displays lists of Calibration files it uses in a number of places. In these cases SMART will list ALL
Calibration files that it potentially could use.
For files where there are two or more versions of a given file because of bias changes BOTH the versions will
be displayed.
To check which version of a detector bias change Calibration file was actually used during a given extraction
see the FITS header keywords "SM_LHP25" and "SM_LLP45", described below.

SMART displays a list of Calibration files at :

Calibration File Display - Displays a list of ALL Calibration files.1. 
Calibration File Selection - Allows switching of Calibration files and/or Calibration release versions.
This does NOT allow the user to over-ride the automatic setting of pre or post bias change files.
It does allow the user to choose which version of the pre-bias change Calibration files will be applied
to pre-bias change data.
It does allow the user to choose which version of the post-bias change Calibration files will be applied
to post-bias change data.
Use this facility with care.

2. 

FITS Header Keywords - The "S_CAL1" - "S_CAL999" FITS header keywords list ALL Calibration
files available to SMART during any given extraction.
As such BOTH versions of any given pre/post bias change Calibration file will be listed.
To check which version of a detector bias change Calibration file was actually applied during a given
extraction
see the FITS header keywords "SM_LHP25" and "SM_LLP45", described below.

3. 

SMART Bias Changes During Extraction

One upshot of the bias voltage changes is that BCD (data) files of observations made with the same module
and with different bias voltages cannot be extracted together.
At the beginning of an extraction SMART checks each BCD file header to see which Calibration Files to use.
It then automatically sets the relevant Calibration file.
It cannot use two (or more) different sets of Calibration Files at the same time.
Observations made with different bias voltages MUST be extracted seperately.

Long High (LH) Module If two (or more) LH files observed with different bias voltages are selected
for extraction at the same time the following message will appear :

Click "OK" to continue.
This will terminate extraction at once. No data will be extracted.
Please select the relevant file(s) for extraction seperately.

1. 

Long Low (LL) Module2. 

SMART Display of Calibration Files 4



If two (or more) LL files observed with different bias voltages are selected for extraction at the same
time the following message will appear :

Click "OK" to continue.
This will terminate extraction at once. No data will be extracted.
Please select the relevant file(s) for extraction seperately.

SMART Bias Changes Output FITS Header Keywords

When SMART extracts data for a module that has had a bias voltage change an additional FITS header
keyword
is added to the output spectra to document which bias change specific Calibration Files have been used.
This is in addition to the "S_CALxxx" FITS header keywords which list ALL Calibration Files used during a
given extraction.

The relevant keywords are :

Header Keyword Type Description Written By Used In
SM_LHP25 String

Possible Values Meaning
PRE Pre LH detector bias voltage change calibration files used.
POST Post LH detector bias voltage change calibration files used.

Comment contains the string :
"Type of campaign 25 LH calibration files used" |smart_proj__define.pro |Reference |

SM_LLP45 String

Possible Values Meaning
PRE Pre LL detector bias voltage change calibration files used.
POST Post LL detector bias voltage change calibration files used.

Comment contains the string :
"Type of campaign 45 LL calibration files used" |smart_proj__define.pro |Reference |

For more information see : FITS Header Keywords.

This topic: SmartDoc > BiasChangesDuringExtraction
Topic revision: r2 - 25 May 2009 - 17:16:38 - VianneyLebouteiller

 Copyright © 2002-2010 by the Cornell IRS Team.
Send feedback. We use Foswiki.
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Reporting Bugs and Getting Help

Link to SMART bugtracker• 

The SMART bugtracker is used to file tickets for bugs and help requests. Spitzer/IRS team members will
inspect your report and provide assistance or a repair to the code as our resources permit -- in general you may
expect to get an acknowledgement or request for reproducing info fairly quickly, and the time to address the
bug itself will vary based on its priority and the difficulty of the fix.

Steps to file a bug or help request

Log in to the bugtracker. If you do not already have a bug account, click "Signup for a new account"
and follow the instructions.

• 

Click the "Report Issue" link. Fill in the relevant details as fully as possible. A general statement such
as "SMART does not work is not helpful -- the more information you provide, particularly about the
operating system, the IDL version, the SMART release version, etc., the better we can assist you.

• 

An email will automatically be sent to the SMART team upon receipt of your bug. You should
receive a response within a reasonable business interval.

• 

What constitutes a good bug report or help request?

First remember that many problems may best be fixed by upgrading to the most recent release of
SMART.

• 

Provide a step by step, or at least detailed, description of operations which lead to the error. Is the
error reproducible?

• 

Attach a sample file of data from which the error can be reproduced, if possible. There is an "Upload
File" feature within the bugtracker.

• 

Please note whether any error messages appear at the IDL prompt itself. Copy them into the bug
report.

• 

Please note any changes you have made to the user parameters or calibration selections.• 

 SMART developers regret that we cannot provide support for user modifications of released SMART
source code. We do, however, welcome contributions of code for incorporation into SMART. If these are
modifications against our most recently released version, it is far easier for us to incorporate them.

This topic: SmartDoc > BugsAndHelp
Topic revision: r3 - 19 Nov 2008 - 21:28:51 - DonBarry

 Copyright © 2002-2010 by the Cornell IRS Team.
Send feedback. We use Foswiki.
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SMART Calibration File Display

The Calibration Files Display window is invoked from the "Calibration" ==> "Display Current Calibration
Files" option on the Project Manager window. It looks like this :

The window displays a list of Calibration Files currently in use by SMART. The top combobox allows the
user to select only a certain type of calibration files (flux, wave, etc...).

For a list of all SSC supplied Calibration Files see Calibration Files.

For an explanation of changing SMART Calibration File defaults see Calibration File Selection.

This topic: SmartDoc > CalibrationFileDisplay
Topic revision: r4 - 25 May 2009 - 16:45:47 - VianneyLebouteiller

 Copyright © 2002-2010 by the Cornell IRS Team.
Send feedback. We use Foswiki.
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IMPORTANT NOTE for S15-3 Calibration Files

Between 6 March 2007 and 19 June 2007 there was an error in SMART with the use of S15-3 Calibration
files.

The S15-3 Calibration files were transfered from SSC to the SMART developers on 6 March 2007. They were
then made available to SMART users. They were not at any time between 6 March 2007 and 19 June 2007 the
default SMART calibration files.

When the S15-3 calibration files were installed in SMART the nine S15-3 files listed below, all containing the
suffix "bvc-post25", were not properly labeled and therefore not properly used within SMART.

This was corrected on 19 June 2007.

These files are for the processing of IRS Long High (LH) module data which was observed after the change of
detector bias voltage in the LH module. IE. All data from IRS Campaign 25 onwards.

This issue only effects Long High (LH) module data.

This issue only effects data from IRS observing campaign 25 onwards.

This issue only effects data extracted with S15-3 calibration files.

Any LH module data which was extracted between 6 March 2007 and 19 June 2007 using the S15-3
calibration files will be incorrectly calibrated. This would only have been the case if the user(s) had manually
switched the calibration files, to use S15-3 calibration files. (Using the Calibration Selection window.) If
extraction was done using the then current system defaults then data will have been extracted correctly.

Please check your data and re-extract if necessary.

SSC File Name SSC
Description

SMART File Name Directory Notes

b3_flatfield_813250569_1129732381.fits SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_flatfield-bvc-post25_s15-3.fits flat SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_flatfield_813250569_1129732381_cmask.fits SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_flatfield-bvc-post25-cmask_s15-3.fits flat SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_flatfield_cmask_813250569_1129732381.fits SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_flatfield-cmask-bvc-post25_s15-3.fits flat SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_fluxcon_813250569_1129732381.tbl SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_fluxcon-bvc-post25_s15-3.tbl flux SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_lincal_813250569_1129732381.fits irs_lh_lincal-bvc-post25_s15-3.fits lincal
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SCLK time
specific file

SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_lincal_813250569_1129732381_cmask.fits SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_lincal-bvc-post25-cmask_s15-3.fits lincal SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_lincal_satcor_813250569_1129732381.fits SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_lincal-satcor-bvc-post25_s15-3.fits lincal SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_pmask_813250569_1129732381.fits SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_pmask-bvc-post25_s15-3.fits mask SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007

b3_pmask_813250569_1129732381.fits SCLK time
specific file

irs_lh_bpm-bvc-post25_s15-3.fits mask SSC file
transfer
6 March
2007
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CalibrationNamingConvention

SMART Calibration File Naming Convention

SMART Calibration File Naming Convention

SMART uses a variety of calibration files. Their names follow a standard convention described here
Calibration file names are split into 5 parts :

instrument_module_filetype_version . extension

Where :

instrument : irs1. 

module designator. One of :

sl short low
ll long low
sh short high
ll long low
pub peak up blue
pur peak up red

2. 

file-type : For example wavesamp, ordfind, linetilt, etc.3. 

version:
sxx-x : Version number of the corresponding SSC pipeline.
Eg. Pipeline version 9.5 would be designated "s09-5".
NOTE :

These are not the same type of file as "Special version" files designated "s". See explanation
below.

i. 

4. 

extension - one of .fits (FITS file) or .tbl (table/ASCII text file).5. 

Other Designators for Calibration Files

Pixel Mask Convention

In the pixel mask files each pixel is represented by a 16 bit integer. The value of this integer designates the
condition of the pixel thus :

2^0 = 0 = Normal pixel♦ 
2^9 = 512 = Warm pixel♦ 
2^14 = 16,384 = Dead pixel♦ 

CalibrationNamingConvention 10



2^15 = 32,768 = NCU (not currently used)♦ 

SSC Conventions

Calibration files are supplied to the SMART group from SSC. These are shipped with their SSC designated
names and re-named to SMART conventions. The conversions are :

IPAC files (wavsamp etc.) - IRS modules are designated by SSC as b0, b1, b2 and b3. The SMART
convention is to use letters - SL, SH, LL and LH. The correspondence is :

b0 = SL♦ 
b1 = SH♦ 
b2 = LL♦ 
b3 = LH♦ 

SSC Name SMART Name Wavelength Range (microns) Orders

b0 SL 5.3 - 14.2 1 - 3
b1 SH 10.0 - 19.5 11 - 20
b2 LL 14.2 - 40.0 1 - 3
b3 LH 19.3 - 37.0 11 - 20

SMART file name translation

Translation between SSC (and other) pre-existing calibration file names and the corresponding SMART file
names is listed at Calibration Files
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CampaignNumbers

SMART Campaign Numbers

In IRS FITS data files the keyword "CAMPAIGN" denotes the campaign number in SSC format.
The number is not the same as the IRS Team Campaign number.
This table lists the corresponding values :

IRS Team Campaign Number SSC Format Campaign Number
('CAMPAIGN' FITS Header Keyword)

IRS1 IRSX002500
IRS2 IRSX002600
IRS3 IRSX002700
IRS4 IRSX002800
IRS5 IRSX002900
IRS6 IRSX003000
IRS7 IRSX003100
IRS8 IRSX003300
IRS9 IRSX003400
IRS10 IRSX003500
IRS11 IRSX003600
IRS12 IRSX003700
IRS13 IRSX003800
IRS14 IRSX003900
IRS15 IRSX004000
IRS16 IRSX004100
IRS17 IRSX004300
IRS18 IRSX004500
IRS19 IRSX004600
IRS20 IRSX004800
IRS21.1 IRSX005000
IRS21.2 IRSX007100
IRS21.3 IRSX006900
IRS21.4 IRSX007000
IRS22 IRSX005200
IRS23.1 IRSX005300
IRS23.2 IRSX007300
IRS24 IRSX005500
IRS25 IRSX005700
IRS26 IRSX005800
IRS27 IRSX006000
IRS28 IRSX006100
IRS29 IRSX006300
IRS30 IRSX006500
IRS31 IRSX006700
IRS32 IRSX006800
IRS33 IRSX007200
IRS34 IRSX007400
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IRS35 IRSX007500
IRS36 IRSX007600
IRS37 IRSX007700
IRS38 IRSX007800
IRS39 IRSX008000
IRS40 IRSX008100
IRS41 IRSX008200
IRS42 IRSX008300
IRS43 IRSX008400
IRS44 IRSX009800
IRS45 IRSX009900
IRS46 IRSX010000
IRS47 IRSX010100

Additional information about SMART FITS Files can be found in DCE FITS File Format?.
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CitingSmart

Citing the IRS and SMART

We request that authors using data from the IRS and/or the SMART software include the following
acknowledgements and citations in their papers :

SMART: SMART was developed by the IRS Team at Cornell University. The most important and
recent changes relevant to spectral extractions (including the optimal extraction GUI "AdOpt") are
described in:
Lebouteiller, Bernard-Salas, Sloan & Barry, 2010, PASP 122, 888: "Advanced Optimal Extraction
for the Spitzer/IRS".
Publications presenting extractions performed in SMART should cite this reference along with the
original SMART paper:
Higdon et al., 2004, PASP 116, 975-984. "The SMART Data Analysis Package for the Infrared
Spectrograph on the Spitzer Space Telescope".

• 

IRS: The IRS was a collaborative venture between Cornell University and Ball Aerospace
Corporation funded by NASA through the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Ames Research Center.
Houck et al., 2004, ApJS 154, 18-24.  "The Infrared Spectrograph on the Spitzer Space Telescope"

• 

Spitzer: Werner et al. 2004, ApJS 154, 1, The Spitzer Space Telescope Mission• 
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CleaningPixels

IMCLEAN Version 2.0

This webpage provides information about running the following programs:

imclean.pro: IDL procedure, identifies bad pixels and calls imbadfix.pro to repair them
imfclean.pro: IDL procedure, wrapper for imclean.pro, reads in a FITS file, cleans it, writes out a FITS file
imbadpix.pro: IDL procedure, called by imclean.pro, repairs pixels identified as bad, updates mask
imnan.pro: can be called by imclean.pro, simplified scheme to identify and repair bad pixels
imrogue.pro: IDL procedure to compare two hi-res images to generate a rogue pixel mask (included mostly

for backwards compatibility and not recommended)

The following FITS files are used by imclean:

b0_omask.fits: order map for SL
b1_omask.fits: order map for SH
b2_omask.fits: order map for LL
b3_omask.fits: order map for LH

This webpage is organized as follows:

Installation1. 
Overview of procedures2. 
Typical calls3. 
Future plans4. 
Commands and syntax5. 
Notes on bad pixel masks6. 

Installation

Unpack the tar file in a directory which you include in your IDL path. Place the omask FITS files in a
convenient location, and edit line 40 of imfclean.pro (starts with "path=") to point to the correct path
to these files.

Make sure that you are running the current version of imclean by typing, at the IDL prompt:

IDL> imfclean, ... ,/version

The imfclean procedure will print that it's running version 2.0 dated 5 Aug, 2005. It will crash if you
don't specify the right number of inputs, but before it does, it will print the version number. Some
users have discovered that they are running an outdated version of imclean because they have older
versions buried in their IDL path structure.

1. 

Overview of procedures

The procedure imfclean.pro operates on FITS files and serves as a wrapper which calls imclean.pro. It
basically reads FITS files, including the order masks, calls imclean and passes it keywords, and writes
the result to disk as a FITS file.

The function imclean.pro operates on images and mask arrays which have already been read into IDL.

2. 
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It calls various functions to produce a final mask of bad pixels and repair them. It returns the repaired
image, and if requested, an updated mask. The standard use is to pass the mask associated with the
image (the bmask), ask the routine to flag NaNed data (with the /nan keyword), and to call
imbadfix.pro to repair an image, but the simpler function imnan.pro can also be called (by invoking
the /simple keyword). It is possible to generate a mask of rogue pixels by passing a rogue comparison
image, which forces a call to imrogue.pro, but this will only work for SH and LH and is no longer
recommended. It is better to deal with rogue pixels by passing a campaign mask using the cmask
parameter.

Rogue pixels are defined to be those pixels which misbehave enough to warrant correction, but do not
misbehave enough to be NaNed or flagged in the bmask.

The function imbadfix.pro repairs one order and one row at a time. Flagged pixels in each row are
repaired using the function replace_bad.pro, which is contained in the same file. The algorithm is to
assemble an average profile from rows above and below the affected row, normalize it to the affected
row using unflagged pixels in that row, and then replace the flagged pixels, one per call to
replace_bad.pro. This algorithm is fairly robust, but the user should keep in mind that it will not work
properly if the spatial profile of the spectrum changes radically in the vicinity of a bad pixel, a
situation which will be encountered, for example, when a continuum point source is embedded within
an extended forbidden line source.

The function imnan.pro constructs an average replacement value for a pixel from pixels in the same
spatial position two wavelength elements above and below it. This function will not work well in a
source with strong spectral variations over a short wavelength range (such as a strong line source).
Typical calls

Here is a typical call to imfclean.pro:

IDL> imfclean,'target.1200.im.fits','target.1200.ic.fits',3,cmask='rogue_10_LH.fits',$
mask='target.1200.bm.fits',outmask='target.1200.bc.fits',maskval=4096,/nan

The length is a bit awkward, but this is driven mostly by the size of the FITS file names.

input = target.1200.im.fits - the raw image
output = target.1200.ic.fits - the cleaned image
module = 3 - for LH
cmask = rogue_10_LH.fits - the rogue mask for LH, in this case version 10 (for Campaign 10)
bmask = target.1200.bm.fits - the bmask image for EXPID 12, DCE 00
outmask = target.1200.bc.fits - the cleaned bmask image
maskval = 4096 - all pixels with a bit of 12 or higher set will be identified and repaired
/nan - also repairing NaNs

This call identifies and repairs NaNs, bmask values above bit 12, and rogue pixels as defined in the
campaign mask.

Users are encouraged to use the /nan keyword in all calls, because we have discovered that pixels can
be NaNed in an image without corresponding flags in the bmask. Users are also encouraged to use the
outmask parameter to save the updated bmask, because typical routines like SMART and SPICE will
not use a corrected pixel unless it is no longer flagged as bad.

There are many degrees of freedom here, but two variations are common. Use of the /simple keyword
will call imnan.pro instead of imbadfix.pro, which might be wise if the spatial source geometry is a
strong function of wavelength. Users can also convert maskval from a simple limit to a mask to be
logically and'ed with the bmask by using the /maskand keyword.

3. 
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Future plans

We have handed the software to the SSC with a new wrapper called irsclean.pro, which they will soon
distribute along with some of the replacement functions like imbadfix.pro. The generation of rogue
pixel masks (as done using the rogue image parameter) will be separated.

We will continue to upgrade the imclean functions as well. We are planning to implement
improvements to imnan.pro which make it more robust in future versions. These are being developed
at the University of Rochester.

Users are encouraged to write their own wrappers as well.

4. 

Commands and Syntax

This section provides a more detailed description of the functions and how they should be used.

|IMCLEAN | Operates on images after they have been read from disk
Identifies bad pixels, then calls imbadpix.pro or imnan.pro to repair them.

Syntax: clean_image=imclean(input_image,omask_image,KEYWORDS)

Main Options:

input_image - the image to be cleaned
omask_image - the order mask for the relevant IRS module

This will normally be loaded and passed by imfclean

The user will need to set at least one of the following keywords:
|

rogue=rogue_image - To identify and replace rogue pixels
To be used only with SH and LH images

/simple - To use a simpler algorithm to identify and correct NaNs using imnan.pro

maskim option:

The user can set either maskval or use the default maskval of 16384 All pixels with a bmask value
equal to or greater than maskval are flagged as bad

/maskand - optional keyword to AND the maskval with the bmask values
This is a bit more sophisticated than the default which is a simple limit.

rogue option - use this to generate a rogue mask from a comparison image. Remember that
this option only works for SH and LH, and is no longer recommended, now that
rogue masks are available.This calls imrogue.pro, which identifies rogue pixels
by using the ratio of the two nods (after shifting the images to line the nods up).

/flip - use this keyword if operating on Nod 2 data in LH or Nod 1 data in SH
threshold=threshold - use this to change the identification threshold from the default value of 10. A

higher threshold reduces the number of pixels identified as rogue pixels.
When invoking the rogue option, the user passes a rogue comparison image, which is the
corresponding image in the other nod position.
If cleaning a Nod 1 image, then pass Nod 2 as the rogue image
Use the /flip keyword for SH data.
If cleaning a Nod 1 image, then pass Nod 1 as the rogue image AND set the /flip keyword for LH data
(but not SH).
The /flip option tells imrogue.pro which way to shift the images so that the nods lie on top of each

5. 
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other.

Other options:

|maskout |output_mask_image
STRONGLY ENCOURAGED - invoked in imfclean.pro by setting outmask
This output_mask should be used in place of the bmask file when extracting spectra using SMART,
SPICE, or the offline pipeline.
Otherwise, the extraction software will assume that the pixel you have just replaced is still bad,
leaving a divot in your spectrum.
NOTE: corrected pixels are reset to bmask=0, which is simplistic.
ANOTHER NOTE: This option is invoked from imfclean with "outmask"
|

order order to limit bad pixel replacement to one order. Passed to imbadpix.pro
nrow number_of_rows used to determine the replacement value for the bad pixel. The default is 3

rows, to either side of the bad pixel. This parameter is used within replace_bad, which is in
the file imbadpix.pro. The default should work fine.

limit threshold for a pixel to be used to normalize the replacement profile to row with the bad
pixel. The default is 0.025 times the total of the replacement profile. This limit is passed to
replace_bad, and it prevents it from fitting the profile to noise.

/verbose to turn on diagnostic output within replace_bad (in imbadpix.pro)
/zero option to zero out-of-order data. Not recommended except for diagnostics.
niter number_of_iterations for imnan.pro

Ignored unless /simple is set, default value is 5
|

IMFCLEAN
Wrapper for imclean, operates on FITS files.

Syntax: imfclean,in_file,out_file,module,KEYWORDS

Main Options:

infile the FITS file containing the image to be cleaned
outfile the cleaned FITS file
|module | 0,1,2,3 for SL,SH,LL,LH
Tells imfclean which order mask to read in. |

All of the keywords listed in the imclean section will be passed to imclean.pro and subordinate
procedures

Other options:

bmask =
bmask_FITS_file

- loaded and passed to imclean as the bmask.

rogue =
rogue_FITS_file

- loaded and passed to imclean as the comparison image to generate a rogue
mask. Not recommended.

|outmask=new_FITS_file | - STRONGLY ENCOURAGED
All replaced pixels will have the mask value reset to zero
Identifying the outmask FITS file name will let imfclean.pro save this new mask so that it can be used
by the extraction software
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See the notes for maskout in the imclean section above. |
version - use to check which version you are running
|
Notes on Bad Pixels and Masks

We have learned that simply correcting NaNed pixels and pixels flagged in the bmask files is
insufficient. To produce higher quality spectra from the images, it is also necessary to correct the
rogue pixels. These pixels have been damaged by radiation, but not to a degree sufficient for them to
be flagged in the bmask file or NaNed in the images. They still misbehave, and it is not difficult to
identify some of them visually when examining two-dimensional images.

The SSC has developed a techniques to identify rogue pixels more carefully and provides masks of
the rogue pixels for each campaign at: http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irs/roguepixels/

The simplest means to mitigate for rogue pixels is to subtract a background image from the on-source
image before extracting spectra, but these are not always available, and for some of the pixels, a
simple background subtraction is not really sufficient. Using the rogue masks (with the cmask
keyword in calls to imfclean.pro)

There is an ongoing debate within the IRS Science Team as to whether it is advantageous to apply
what has been referred to a grand rogue mask, which is a map of any pixel which has been identified
as a rogue, even in only one campaign. This single grand rogue mask can then be applied to all
campaigns. The motivation is that pixels can misbehave in a given campaign without being identified
as rogues in that particular campaign, but the odds are good that have been identified at one time or
another. This approach is certainly safest, but it runs into the danger of producing so many pixels
flagged as bad that the correction algorithm can break down. In addition, many of the pixels identified
as rogues in only one or two campaigns do behave properly most of the time. Users are encouraged to
download the rogue pixel information from the SSC and experiment with masking techniques.

6. 

This readme.txt file is dated 8 August, 2005 and corresponds to the imclean package version 2.0.
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CookBook

SMART Cook Book

The SMART Cook Book is a set of worked examples of how to do various processes within SMART.

Basic Recipes

Setting up a Project• 
Merging Orders• 

Data Reduction Recipes

Reducing IRS Hi-Res Staring Observations• 
Reducing IRS Low-Res Staring Observations - instrumental column with sky sub options• 
IRS Hi-Res Spectral Mapping ("Step and Stare")• 
IRS Low-Res Spectral Mapping ("Step and Stare")• 
Making a 3 Plane Data File for SMART• 

ISO Recipes

The SMART IDEA Window was originally derived from ISAP which was originally written for the ISO
mission.
A number of recipies were developed for reducing ISO data with ISAP. Links to them are provided here.
Acknowledgement is made to the original authors, the ISO mission and the relevant institutions.
Please note that the data discussed in these recipies is ISO instrument data. Some IDL data structure data tag
names are different :

IRS name ISO Name Description

order det IRS orders SL/LL = 1 ,2 ,3 (bonus order) SH/LH = 11-20
slitpos line IRS Slit Position -1 = whole slit, 1-30 = positions along SL/LL
module sdir SL1 = 0, SL2 = 1, LL1 = 2, LL2 = 3, SH = 4, LH = 5
bcd scnt IRS BCD nubers 1....n
sky No equivalent Sky background
skye No equivalent Sky background uncertainty

IRS "data" data structure : data={wave:0.0, flux:0.0, stdev:0.0, order:0l, slitpos:0l, module:0l, bcd:0l,
status:0l, sky:0.0, skye:0.0, flag:0l}

ISO "data" data structure : data={wave:0.0, flux:0.0, stdev:0.0, det:0l, line:0l, sdir:0l, scnt:0l, status:0l,
flag:0l}

For more information about SMART data structures see Data Structures

ISO Reduction Recipes

LWS AOT Reduction
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CoreTeamNotes

Core Team Notes

This internal web site provides both general and specific information for the IRS Core Team about the
SMART software package.

SMART Introduction?• 
SMART Contact and Bug Reporting• 
SMART Release Versions - Provides explanation of changes/updates by version number for both
software and Calibration files.

• 

SMART People• 
SMART Programmers Guide?• 
SMART Cornell Site Specific Information?• 
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CursorsAndMouseButtons

SMART Cursor, Mouse & Buttons

The cursor, mouse and exit buttons are configured within SMART to have helpful additional properties.

List Selection

Multiple entries may be selected from large, scrollable lists in several different ways :

Continuous block - click on the first required entry to highlight it and then drag the cursor arrow
downwards with the mouse button still pressed until the last required entry is reached.

1. 

Continuous block - click on the first required entry to highlight it and then scroll down with the
"down arrow" key while the "Shift" button is pressed.
Keep scrolling down until the last required entry is reached.

2. 

Continuous block - click on the first required entry to highlight it then scroll down and shift-click on
last required entry to select whole block.
This may be faster than using the down arrow in some cases.

3. 

Discontinuous block - First use one of the above methods to highlight the entire range from first to
last.
Then de-select unwanted entries by moving the cursor to them and clicking the mouse with the "Ctrl"
(control) key pressed.

4. 

Multiple entries within a block selection may be de-selected by either :
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Multiple indivdual clicks with the mouse button and "Ctrl" still pressed. (Useful for removing
scattered indivdual entries.)

a. 

Draging the cursor arrow downwards with the mouse button and "Ctrl" still pressed until the
last required entry is reached. (Useful for removing blocks.)

b. 

NOTE: For more detail on using the Dataset manager window shown above see Project Manager

SMART IDEA window Mouse Functions

To select a box on the SMART IDEA image (as shown) place the mouse pointer at the top left hand corner of
the required area,
then hold down the right mouse key and drag to the required bottom right position.

To zoom in on displayed data the "Freeze" button must be selected first. Select the region to be zoomed by
placing the mouse pointer at the top left hand corner of the required area,
then hold down the right mouse key and drag to the required bottom right position. The selected region will
automatically be zoomed (magnified) to fill the entire display box.
To return to the original plot click on "Unzoom".
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When using a two key mouse any function that requires a middle mouse button click can be accessed by
clicking right and left buttons together.

Exiting the SMART IDEA window

On exiting the SMART IDEA window changes made to the dataset are not automatically saved.1. 
Clicking "Quit" on the SMART IDEA window exits the GUI.2. 
Once "Quit" is clicked a second decision box appears and must be clicked "Yes" to confirm exiting.
("No" to cancel.)

3. 

Clicking "Yes" will display a second prompt box to save the data being worked on.4. 
Click"Yes" to save, "No" to quit without saving. Clicking "Yes" will save the changes made as part of
the current project.

5. 

Exiting SMART

On exiting SMART changes made to the dataset are not automatically saved.1. 
First close the Dataset window by clicking the "Close" button on it.2. 
Clicking "Exit" on the Project Manager exits SMART.3. 
Once "Exit" is clicked a decision box appears and must be clicked.4. 
Clicking "Yes" saves a new project. A pre-existing project is updated with the changes.5. 
Clicking "No" does not save a new project. A pre-existing project is not updated.6. 

If no updates at all a made to a pre-existing project the window will not appear.7. 

After SMART has exited IDL will still be invoked. "IDL>" will be displayed at the prompt and
SMART defaults will be set.

8. 

To exit IDL and return to the system Unix/Linux prompt, type "exit" at the "IDL>" prompt.9. 

WARNING :
In general, do NOT attempt to exit SMART by clicking on the "X" buttons at the top right of each window.
At best doing this will cause SMART to exit without saving current session data. (IE. Work will be lost.)
A pre-existing open project is not updated by the current session unless the user specifically clicks on a
"Save" button.
Exiting with "X" and then re-accessing the project will present the project as it was at the last "Save".
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DataStructures

SMART File Type and Data Structure Conversion

The tables here are a reference to currently available file type and data structure conversion in SMART.

Descriptions of the actual data structures are at : Data Structures

NOTE : The "Minimum Syntax" column lists only the minimum IDL syntax needed to run the routine.
For a full listing of all parameters and keyword syntax used by SMART procedures please see the Procedure
Headers?.

*Original IDEA Software*

Program
Name

Minimum Syntax Program Description

ascii2yaaar? YAAAR = ascii2yaaar("file_in") Reads ASCII table (YAAAR format) to IDL variables in
YAAAR format

writeascii? writeascii, YAAAR, "file_out" Writes ASCII table (YAAAR format) from IDL variables
in YAAAR format

sap_rfits? status = sap_rfits("file_in",
YAAAR)

Reads FITS table (YAAAR format) to IDL variables in
YAAAR format

sap_wfits? status = sap_wfits("file_out",
YAAAR)

Writes FITS table (YAAAR format) from IDL variables
in YAAAR format

*!AstroLib*

Program Name Minimum Syntax Program Description

|readfits |data = readfits("file_in", header) |Reads image/spectral FITS file to IDL variables
Extended (multi-plane) file data can be read with "EXTEN_NO" keyword
NOTE : When reading a spectral FITS file this command
will ignore any secondary header. | |writefits |writefits, "file_out", data, header |Writes image/spectral FITS
file from IDL variables
Use "/append" keyword for multi-plane files.
NOTE : When writing a spectral FITS file this command
will ignore any secondary header. | |rdfits_struct |rdfits_struct, "file_in", struct |Reads image/spectral FITS file
to IDL variables
Extended (multi-plane) file data returned as IDL data structure.
NOTE : When reading a spectral FITS file this command
will ignore any secondary header. |

*SMART Specific*

Program Name Minimum Syntax Program Description

sm_spfits2yaaar? YAAAR =
sm_spfits2yaaar("file_in")

Reads a spectral FITS file to a YAAAR format set of
IDL variables

sm_yaaar2spfits?
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sm_yaaar2spfits, YAAAR,
"file_out"

Writes a spectral FITS file from a YAAAR format
set of IDL variables

sm_spfits2isapfits? sm_spfits2isapfits, "file_in",
"file_out"

Converts a spectral FITS file to an ISAP FITS table
file

sm_isapfits2spfits? sm_isapfits2spfits, "file_in",
"file_out"

Converts an ISAP FITS table file to a spectral FITS
file

|sm_ipac2fits? |sm_ipac2fits, "file_in" |Converts an IPAC spectral table file to a FITS table file
(Same name at output, suffix changed from ".tbl" to ".fits".) | |sm_rd_spfits? |array = sm_rd_spfits("file_in")
|Reads a spectral FITS file to IDL variable array with one row
per wavelength element or SMART IRS structure if relevant keyword is set. | |sm_wr_spfits? |sm_wr_spfits,
"file_out", sp_data, len_array, |Writes a spectral FITS file from IDL variable array
with one row per wavelength element |
sm_sap_rfits_ptr? sm_sap_rfits_ptr, "file_in",

pointer_out,
Reads an ISAP FITS table file and creates a pointer
from the data read

irs2isap? YAAAR = irs2isap(irs, status) Converts an IRS format IDL structure to a YAAAR
format IDL structure

isap2irs? irs = isap2irs(YAAAR, status) Converts a YAAAR format IDL structure to an IRS
format IDL structure

|sm_make_3plane.pl |sm_make_3plane "file_out" "header" "data" "unc" "bmask" |PERL Script - Combines
seperate elements
(header, data, uncertainty/noise and bmask) to make a 3 plane data file.
"header" can be any valid file who's header is then placed at the head of the "data" plane. Omitting it leaves
the data plane original header in place. |
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DatasetManager

SMART Dataset Manager

The window "Dataset" lists each input image or spectra and its details :
SMART ID, Filename, Object name, AORkey, Nod position, Exposure ID, DCE number, Module, RA,
DEC, and Type. The user can familiarize with these notions using the IRS data handbook
(http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/IRS/dh/).

Note for RA/DEC

for images, the RA/DEC are from the FOV coordinates in the header (RA_FOV, DEC_FOV). If not
found, the requested coordinates are used (RA_RQST, DEC_RQST). If not found, the slit center is
used (RA_SLT, DEC_SLT).

• 

for spectra, the RA/DEC are determined from the source position by Smart (RA_SM, DEC_SM)• 

Below the list of data files are two rows of buttons.

The first row of buttons is :

"Add" - clicking it displays a window for adding new records.• 
"Rename" - clicking it displays a window for renaming a record.• 
"Export/Convert" - clicking it displays a window for exporting/converting selected records (images or
spectra).

• 

"Delete" - clicking it deletes selected records.• 
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"Close" - closes the window and returns to the Project Manager.• 

To add data click on "Add". This will display a file selection box, select files to be added and click "OK".
(Clicking "Cancel" will cancel the selection.). This will be listed in the "Dataset" window. In the project
manager box the listing will change to "Dataset n (1 records)". Further files can be added if wanted. (See also
Cursor, Mouse & Buttons for bulk selection of multiple files.). Once files have been selected they will be
displayed in the dataset window. To select an individual file click on it and its name will higlight.
*Note:* files are imported based on their extension. Available formats are FITS binary (.fits), FITS table
(.tbl), ASCII (.txt, .dat), IDL saved AAR (.xdr).

The second row of buttons is :

"Extract" - Displays the data extraction selection window. See Spectral Extraction for more
information

• 

"Image Operations" - Displays a menu with the following options: "Clean using IRSCLEAN",
"Automatically Combine DCEs of a give ExpID", and "Image Combinations and Arithmetics".

• 

"SMTV/IDEA" - invokes the SMTV Viewer if images were selected or IDEA if spectra were
selected.

• 

"Other tools" - Displays a menu with the following options: IDP3 File Viewer and Quick Look File
Viewer.

• 

"SMTV plane" - Displays a menu for selecting planes to view in SMTV . The options "Data", "Error",
"BMASK" and "All" allow selecting particular plane(s) to view from a multi-plane image. The default
is "Data".
The selected choice determines which plane(s) are displayed if a multi-plane image is selected for
viewing in the SMTV Viewer. This ONLY effects file viewing. It has no effect at all on extraction.]

• 

"Header" - Invokes the FITS Header Editor for any highlighted image. (Only one file may be selected
at any one time.)

• 

"History" - Displays a list of indivdual datasets which have been combined into a stack. Highlight the
relevant dataset, (with a stacked status of "Yes"), and the "View Stack" button will become active.
Clicking on it displays a window headed "Stack of [Dataset Name]" listing the data sets in the stack.
Click on "Done" at the bottom of this window to return to the "Dataset" window.

• 

Annotations - Displays the Annotations window.• 
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CallIRSCLEAN

Calling IRSCLEAN from the dataset manager

This is a new feature in Smart version 7.0.0 and up.

ISRCLEAN is a cleaning algorithm written in IDL. It can be downloaded at
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/postbcd/irsclean.html.

SMART provides a convenient way to call the cleaning algorithm ISRCLEAN from the dataset manager.
IRSCLEAN must be installed by the user on the system. The first time SMART launches, the path to
IRSCLEAN is found automatically. It can be changed anytime in the SMART Parameters window.

Important note: the files have to have the usual naming convention (_bcd.fits, _bmask.fits)

Several data images can be selected and then cleaned automatically.

The rogue mask from IRSCLEAN is found automatically.• 
If the user selects the BMASK files associated with the BCD images (_bcd -> _bmask, *it will
work only for standard filenames), then these will be used as well.*

• 

The cleaned image is then added to the project.• 

A new window will appear with 2 cleaning choices: badfix (replacing bad pixels flagged in mask files) and
wclean (multiresolution method to find rogue pixels). The parameter for each method (bit for badfix,
agressive for wclean) can be changed here.
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CombineDCEs

Combine DCEs from an Exposure ID

New feature available in Smart version 7.0.0 and up.

Several DCE images form an exposure. It is sometimes useful to combine these DCEs to perform an
extraction afterward. SMART provides a convenient way to do so through the dataset manager. SMART will
combine all the DCEs automatically, so the user can choose many files at once, from different
AORKeys, different Exposure IDs. The DCEs will be combined for a given ExpID? AND AORKEY.

Important note: the data files have to have the usual naming convention (_bcd.fits, _func.fits)

Two cases can happen:

The user selects only BCD images. Then the images are combined using a simple average• 
The user selects the uncertainty files along with the BCD images. Then the uncertainties are used to
perform a weighted-average.

• 

The resulting image is then added to the dataset manager and can be extracted.
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DefringeMethod

SMART Defringing - Method

The IRS Defringing algorithm is explained at Defringing-Theory.

N.B. There is also a defringing manual at IRS Defringe?. This manual is not recommended for new users.

IRSFRINGE was developed by Fred Lahuis as an easy-to-use tool to remove instrumental fringes from
Spitzer-IRS data.

To invoke the IRS Defringe GUI from SMART, the IDEA window must be open. Set the dataset for
defringing as "Prime".

(Go to Store for more information on making the data set Prime.)

On the SMART IDEA window click on the Fns button, then click Defringe, then Defringe (IRS). The
following windows will then appear :

The left hand window is the main IRSFRINGE window. The diagonal lines linking orders of different
modules are due to plotting every order and module at the same time.

The right hand window "defringing results" shows the spectrum in white and green and the spectrum
continuum in red.

Below that the sine curve fit that the IRS Defringe? algorithm performs on each order is shown.

This window changes for each order, and the last window shown is the last order IRS defringing was
performed on.

Steps to defringing :

Select which module to start with on the right side of the window (i.e. LL, SH, LH).

SL will never need defringing, its resolution is too low to show instrumental fringes.

• 

Select the BCD, Order, and SlitPos (slit position). As many Orders up to all Orders may be selected.
The defringer will run on every Order chosen.

• 

Choosing cycles is important. Leave the second window blank when only one cycle is in use:
For LL, cycle will be about 750
For SH, cycle will be about 3500
For LL, cycles will be about 3000 and 8000 These values are approximate and may have to be altered
from spectrum to spectrum.

A certain amount of experimenting with values is required to use this tool properly.

• 

On the "fit" GUI button there is the choice of auto or manual. With manual, the tolerance and number
of fringes must be chosen.

• 

The five buttons above the plot are :

"Replot"

• 
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replots the module, BCD, order, and Slitpos chosen. |
"Find cycle"
returns the approximate values for cycle as shown above. |
"Defringe test"
runs the IRS defringe algorithm. |
"Save defringed"
saves the current defringed spectrum in favor over the original fringed spectrum. |
"Exit with Current"
exits with the current spectrum. |
Clicking "Degringe test" with the manual fit selected produces these four windows :
(Selecting "auto" fit will only produce the first two windows.)

• 

|

|Results of the Defringe Test :

In the first window "IRSFRINGE", the defringed spectrum is shown in red, the fringed (or "previous",
as it is called) is shown in green.

1. 

In the second window, "defringing results", the original spectrum is shown in white, its continuum is
in red, and the defringed spectrum is shown, raised for clarity, in green.

Seven fringes were found in this example, as the sine curve plot shows.

2. 

The third window "Fringes found", shows a more intricate plot of the sine wave of fringes in
wavenumber, and it also shows (the vertical green lines) where the fringes were found.

3. 

The fourth window "Fringe details" has two plots :
The upper is amplitude v. fringe period (cm -1) with CHI^2 superimposed.a. 
The lower is amplitude v. optical thickness, with fringes shown in green.b. 

4. 

| |Extra Notes :

The buttons to the right hand side of the plot in the IRS Defringe window are the same as those in the
IDEA window.

Full details at SMART IDEA Buttons - Positional Description.

• 

A certain amount of experimenting will be necessary in order to obtain a full understanding of how
the GUI works.

IMPORTANT - Remember that nothing is saved unless the "Save Defringed" button on the IRS
Defringe window is pressed.

• 

The algorithm is explained on the Defringing-Theory page.• 
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DefringeTheory

SMART Defringing - Theory

Fringing is a detector effect well known from other infra-red detectors. Its effects during the ISO mission are
described here :

ISO Fringes 1?1. 
ISO Fringes 2?2. 

The first IRS test data taken at BALL Aerospace with 3 neutral density (ND) filters in series showed
significant fringing at the 50% level.
Subsequent IRS tests with no ND filters in the beam revealed much weaker fringing at the <10% level,
but the beam in those tests had an unconstrained f-cone.

A detailed description can be found in Fringing in IRS High Resoloution Spectra? by Pat Morris.

Points to note about fringing in IRS :

Fringing is limited to 1-2 main components but the frequencies varies across orders and even along
one order,
indicating varying thickness of the detector substrate.

• 

Defringing algorithms have been developed only for the SH and LH modules in which the fringes are
resolved,
and the LL module in which the dominant fringe component originates in the delaminated filter.

• 

The standard fringing removal (defringing) tool will be a 1-D interactive or batch-mode procedure
using sine-wave & cross correlation methods.
(FFT filtering techniques have been tested as well but found to be inferior.)

• 

2-D defringing methods that would work on the 2-D FITS data file before the actual extraction of the
spectra are under study.

• 

The basis of the defringer software is described in SIRTF-IRS Defringing? by Fred Lahuis.

Beta testing of the software is described in Report on Tests of the Beta Defringer? by Martin Burgdorf.

On November 1st & 2nd 2001 a meeting was held at Cornell University about defringing.
Those present included Ewine van Dishoeck, Geoff Blake and Russ Shipman.
The minutes of the meeting? provide a summary.

Presentations on defringing were also made :

Interactive Defringing of IRS High Resoloution Spectroscopy? by Pat Morris.• 
An Outlandish IRS De-Fringing Hypothesis? by J.D. Smith.• 

Beta release of the SIRFT-IRS defringing software was on 4 September 2003.
A short overview is provided at SIRTF IRS SMART Defringing Beta Release? by Fred Lahuis.
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ErrorProcessing

SMART Error and BMASK Planes

SMART Error and BMASK Plane Processing

IRS Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) is usually supplied in the form of three corresponding files. All three are
128 X 128 FITS image files :

A data file, name ending "_bcd.fits". This contains an array image from the relevant IRS module.
(One of SH, SL, LH or LL).

1. 

An error plane file, name ending "_func.fits". This contains best estimate values for errors (noise) in
the corresponding "bcd.fits" data file pixels.
It is supplied by the SSC with the IRS data and referred to as the "SSC Error Plane".

2. 

A bitmask file, called "BMASK", name ending "_bmask.fits". This contains a 16 bit binary number
indicating possible error conditions for each corresponding "bcd.fits" data file pixel.

3. 

The meanings of BMASK bit values are :

Decimal Power Hex Value Description
2 2^1 hex 2 Latent-image flag
4 2^2 hex 4 Digital saturation detected in sample(s) along ramp
8 2^3 hex 8 Radhit detection along ramp in sample(s) along ramp
16 2^4 hex 10 Non-linearity correction could not be computed in sample(s) along ramp
32 2^5 hex 20 Data bad (initial dmask; radhit checks this bit) in sample(s) along ramp
64 2^6 hex 40 Droop or rowdroop removed using questionable value in sample(s) along ramp
128 2^7 hex 80 Flat field applied using questionable value (flatap)
256 2^8 hex 100 Flat field could not be applied (flatap)
512 2^9 hex 200 Stray-light removal or crosstalk correction not applied
1024 2^10 hex 400 Saturated - beyond correctable non-linearity in sample(s) along ramp
2048 2^11 hex 800 Data missing in downlink in sample(s) along ramp
4096 2^12 hex 1000 Only one usable plane
8192 2^13 hex 2000 No usable planes

16384 2^14 hex 4000 Pixel masked in pmask
SMART will accept and process input IRS data in either 1-plane or 3-plane form :

1-plane data.
Only the "bcd.fits" data file is loaded into SMART. (See Dataset Manager for a description of how to
load data into SMART. In this case SMART will internally generate both an error plane and a
BMASK plane and use these for extraction processing. SMART generated error plane values are all
initially set to zero. SMART generated BMASK plane values are all initially set to zero.

1. 

3-plane data. For all three planes of a single observation to be loaded into SMART they must first be
combined into a single "3-plane" type FITS file, usually designated "bcd3p.fits". SMART provides
scripts for making 3-plane data, see Provided Scripts? and Procedure Headers?. The resulting 3-plane
files can then be loaded into SMART. (See Dataset Manager for a description of how to load data into

2. 
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SMART.)

SMART Error and BMASK Plane - (SMART Parameters Advanced
window)

How the error and BMASK planes are used during SMART processing can be controlled by changing certain
SMART SMART Parameters (advanced).

The relevant parameters are :

sm_eplane Values :
"SMART Constructed Error Plane"1. 

"SSC Error Plane"2. 

System Default : "SSC Error Plane"

If 1-plane data is being used then the setting of this parameters is irrelevant. A SMART internally
generated error plane will always be used because there is nothing else available. If 3-plane data file is
being used the results are dependent on the "sm_eplane" parameter setting :

SMART Constructed Error Plane - an initial error plane with all error values equal to zero is
used. When using SMART Image Operations SMART generated error plane values are the
statistical variance of the corresponding flux values. For more information see : Errors and
BMAKS during Image Operations.

1. 

SSC Error Plane - the SSC supplied error (noise) plane is used.
For more information see : Errors and BMAKS during Image Operations.

2. 

1. 

BMASK Value Selection Display

Values : ON or OFF for each of 14 radio buttons

System Default : OFF for each

This is used during extraction. Each indivdual pixel can be included or ommited from extraction
depending on its corresponding BMASK value.

2. 

SMART Error and BMASK during Image Operations

For more information see : Errors and BMASK during Image Operations.
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EbImageOperations

SMART Error and BMASK Plane during Image Operations

SMART Error and BMASK Plane during Image Operations

For an explanation of the Error and BMASK planes see : Error and BMASK Plane Processing

How they are processed during SMART Image Operations is described below.

Error Plane Processing in Image Operations

Error plane processing in Image Operations is dependent on the "!sm_eplane" setting of the User Parameters.
The value of "!sm_eplane" is displayed at the top of the Image Operations window.
It has 2 possible values :

"0 - SMART Constructed Error Plane"• 
"1 - SSC Error Plane"• 

The effects of "!sm_eplane" setting on error plane processing are :
Image Operation"!sm_eplane" SettingError plane of resultant image

Combine : AddSMART Constructed Error PlaneStandard deviation of flux values in data plane(s) of input
image(s)

Combine : AddSSC Error PlaneQuadrature addition of error plane values from input image(s)Combine :
MeanSMART Constructed Error PlaneStandard deviation of flux values in data plane(s) of input
image(s)Combine : MeanSSC Error PlaneQuadrature addition of error plane values from input
image(s)Combine : MedianSMART Constructed Error PlaneStandard deviation of flux values in data plane(s)
of input image(s) * 1.253
(For explanation see Sampling distribution of median.)

Combine : MedianSSC Error PlaneQuadrature addition of error plane values from input image(s)Combine :
Median FilterSMART Constructed Error PlaneCalculate the mean of the selected images and filter to remove
NaNs?.Combine : Median FilterSSC Error PlaneCalculate the mean of the selected images and filter to
remove NaNs?.Combine : Fair CoAdd?SMART Constructed Error PlaneAlgorithm Specific (Image
Operations - Fair CoAdd?)Combine : Fair CoAdd?SSC Error PlaneAlgorithm Specific (Image Operations -
Fair CoAdd?)
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Combine : Weighted MeanSMART Constructed Error PlaneAlgorithm Specific (Image Operations -
Weighted Mean)Combine : Weighted MeanSSC Error PlaneAlgorithm Specific (Image Operations -
Weighted Mean)

ArithmeticsSMART Constructed Error PlaneStandard deviation of flux values in data plane(s) of input
image(s)ArithmeticsSSC Error PlaneQuadrature addition of error plane values from input image(s)

Multiple SubtractionSMART Constructed Error PlaneQuadrature addition of error plane values from input
image(s)Multiple SubtractionSSC Error PlaneQuadrature addition of error plane values from input image(s)

Multiple DivisionSMART Constructed Error PlaneQuadrature addition of error plane values from input
image(s)Multiple DivisionSSC Error Plane Error plane (dz) calculated by the formula :

(dz^2)/(z^2) = ((dx^2)/(x^2)) + ((dy^2)/(y^2))

where :
x, y - input data values
dx, dy - input error values
z = (x * y)^2

NOTE :
The SMART developers have found the following book very helpful for its explanations about the statistical
combinations of errors :

"Data reduction and error analysis for the physical sciences" by Philip R. Bevington and D. Keith Robinson.

Third edition published by McGraw?-Hill, Boston, 2003.

BMASK Plane Processing in Image Operations

BMASK plane processing in Image Operations :

Image
Operation

BMASK plane of resultant
image

Combine : AddCombined logical "or" of input BMASK(s)Combine : MeanCombined logical "or" of input
BMASK(s)

Combine : MedianCombined logical "or" of input BMASK(s)Combine : Median FilterAlgorithm
SpecificCombine : Fair CoAdd?Algorithm SpecificCombine : Weighted MeanAlgorithm
SpecificArithmeticsCombined logical "or" of input BMASK(s)Multiple SubtractionCombined logical "or" of
input BMASK(s)

Multiple DivisionCombined logical "or" of input BMASK(s)
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ExtractionAutomaticDefaulting

SMART Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Module

In certain circumstances SMART spectral extraction automatically changes the extraction to the default
regardless of the type of extraction actually selected by the user.

In some cases this is dependent on the module (LH, LL, SL, SH) of the data.
This is described on this page.
For other cases where the automatic defaulting is dependent on the presence or absence of identifiable sources
see Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Source.

See Spectral Extraction Types for explanation of the different extraction types.

High Resoloution Data and Automatic Source Finder

Generally it is expected that high resoloution data will be extracted in SMART using the "Full" extraction
option.
Usually a given source (point or extended) fills the high resoloution slit completely.
"Full" extraction will extract the entirety of any spectra within a slit.

In some cases a user may want to use another extraction method.
If the SMART Automatic Source Finder is used (IE. Automatic Gaussian Point Source or Automatic Tapered
Column Point Source extraction is selected)
SMART will extract all high resoloution data as Automatic Tapered Column Point Source.
This will happen regardless of what extraction type has been selected by the user.
There is currently no way round this as the Automatic Source Finder has no provision at all for any other
extraction method for high resoloution data.

What has happened will be documented in the relevant  FITS Header Keywords of the extracted spectra.
These can be viewed with the FITS Header Editor invokable with the "Header" button on the IDEA Main
Window.

Keyword Function
|S_EXTYxx |Extraction type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type actually used for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY30 |Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)
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Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY94 |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'High res extraction defaulted to Tapered Column' |

High Resoloution Data Extraction with Manual Source Finder

The SMART  Manual Source Finder will allow high resoloution data to be extracted by any extraction
method.
Please exercise discretion in selection of extraction type. Not all extraction methods are suitable for all data
types.
In particular the Gaussian extraction algorithim may not converge when applied to high resoloution data.

What has happened will be documented in the relevant  FITS Header Keywords of the extracted spectra.
These can be viewed with the FITS Header Editor invokable with the "Header" button on the IDEA Main
Window.

Keyword Function
|S_EXTYxx |Extraction type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type actually used for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY30 |Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
|
S_EXTY33 Extraction type set in Manual Source Finder

For more information see SMART  Manual Source Finder.

High Resoloution Data During Extraction Processing
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This discussion applies to the extraction of high resoloution data by Tapered Column, Fixed Column or
Gaussian methods, regardless of how extraction was invoked.
IE. Regardless of which of Automatic Source Finder or  Manual Source Finder is used.

If high resoloution data is extracted with the SMART User Parameters "!sm_fwhmfactor" set to -1.0 (use
relevant module "psf-fov" calibration file)
then for each indivdual order of the high resoloution BCD "!sm_fwhmfactor" will be set to 1.0.
IE. SMART will use its own internal best estimate of the FWHM value for that order, NOT a "psf-fov"
calibration file value.
This is because "psf-fov" files do not exist for high resoloution modules.
At the end of the extraction of each order "!sm_fwhmfactor" is re-set back to -1.0.

If "!sm_fwhmfactor" is set to some positive value in its permissible range of 0.1 - 30.0 then that value will be
used for the extraction.
No over-riding or later re-setting takes place.

Use of the sm_fwhmfactor user parameter during extraction is documented by the following output FITS
header keywords :

Keyword Function
S_FWHM Value of "!sm_fwhmfactor" at time of extraction.
|S_FWORxx |Value = "WARNING"
Comment = "Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for order xx"

Denotes sm_fwhmfactor was overridden from -1.0 to 1.0
for the processing of order xx.

Done because sm_fwhmfactor = -1.0 requires SMART to use "psf-fov" files for extraction. There are no
"psf-fov" files for high resoloution data.

xx = 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number, high resoloution ONLY.)

EG. Keyword "S_FWOR12" denotes sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 override for order 12

NOTE : xx = 30 if SMART cannot ascertain relevant order number.
If so, comment = "Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for unknown order". | |S_PRM0 |Value = "Parm file
setting"

Comment contains the string :
"sys" - System defaults for settable Parameters.
"user" - User selected values for settable Parameters. | |S_PRMxxx |xx = 1-999
Value = "Parameter used"
Comment contains the string : Name of Parameter and value. |

For more information about the "!sm_fwhmfactor" see User Parameters.
For more information about SMART FITS header keywords see FITS Header Keywords.
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ExtractionAutomaticDefaultingSource

SMART Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Source

In certain circumstances SMART spectral extraction will automatically default the extraction being used
regardless of the type of extraction actually selected by the user.

In some cases this is dependent on the presence or absence of identifiable sources in any given order.
This is described on this page.
For other cases where the automatic defaulting is dependent on the module of the particular data see Spectral
Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Module.

See Spectral Extraction Types for explanation of the different extraction types.

"Full" Extraction Defaulting

For "Full" extraction SMART does not attempt to find sources in orders. The entire width of each order is
extracted regardless of its possible contents.
(See Spectral Extraction Types for explanation of the different extraction types.)
In this sense "Full" extraction is a "simplest case" of extraction.
A user requested "Full" extraction will never be defaulted by SMART to any other extraction type as "Full"
extraction is the simplest case.

For Automatic Tapered Column and Automatic Gaussian extractions SMART attempts to find sources within
each order. (See SMART Automatic Source Finder.)
A number of possible scenarios can then arise where the Automatic Source Finder does not identify a source
(or finds multiple sources) in one or more given orders.
In these cases SMART defaults to extracting the relevant order(s) with "Full" extraction, as "Full" extraction
does not require the presence of a (single) source.
These cases are described here.

"S_TNUM" FITS Header Keyword

The SMART Automatic Source Finder (used for automatic Tapered Column and Gaussian extractions) and
the Manual Source Finder
add a FITS header keyword "S_TNUM" to each BCD processed by SMART.

Source Definition Meaning of "S_TNUM"
Automatic Source Finder Number of sources found in each order.
Manual Source Finder Number of sources defined by user in each

order.

The value of "S_TNUM" is :

For low resoloution = 'n,n,n'
For high resoloution = 'n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n'

Where "n" is the number of sources found in each order.

EG. Low resoloution :
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Found 2 sources in order 1, 1 in order 2 and 0 in order 3 then "S_TNUM" = "2,1,0".

EG. High resoloution :
Found 1 source in every order then "S_TNUM" = "1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1".

In the event that there is no "S_TNUM" keyword in a given BCD FITS header then SMART will treat the
BCD as if no sources were found in it.
IE. The entire extraction of the particular BCD will be defaulted to "Full".

No Source in One or More Orders - Low Resolution "Off" Order Case

LOW RESOLOUTION DATA - SL AND LL MODULES ONLY

Often, for a low resolution observation (SL or LL) a source is observed in one low resolution slit ("on"
position) and not in the other slit ("off" position).
(NOTE: There is always the possibility of a random source happening to fall in the "off" slit.)
When extracting any data SMART attempts to find one or more sources in each order of an input BCD.
Once a source is found that indivdual order is then extracted using the extraction type chosen by the user.
(Extraction types are explained at Spectral Extraction Types.)

EXAMPLE :

A source is seen in first order (SL1) and not in second and third order (SL2/3).
In this case the SL1 slit was pointed directly at the source and the SL2/3 slit was not.

SMART will extract this using the user selected extraction type (EG. Gaussian) for the first order.
The extraction type of the second and third orders will automatically default to "full".

What has happened will be documented in the relevant  FITS Header Keywords of the extracted spectra.
These can be viewed with the FITS Header Editor invokable with the "Header" button on the IDEA Main
Window.

Keyword Function
|S_TNUM |Number of sources (n) found in each order
For low resoloution = 'n,n,n'
For high resoloution = 'n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n' | |S_EXTYxx |Extraction type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type actually used for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY30 |Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
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Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY31 |Value = contents of "ttnum" array
Comment = 'No source in orders 2 & 3, source in 1' | |S_EXTY32 |Value = contents of "ttnum" array
Comment = 'No source in order 1, source in 2 & 3' |

NOTE :
In this circumstance Sky Subtraction During Extraction for the order(s) defaulted to "Full" extraction will then
automatically be set to "None".
This will be documented with the "S_SKSBxx" FITS header keyword.

No Source in One or More Orders - Other Cases

HIGH AND LOW RESOLOUTION DATA - ALL MODULES

The single most common extraction default type in SMART is the default of the extraction of an indivdual
order to "Full" because no identifiable source can be found in it.
When extracting any data SMART attempts to find one or more sources in each order of an input BCD.
Once a source is found that indivdual order is then extracted using the extraction type chosen by the user.
(Extraction types are explained at Spectral Extraction Types.)

However a source is not always found in an order. This is almost always true for a low resolution observation.
(See description above.)
There are a variety of other circumstances under which this can happen.
EG. Very dim source where some of the spectrum becomes buried in the noise floor.

In cases where there is no detectable source in a given order the extraction of that particular order will default
to "Full".
For other orders in the same BCD where a source is detectable SMART will extract them using the user
selected extraction type (EG. Gaussian).

What has happened will be documented in the relevant  FITS Header Keywords of the extracted spectra.
These can be viewed with the FITS Header Editor invokable with the "Header" button on the IDEA Main
Window.

Keyword Function
|S_TNUM |Number of sources (n) found in each order
For low resoloution = 'n,n,n'
For high resoloution = 'n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n' | |S_EXTYxx |Extraction type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type actually used for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
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| |S_EXTY30 |Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
|

NOTE :
In this circumstance Sky Subtraction During Extraction for the order(s) defaulted to "Full" extraction will then
automatically be set to "None".
This will be documented with the "S_SKSBxx" FITS header keyword.

No Sources in Any Orders

HIGH AND LOW RESOLOUTION DATA - ALL MODULES

This case is not applicable when the selected extraction type is "Full".
For "Full" extraction SMART does not attempt to find sources in orders. The entire width of each order is
extracted regardless of its possible contents.
For Automatic Tapered and Gaussian extractions it is possible that no souces at all can be found in any orders
of a given BCD.
In this case extraction defaults to "Full" for every order.

What has happened will be documented in the relevant  FITS Header Keywords of the extracted spectra.
These can be viewed with the FITS Header Editor invokable with the "Header" button on the IDEA Main
Window.

Keyword Function
|S_TNUM |Number of sources (n) found in each order
For low resoloution = 'n,n,n'
For high resoloution = 'n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n' | |S_EXTYxx |Extraction type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type actually used for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY30 |Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
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Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
|
S_EXTY90 WARNING - Extraction defaulted to FULL
S_EXTY92 No sources in any orders - Check S_TNUM

NOTE :
In this circumstance Sky Subtraction During Extraction for the order(s) defaulted to "Full" extraction will then
automatically be set to "None".
This will be documented with the "S_SKSBxx" FITS header keyword.

Peak Up Data

LOW RESOLOUTION DATA - SL MODULE ONLY

Peak up data is defined as BCD's taken with the relevant source in one of the IRS peak up windows.
The peak up windows transmit their image to the Short Low (SL/b0) module only.
Usually there is no source in either of the SL slits when a peak up image is taken.
(NOTE: There is always the possibility of a random source happening to fall in one or both of the slits.)

Peak up data BCD's can be identified by the value of the FITS header "FOVID" keyword :

Header Keyword Value Field of View
FOVID 18 IRS_Red_Peak-Up_FOV_Center
FOVID 19 IRS_Red_Peak-Up_FOV_Sweet_Spot
FOVID 22 IRS_Blue_Peak-Up_FOV_Center
FOVID 23 IRS_Blue_Peak-Up_FOV_Sweet_Spot

For more information about the FITS FOVID keyword see FOVID Values.

SMART treats a peak up BCD as any other SL BCD and tries to find valid sources in the two spectrographic
slits.
When it cannot do this it treats the peak up BCD as any other image where no source can be found and writes
its "S_TNUM" keyword with value of "0,0,0".
(IE. No source found in any slit.)

Peak up data has no "postion angle" and no corresponding "PA_SLT" FITS header keyword.
SMART assumes that for all peak up data the position angle value is zero.

Extraction is then treated in the same way as for any other BCD where no source can be found. Each order is
extracted as "Full".
What has happened will be documented in the relevant  FITS Header Keywords of the extracted spectra.
These can be viewed with the FITS Header Editor invokable with the "Header" button on the IDEA Main
Window.

Keyword Function
|S_TNUM |Number of sources (n) found in each order
For low resoloution = 'n,n,n'
For high resoloution = 'n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n' | |S_EXTYxx |Extraction type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)
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EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type actually used for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY30 |Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
|
S_EXTY90 WARNING - Extraction defaulted to FULL

NOTE :
In this circumstance Sky Subtraction During Extraction for the whole file (BCD) will then automatically be
set to "None".
This will be documented with the "S_SKSBxx" FITS header keyword.

Multiple Sources in One or More Orders

HIGH AND LOW RESOLOUTION DATA - ALL MODULES

If during extraction SMART detects two or more sources IN A SINGLE ORDER of one file then the
extraction type
will automatically change to "Full" FOR THE WHOLE FILE regardless of what extraction type was
originally selected.
This is true for both high and low resoloution data.

If this happens then the following message will be displayed :

Click "OK" to continue.

If more than one file (BCD) is being extracted (IE. more than one was highlighted in the Dataset Manager)
then the other selected files will still be extracted by whatever extraction method was originally selected.
Other files will still be treated seperately even if they are selected for combination using the "!sm_mergetype"
parameter in User Parameters.
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If this circumstance occurs then it is recommended to use the Manual Source Finder to segregate the sources.

What has happened will be documented in the relevant  FITS Header Keywords of the extracted spectra.
These can be viewed with the FITS Header Editor invokable with the "Header" button on the IDEA Main
Window.

Keyword Function
|S_TNUM |Number of sources (n) found in each order
For low resoloution = 'n,n,n'
For high resoloution = 'n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n,n' | |S_EXTYxx |Extraction type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type actually used for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
| |S_EXTY30 |Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Manual
|
S_EXTY90 WARNING - Extraction defaulted to FULL
S_EXTY91 WARNING - Multiple sources in order(s) - check S_TNUM

NOTE :
In this circumstance Sky Subtraction During Extraction for the whole file (BCD) will then automatically be
set to "None".
This will be documented with the "S_SKSBxx" FITS header keyword.
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ExtractionBadPixels

SMART Bad Pixels During Extraction

This page explains how different extraction types in SMART handle bad pixels.

For an explanation of the different types of extraction please refer to Spectral Extraction Types.

Full Aperture Extraction

Automatic Source Finder - Tapered Column Point Source Extraction

Automatic Source Finder - Gaussian Point Source Extraction

Automatic Source Finder - Optimal Source Extraction

Please refer to the Optimal Extraction page for more information on performing Optimal Extractions.

Manual Source Finder - Extraction

Please refer to the Manual Source Finder page for more information on performing extractions with the
Manual Source Finder.
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ExtractionCalibrationTheory

SMART Spectral Extraction Calibration Theory

Making an RSRF File

An RSRF is a Relative Spectral Response Function.
Making a SMART RSRF file is described here : Making RSRF Files.
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ExtractionSkySubtractions

SMART Sky Subtraction During Extraction

Sky subtraction is a process by which background noise is removed from the image.

In SMART, this can by done in several ways :

By directly subtracting images from each other before extraction begins. This is done with the Image
Operations.

1. 

(ImOps) utility within the Dataset Manager.

During Spectral Extraction using the "Sky Subtraction" option.
This can define which sky value(s) is subtracted from one or more images and how the subtraction is
carried out.

Sky subtraction during extraction is an option within SMART.
It is controlled by the "!sm_sky_sub_display" setting in the SMART User Parameters.
The system default is "OFF". IE. No sky subtraction will be performed during extraction.

If "!sm_sky_sub_display" is set to "ON" then once an extraction is begun the "Sky Subtraction"
window described below will appear
and various sky subtraction options can be selected.

2. 

Sky Subtraction Options During Spectral Extraction

There are four basic types of sky subtraction : local-sky, alternative-sky, image and none.
In previous releases of SMART they had other names which were changed in an attempt to make them more
meaningful.
The previous names are given in the last column of the table below :

Name Description Old Name
Local-Sky

A "sky" region is defined as that part of the collapsed spectra being extracted not containg sources.1. 
A polynomial is calculated by averaging the sky region.2. 
The polynomial may be zero order (constant) or first order (a straight line with some slope).3. 
This polynomial is then subtracted from the data.4. 

|Local-Sky |

Alternative-Sky

A "sky" region is defined in another image corresponding to that part of the collapsed spectra being
extracted not containg sources.

1. 

A polynomial is calculated by averaging the sky region.2. 
The polynomial may be zero order (constant) or first order (a straight line with some slope).3. 
This polynomial is then subtracted from the data.4. 

|Single-Sky |
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Image An image is selected and subtracted from the image(s) being extracted. Super-Sky
None No sky subtraction is performed. None

Each of these types may be applied indivdually to each order within a given image or to the entire image
collectively.

Each of these types may be applied indivdually to each image within a given group selected for extraction or
to the entire group collectively.

"None" is the default option in all cases.

Sky Subtraction Options in Detail

Once extraction has begun (by clicking the "Extract" button on the "Extraction" or "Manual Source Finder"
windows) then sky subtraction options can be selected :

A pop-up window appears entitled "Sky Subtraction".

At the top of the window "File:" lists the name of the first selected file (BCD), "Order:" lists the order
number of the spectral order being processed (1-3, 11-20).

1. 

The first option is "Please choose sky subtraction type" :

If "Full extraction" has been selected then only 2 options are possible :

Image◊ 
None◊ 

♦ 

If any other type of extraction has been selected then four options are possible :

Local-Sky◊ 
Alternative-Sky◊ 
Image◊ 
None◊ 

♦ 

2. 
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Note : DEFAULT TO FULL EXTRACTION

When a low resoloution (SL or LL) image is being extracted there is frequently no source in the "off"
position slit. THIS IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE AN ERROR.
This leads to various possible consequences for sky subtraction during extraction :

Automatic Source Finder.

In this case SMART will default the extraction of the "off" slit to FULL extraction regardless
of the type of extraction originally requested.
This will be documented with the S_EXTYxx FITS Header Keywords.
When this happens the sky subtraction of the "off" slit will be defaulted to "None" regardles
of the sky subtraction option(s) chosen for the other (non-defaulted) order(s).
This will be documented with the "S_SKSUXX" and "S_SKSU90" FITS Header Keywords.
An indivdual sky subtraction option will not be presented for the "off" order(s), even if each
order is having its sky subtraction selected indivdually,

1. 

3. 
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(using the "Select BCD Processing" and "Select Order Processing" options, described below).

<liManual Source Finder

If the "all orders" option is taken then SMART will attempt to extract all orders by
what ever extraction method is specified in the Manual Source Finder.
Since "Full" extraction cannot be directly specified in the Manual Source Finder the
sky subtraction window will present all four possible sky subtraction options.

a. 

If the "this order" option is taken all other orders will remain to be extracted with
"Full" extraction as this is the SMART default extraction method.
During extraction SMART will process orders within a given BCD in numerical
order.
If the order with the source defined is the first order then all four sky subtraction
options will be presented.
However if the order with the source defined is NOT the first order then the first
order will be defaulted to "Full" extraction
and only the two possible sky subtractions for a "Full" extraction will be presented,
"None" or "Image".
To access the other sky subtraction options for the second (or subsequent) order(s)
which do have source(s) defined
and are to be extracted by another extraction method (IE. NOT "Full") use the "Select
BCD Processing" and "Select Order Processing" options (described below)
to set sky subtraction seperately for each indivdual order.

b. 

In all cases the type of sky subtraction performed will be documented with the "S_SKSUXX" FITS
Header Keywords.

For a full description of automatic defaulting during extraction see Spectral Extraction Automatic
Defaulting - Source and Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Module.

Selecting a sky subtraction method will change the appearance of the window depending on the type
selected.
(See table above for detailed explanation of options.)

Local-Sky - Uses the image being extracted as the sky image.
A sky value is calculated from the image being extracted by :

Sky=Median Pixel Val * Area Resolution Element(pixels).

If this option is selected the window changes to :

a. 

4. 
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Alternative-Sky - Uses one seperate sky image.
A sky value is calculated from the seperate sky image by :

Sky=Median Pixel Val * Area Resolution Element(pixels).

This option is provided to enable subtraction of an "off-source" image.
If this option is selected the window changes to :

The "Sky Image" drop down menu lists all files selected for this extraction.
One of these must be chosen as the sky image. The default is the first file.

b. 

Image - Uses one seperate sky image. Takes the entire selected image as the sky. No
calculation is done to find a median value.
This option is provided to enable subtraction of a pre-added composite image of two or more
sky observations

c. 
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If this option is selected the window changes to :

The "Sky Image" drop down menu lists all files included in this extraction.
One of these must be chosen as the sky image. The default is the first file.

None - THIS IS THE DEFAULT OPTION - If this option is selected no sky subtraction is
performed on the selected file (order).

d. 

Once the sky subtraction required has been selected then choose which BCDs and Orders to apply it
to with the "Select BCD Processing" and "Select Order Processing" buttons :

Select BCD Processing
Selecting "All BCDs" will process all BCDs selected for extraction with the same sky
subtraction.
The "Sky Subtraction" window will not appear again during this extraction.
If "All BCDs" is not selected then the "Sky Subtraction" window will be presented for each
seperate image being extracted and different sky subtraction values may be set for each one.
DEFAULT - All BCDs

a. 

Select Order Processing
Selecting "All Orders" will process all orders in the current image with the same sky
subtraction.
If "All Orders" is not selected then the "Sky Subtraction" window will be presented for each
seperate order in the current image and different sky subtraction values may be set for each
one.
DEFAULT - All Orders

b. 

Note
Selecting "All BCDs" will override unselecting "All orders", and windows for orders 2 and 3
will NOT pop up.
In this situation, it is necessary to process a single BCD at a time.

c. 

5. 

Select one option and click "Exit". This will carry out sky subtraction from the image being extracted
using the selected method.
NOTE : There is no "Cancel" option on the Sky Subtraction window. Extraction has already begun

6. 
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and will continue regardless of the sky subtraction selected.

Sky subtraction(s) requested and performed are documented with the S_SKSUxx, S_SKSRxx,
S_SKPUxx and S_SKPRxx FITS Header Keywords in the output spectra.

7. 

Sky Subtraction Automatic Defaulting

Under a variety of circumstances SMART will use a different sky subtraction type from the one requested.
Please refer to Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Source and Spectral Extraction Automatic
Defaulting - Module for a full explanation.
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FileViewerIdp3

SMART IDP3 FITS File Viewer

IDP3, an IDL-based interactive astromonical image analysis package, may be used alongside the SMART
package.
It was developed by the NICMOS group at the University of Arizona.
The MIPS group at the University of Arizona have kindly allowed a link to their IDP3 help page which
includes full operating instructions.

(The SMART team expresses thanks for this here.)

There are two ways to invoke IDP3 while SMART is running :

1. Type "idp3" at the "IDL>" command prompt.• 
2. Use the "Start IDP3" option on the Project Manager "Tools" menu.• 
3. Use the "IDP3" option on the Project Manager "Dataset" window "View" menu.• 

Image Arithmetic in SMART IDP3 FITS File Viewer

The following notes about image arithmetic have been supplied by Bettie Stobie (one of the original
developers of IDP3).

Image arithmetic is limited to the disposition operations you see for each image in the show images widget.
The main image display starts off blank and each image that is turned on interacts with the image display
according to its disposition.
The current image dispositions are add, subtract, divide, invert, average, multiply, min, pos, neg, and absolute
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value.
If you wanted to subtract one image from another you would set the disposition of one to add and the other to
subtract.
The images are processed serially so it doesn't matter what the order of the images are in the list for this
operation.
If the image to be subtracted is first in the showimages list it is subtracted from a blank image and the second
image is added to that result.
If you want to multiply two images the first image to be processed must not have the disposition of multiply
because it would be multiplied by an empty display image of with a null result.
A short description of these dispositions :

Add : Add this image to the image display.
Subtract : Subtract this image from the image display.
Divide : Divide this image into the image display.
Invert : Compute 1/image and add to the image display.
|Average : |This is a special function that searchs how many images that are on have the disposition of AVE.
Each image whose disposition is AVE is divided by this number and added to the image display.
A peculiar way to average data but it fits the idp3 paridigm for a quick look.
For a more rigorous combination of images use the "imcombine" function in the images menu. |
Multiply : Multiply the image display by this image.
|Min : |Set image display to minimum of this image and the image display.
This is good for a quick attempt at removing cosmic rays. | |Pos : |Set all negative pixels in image to 0 and add
image to the image display. | | Neg : |Set all positive pixels to 0 and negative pixels to absolute value and add
to the image display. |
Abs : Add absolute value of current image to image display.

Each time you select some function for idp3 the display routine will check which input images are on
and build and display the display image by combining the input images as you have specified.
If you drag out a region in the main display with the cursor an ROI will pop up from which you can do
statistics, radial profile, cross section, etc.
All of this will be done on the subsection of the display image that was calculated above.
If you want to save the display image or its subsection (ROI) you can save them to disk as fits files.
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GuiStartup

SMART GUI Start Up

First install SMART on your system. (See SMART Download and Installation).

To invoke the SMART GUI at the system prompt type :

> smart

This will display a window entitled "SMART Project" :

This is the starting point for using SMART. For detailed guidance on how to use this see Project Manager. If
the "SMART Project" window does not appear check that SMART is properly installed on your system.
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IdeaApplications

SMART IDEA Applications

(This page is adapted from the ISAP WWW page "GUI Buttons" with all relevant acknowledgements.)

Running IDEA Applications

To run an Application on data first select the relevant data by using the right mouse key to draw a region on
the SMART IDEA window display box.

If the "Mouse" selection is set to "OFF" the "Applications" window (above) will appear and an Application
can be selected.
If a particular application has already been selected from the "Mouse" drop-down menu then that one is
applied to the selected data.

Data Return

With the exception of "CANCEL" and "MAKE-AAR" the new data returned from your selected application
will be merged with the remaining portion of your PRIME AAR.

This may result in the loss of some data tags. eg. In "Average" you will lose most of the tags. The
averaged/merged data will have the WAVE, FLUX, STDEV, ORDER and FLAG tags.
(If you average across the orders the ORDER tag will also be lost.) If you select the whole AAR (ie. plot the
whole AAR and draw a box that encompasses all the data points)

the new data returned after the Application will be the new PRIME AAR.

Data Present Boxes

At the top of the "Applications" window are 4 boxes listing the data selected for processing :
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Orders Present• 
Slit Pos Present• 
BCDs Present• 
Modules Present• 

IDEA Applications

FIX STDEV :
Please see Fix StDev |

MASK :
Sets the FLAG TAG so that this data is ignored in subsequent operations.

Some functions (eg. "Normalize") ignore the masked data when calculating the normalization factor but then
apply the factor to all the data.
(ie.masked and unmasked)

To view the MASKED data set "Show Masked" to "ON" on the IDEA Plot Style Preferences window.
MASKED data can be UNMASKED or ZAPPED. |

TIPPEX :
Replaces the selected flux data with an interpolated value. For a full description see  Tippex?. |

UNMASK :
Re-Sets the FLAG TAG on any previously MASKED data so that it is now included in the analysis. |

ZAP :
Removes the selected data from the prime AAR. You cannot select the whole PRIME AAR as there would be
no data left! |

ZAP ASSOC :
If you plot several BCD's for a given order you sometimes see a poorly behaved BCD(s) for an order that you
would like to delete.

If you select a portion of this bad data with the right mouse button you can delete all the associated data.

Associated data has the same value for a given tag e.g. Order:0 Slit Pos:1 Module:0, BCD:37,

or if you had selected data from two detectors it could be Order:0,1 Slit Pos:1 Module:0 BCD:4,37 etc. |

ZAP MASKED :
This will remove any masked data from the selected portion of the PRIME AAR.

You must include some unmasked data points as the routine will not allow you to remove all your selected
data points. |

NORM (CONST, NOWEIGHT) :
Please see Norm(Const, NoWeight) |

NORM (CONST, WEIGHT) :
Please see Norm(Const, Weight) |

NORM (REF, NOWEIGHT) :
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The data selected using the right mouse button is multiplied by a value so that the mean is equal to the mean
value of the reference spectrum

(see MAKE REFERENCE). |

NORM (REF, WEIGHT) :
The data selected using the right mouse button is multiplied by a value so that the mean is equal to the mean
value of the reference spectrum
(see MAKE REFERENCE). The data are weighted by 1/(stdev^2). |

REBIN AND DEFINE SCALE :
Please see Rebin |

REBIN TO REFERENCE SCALE :
Please see Rebin to Reference |

SMOOTH :
Please see Smooth |

ARITHM :
Arithm consists of a pulldown menu with 13 operations that can be performed on the flux values (i.e.
y-values) of the sub-set of data that you have just selected
from your PRIME AAR. If you click on any of the first 7 options a pop-up text window will appear that will
prompt you to enter a constant.

+ Add a constant• 
- Subtract a constant• 
* Multiply by a constant• 
/ Divide by a constant• 
Sigma clipping - kappa*sigma outliers will be masked• 
Clip Above - remove all data above a constant• 
Clip Below - remove all data  below a constant• 
1/y - invert the AAR as 1/y• 
Sqrt - returns the square root• 
Exp - returns the natural exponential• 
Exp10 - returns the exponential• 
Log - returns the natural log• 
Log10 -returns the log to the base 10• 

|

ARITHM2(REF) :
This Application allows arithmetic operations between the current prime spectra and a reference spectra.
It is greyed out unless a reference spectra has been designated.
To designate a spectra as a reference use the "Make Reference" application described below
or the "Use as Reference Data Set" option on the IDEA Stored Data Sets window.
A full description of how to use "Arithm2(Ref) is at Arithm2(Ref)". |

CLIPPING :
Please see Clip |

AVERAGE :
Please see Average |
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BLACKBODY FIT :
Please see Blackbody |

LINE FIT :
Please see Line Fit |

PHOTOMETRY :
Please see Photometry |

ZODIACAL LIGHT :
This gives a modeled value for all wavelengths in a spectra.
The model reads the RA, DEC, day of year, and UT of the observation from the aar file header and computes
a line of sight
through the modeled zodiacal dust cloud.
For a more detailed description, please see Zodiacal. |

|SHIFT : | This Application is intended ONLY for use with ISO LWS data.
Attempting to use it for IRS data will display a pop-up box with the warning message : "SHIFT is not allowed
for IRS Aots". Click "OK" to continue.
This routine will normalize a single BCD to a given order by comparing overlapping wavelength regions.
The flux values for the "good" order will remain unchanged.
Flux values (and stdev) for the other orders will each be multiplied by a computed constant to adjust it to the
good order.
This computed constant is ratio between the weighted means in the overlap region.
This process will ripple through all orders until they have all been corrected. (See : sap_shift.pro?.)
Note : This can alter the slope of the order.
Extra care should be taken if you are averaging data that contains a line which has been detected in two orders
(due to the overlap in wavelength coverage).

Select the "good" order or "preserve mean". The preserve mean option will shift in such a way that the
mean flux of the entire AAR is not changed

1. 

Select the "correction type" :

"scaling" for multiplicative adjustments♦ 
"offset" for additive adjustments♦ 
"LWS Dark Correction" for LWS 01 observations. An additive correction is done by finding a
value = C/RSRF to correct one detector to the next.

♦ 

2. 

Select the "weighting" :

"weighted" (to weight fluxes by 1/stdev**2)♦ 
"unweighted" (to treat all fluxes equally)♦ 

3. 

Press "OK" to perform the operation and return the result to the main window. (Or press "Cancel" if
you have changed your mind.)

4. 

|

XSHIFT :
Please see X Shift |

XSHIFT(REF) :
Please see X Shift(Ref) |
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MAKE AAR :
Please see Make AAR |

MAKE REFERENCE :
A copy of the selected data becomes the REFERENCE AAR. Any AAR can be made reference.
When you make an AAR the reference it replaces any previous reference data set.
This is the same as the "Use as Reference Data Set" option on the IDEA Stored Data Sets window.

Once set a reference data set can be in applications requiring one, eg. NORM(REF, NO WEIGHT/WEIGHT),
XSHIFT(REF). |

OPLOT DATA TO REF :
Please see Oplot Data to Ref |

SELECTION INFO :
Please see Selection Info |

CANCEL :
Quits the Application window without changing the PRIME AAR. |
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IdeaFunctions

SMART IDEA Functions

(This page is adapted from the ISAP WWW page "GUI Buttons" with all relevant acknowledgements.)

Fns :
This displays a drop down menu with 13 options that operate on the WHOLE PRIME AAR :

Change Units• 
Data Tags...• 
Fix SWS07• 
!DispAAR• 
Overplot Bad Data• 
Bad...• 
Determine Active LWS Detector• 
Convert...• 
Defringe...• 
Store Prime• 
Undo Last Operation• 
Split Apart AAR• 
Merge Groups of AARs• 

|

Change Units : This displays the IDEA Function Units Conversion window.
|Data Tags : |This is a drop-down help menu with 2 options :

Add Data Tag :
This option will allow you to add a new data tag and assign a value to that tag for a given YAAAR.
This routine is useful if a data tag has been lost after using IDEA Application Average. |
Increment Data Tag :
This option will allow you to increment or decrement the value of one of the tags for your entire prime
dataset.
The routine will show you what tags are present, the range of values for those tags that are present and will
allow you to enter
a negative or positive integer to increment the selected tag values.
One use of this routine is to allow IDEA Application Average to effectively average across different lines in
an AAR.
This may be done as follows :

Break the AAR into one AAR for each line.1. 
Use INCREMENT DATA TAG to change the line tags in each AAR to a common value.2. 
Use "Merge with Prime Data Set" on IDEA Stored Data Sets to combine the AARs.3. 
The lines now all have the same tag number and IDEA Application Average will average across them.4. 

|

| |Fix SWS07 : |For SWS07 ONLY. Sets scan directions that have been misidentified as -1 by the pipeline to
+1. |
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!DispAAR : Displays the AAR in a separate winddow. (Click "QUIT" to close.)
OVERPLOT BAD DATA :
When taken this option will display the message : "Use the Fns=>Bad=>Show/Remove Bad IRS data - until
we implement it here :)"
To overplot bad data click the "Fns" button, then take the "Bad" option, then the "Show/Remove Bad IRS data
flagged by BMASK" option.
(For details see also IDEA Function BMASK.) | | |Bad : |This is a drop-down help menu with 9 options :

Show/Remove bad IRS data flagged by BMASK :
Please see IDEA Function BMASK |
Remove bad LWS data :
This button will be unavailable (ie. grayed out) if your PRIME AAR is not LWS data.
Deletes data based on the LWS "STATUS" word (see IDEA Bad Data). |
Discard LWS Post-glitch data :
Deletes data based on the LWS "STATUS" word(see IDEA Bad Data). |
Remove LWS out of band data :
Deletes data based on the LWS "STATUS" word(see IDEA Bad Data). |
Remove ALL Bad SWS Data (all options below) :
This button will be unavailable (ie. grayed out) if your PRIME AAR is not LWS data.
Deletes data based on the SWS "FLAG" word (see IDEA Bad Data). |
Remove SWS data flagged as NODATA :
This button will be unavailable (ie. grayed out) if your PRIME AAR is not LWS data.
Deletes data based on the SWS "FLAG" word flagged as NODATA only (see IDEA Bad Data). |
Remove SWS data flagged as GLITCHED :
This button will be unavailable (ie. grayed out) if your PRIME AAR is not LWS data.
Deletes data based on the SWS "FLAG" word flagged as GLITCHED only (see IDEA Bad Data). |
Remove SWS data flagged as partially out of limit :
This button will be unavailable (ie. grayed out) if your PRIME AAR is not LWS data.
Deletes data based on the SWS "FLAG" word flagged as partially OUT OF LIMIT only (see IDEA Bad
Data). |
Remove SWS data flagged as totally out of limit :
This button will be unavailable (ie. grayed out) if your PRIME AAR is not LWS data.
Deletes data based on the SWS "FLAG" word flagged as totally OUT OF LIMIT only (see IDEA Bad Data). |
| |Determine Active LWS Detector : |This button will be unavailable (ie. grayed out) if your PRIME AAR is
not LWS data.
A simple pop-up window lists the active detectors and corresponding line numbers for a L02 or L04
observation (ie. Where to look your expected lines.) | |Convert : |This is a drop-down help menu with 8
options :

CONVERT FLUX TO BRIGHTNESS (LWS) :
Each spectral point in the spectrum gets divided by the LWS beam solid angle; the final units will then be
flux/sr.
The beam solid angle adopted is the size of the equivalent cylinder which contains the observed flux;
radii (one per detector) of this cylinder are read from the calibration file fl2bright.dat
in the directory data/cal_lws in your IDEA distribution tree.
The LWS beam sizes are still tentative; investigations are still under way and these numbers could change.
CONVERT LWS FABRY PEROT FLUX UNITS :
This button changes the flux units in a LWS Fabrey Perot AAR from w/cm^2 to w/cm^2/um by dividing the
flux by wavelength.
APPLY EXTENDED SOURCE CORRECTION (LWS) :
This button applies a gain correction which takes into account the fact that the absolute, as well as relative,
calibration of the LWS was derived using a point-source; in essence, it makes the LWS calibration valid for
extended sources also.
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It is then clear that this button should not be used if the spectrum is from a point source. The correction factor
applied to each spectral point is obtained by linear interpolation from a set of factors derived from optical
modelling of the LWS instrument;
these numbers are contained in the calibration file ps2escorr.dat in the directory data/cal_lws in
your IDEA distribution tree.
The LWS extended source correction factors are still tentative; investigations are still under way
and these numbers could change.
CONVERT LINE -> AOT BAND(SWS AOT 1) :
This routine was written to enable you to easily select the various AOT bands in an SWS AOT1.
The line tag is mapped to reflect the AOT band where :

BANDLINE tag |

1A 911
1B 912
1D 914
1E 915
2A 921
2B 922
2C 923
3A 931
3C 933
3D 934
3E 935
4 940
5A 951
5B 952
5C 953
5D 954
6 960

N.B. Pipeline 6 AARs (SWS01) the line tag does correspond to a single aot band (continuous counting from 1
to 16),
which is, however not yet reliable. Pipeline 7 will have the remaining bugs removed,
and the conversion in IDEA will not be necessary for those AARs. |

|Defringe : |This is a drop down menu with 3 options:

DEFRINGE LWS AOT1 :
Please see IDEA Function Defringe LWS AOT1 |
Defringe (SWS ALGORITHM) :
Please see Defringe SWS? procedure header. |
Defringe (IRS Algorithm) :
Please see SMART Defringing Method |

|STORE PRIME : |This is an EXTREMELY IMPORTANT button.
It can be found on the sub-menu from Special Functions labeled "STORE PRIME" as well as at the top of the
SMART IDEA Window labeled "STORE".
The SMART IDEA Window does not automatically save your working dataset. (ie. Your PRIME AAR).
If you reach a stage where you wish to export the data or try two different approaches to the analysis then you
should STORE the PRIME AAR. | |UNDO LAST OPERATION : |The undo button can be found on the
sub-menu from Special Functions as well as at the top of the SMART IDEA Window.
It will undo the last operation you made on your PRIME AAR. It will only undo 1 previous operation. For
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example if you have done 3 operations
(ie. data set A-> B-> C) if you click on undo you will get data set B. If you click on undo again you will
re-create data set C, click again and you get data set B etc. | |SPLIT APART AAR : |The split apart aar button
can be found under the Special Functions submenu. It is a popup which will ask how the user wishes to split
an AAR.
After splitting an AAR by the tags the user selects, these individual datasets are then stored under Stored
Datasets from which they can now select. | |MERGE GROUP OF AARS : |This button allows user to
combine data for common tags in a group of AARS selected from stored data sets.
The header of the output combined AAR is copied from the header of the first AAR in the group. |
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IdeaGuiDescription

SMART IDEA Positional Description

(This page is adapted from the ISAP WWW page "GUI Buttons" with all relevant acknowledgements.)

This page gives a brief description of all the buttons found on the SMART IDEA window. The descriptions
are grouped roughly in the same order as the layout of the window.

Full IDEA Alphabetical Listing of SMART IDEA window buttons.

INPUT DATA (AAR) ID INFO :

These display the basic information about an AAR once it is input. They are located at the top left of the GUI
window.
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|PRIME : |The name of your working AAR. The text box is editable so you can type in a new name and then
store an output AAR under a different name from the input one. |

AOT : The AOT type of the input AAR.
OBJ : The astronomical name of the source in the input AAR.
|REF : |The name of your reference data set. (See "Make Reference" on IDEA Applications for more
information.) |

ABOUT the SMART IDEA window :

These buttons are located at the right hand top of the GUI window.

|Help! : |This is a drop down help menu with 7 options :

|

About : Displays the Acknowledge SMART? window.
WWW Pages : Invokes WWW Browser displaying SMART WWW pages.

News : Displays a listing of what is new in SMART.
Store-Prime : Displays the help text for the "Store-Prime" button at the top right of the GUI.

| Make AAR : |Displays the help text for the "Make AAR" button. ("Make AAR" is on the IDEA
Applications window, please see !MakeAAR for more details.) | | Write To Disk : |Displays the "Help" text
for the "Write to disk in..." option. (See IDEA Stored Data Sets.) |
Disclaimer : Displays a warning that the code is under development.

| |Mail :

Displays a pop-up window to e-mail comments, suggestions and bug reports to the SMART team.
Header :
Displays a pop-up window showing the FITS header of the current input. ("Show/Edit any SIA/IDEA FITS
Header")
This window also allows editing of the FITS header on a keyword by keyword basis.
Enter the relevant values in the text boxes ("Keyword", "Value" and "Comment") and use the "append",
"overwrite" and "delete" buttons accordingly.
Note that the "clear fields" button clears the input fields only. It does not clear the header or previous changes
from the header.

When you have finished reading/modifying the header continue by clicking on one of the "quit (no changes)"
or "exit (use modified header)" buttons at the top of the display window. (See also FITS Header Editor?.) |

Store-Prime :
This is an EXTREMELY IMPORTANT button. Clicking it will store the current data (Prime AAR). The
GUI does not automatically save current data.

If you reach a stage where you wish to export the data or try two different approaches to the analysis then you
should store the Prime AAR.

(A menu option with the same functionality is on the "Fns" (IDEA Functions) drop down menu.) | |Undo : |
This will undo the last operation you made on your Prime AAR. It will only undo 1 previous operation.
For example if you have done 3 operations i.e. data set A-> B-> C if you click on undo you will get data set B,
if you click on undo again you will re-create data set C, click again and you get data set B, etc.

(A menu option with the same functionality is on the "Fns" (IDEA Functions) drop down menu.) | |Ref : |This
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displays a drop down menu with 2 options :

Store Reference : This sets the currently displayed data as the reference dataset.
Show Reference : This displays a pop-up window showing the current reference dataset.

(NOTE : This button will be "greyed out" (non-functional) unless a data set has been designated "reference".
See "Make Reference" on IDEA Applications for more information about reference datasets.) |

INPUT AAR DATA TAGS :

These display information about data tags in the input AAR(s) for user selection (part or all of data). They are
located in the upper half of the GUI window.
Once an AAR is input the GUI interrogates the AAR to find out which DATA TAGS are present. If the GUI
finds values for BCD, Order, Slit Pos or Module DATA TAGs it will make a clickable button for each unique
value of those DATA TAGs. (If none of these DATA TAGs are present in the input AAR no clickable buttons
are made, click on "plot" and all the input data will be plotted.)

If only a single unique value is found for a given DATA TAG then the default is that a single clickable button
is created and it is automatically switched on.
If multiple DATA TAGs are present you must switch-on at least one in each category. Clicking "ALL"
switches that whole category on. (Clicking "All" again switches the whole category off.)

For example a user could select BCD 0, Orders ALL, Slit Pos 1, Module ALL and then click on "plot" to
display the results.

NOTE : The DATA TAG names are different from ISO/ISAP. Here BCD=scnt, Order=det, Slit Pos=line,
Module=sdir.
For full details of the DATA TAGS and the corresponding fields in the FITS files see Data Structures?.

Data Selection Categories :

BCD : (IDEA=scnt) The Basic Calibrated Data Set number, FITS Keywod "DCENUM".
Order : (IDEA=det) The orders in the data. High resoloution has up to 10, low resoloution up to 3.
Slit Pos : (IDEA=line) IRS slit position. 1=whole slit, 1-30 positions along SL/LL.
Module : (IDEA=sdir) IRS Module number. SL1=0, SL2=1, LL1=2, LL2=3, SH=4, LH=5.

PLOTTING :

These buttons are used to plot and study the data. They are in a column at the left hand side of the GUI.

IRS Team Logo : Clicking on this will display the Acknowledge SMART? window.
| Read : |This is a drop down menu with 4 options :
(For more information on AAR structure, please see Data Structures?.

|AAR FITS : | This option will read AARs in FITS format. Select this option and a file selection box will
appear. Click on the relevant file to select. Then click on "OK".
The data set will be loaded into the GUI and made PRIME. If multiple files are selected each data set is
loaded as a separate AAR and stored.
For multiple files/AARs one must be chosen as the "prime" data set. To do this click on "Store".
This will display a seperate window headed IDEA Stored Data Sets listing data sets. Select one as Prime and
click on it.
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(The associated clickable button will change to "on".)
Then click on "Apply Function to" on the IDEA Stored Data Sets window and a drop down menu will appear.
Choose "Make Prime Data Set" and the relevant file will become the Prime data set. | |AAR XDR : |This
option will read AARs in IDL XDR format. The SMART IDEA window can only restore data sets saved in a
specific structure called "memstor".
memstor={data_flag:data_flag,aar:aar,name:name} where DATA_FLAG INT 1 AAR STRUCT -> Array(1)
ie. AAR in standard IDEA IDL format. NAME STRING 'AAA' name of the data set.
As with FITS files, if multiple data sets are read in one must be chosen as "prime". Use the same procedure to
choose one. | |AAR ASCII : |This option will read in data given as an ascii file with at least two but no more
than fifteen columns.

The ascii files are converted to YAAAR structures upon read in. Columns must be separated by one or more
blanks.
There are three types of ASCII files that the GUI can read. For examples and a more detailed explanation of
these see ASCII READ.
As with FITS files, if multiple data sets are read in one must be chosen as Prime. Use the same procedure to
choose one. | |SURVEY PRODUCT : |This option will read in the Survey Products which are ASCII FITS
files that were generated by the ISO Browse software in the ISO Archive.

As with FITS files, if multiple data sets are read in one must be chosen as Prime. Use the same procedure to
choose one. |

| |Store : |This displays a seperate window IDEA Stored Data Sets. | |2Proj : |This will copy all spectra
currently in the IDEA window to the Dataset Manager for storage while leaving the IDEA window open and
active to continue analysis.
Copied spectra are stored in the Project Manager with the names assigned to them in the IDEA window. |

Style : This displays a seperate window IDEA Plot Style Preferences.
|Plot : |Plots the chosen data based on selection of the Data Tag buttons and using IDEA Plot Style
Preferences. | |Fns : |This displays a drop down IDEA Functions menu with 13 options that operate on the
WHOLE PRIME AAR. |
Bad : This displays a seperate window Bad Data Removal.
CFO : Performs Check For Overrides.

MOUSE and QUIT :

These buttons are used to control mouse function and exit the GUI. They are at the left hand side of the GUI,
below the Plotting buttons.

| Mouse : |This displays a drop down menu with 9 options :

Fix STDEV
Mask
Tippex
!UnMask
Zap
Zap Assoc
Zap Masked
Selection Info
End Mouse Preselect
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The first 8 are IDEA Applications that can be switched on or off. (The same as can be accessed from the
IDEA Applications window.)

When the SMART IDEA window is first invoked none of the IDEA Applications are active and the clickable
button displays "OFF".
Selecting any of the first 8 options from the drop down menu invokes that IDEA Application ready for use
and the name on the button changes accordingly.
Selecting the last option "End Mouse Preselect" switches off any invoked IDEA Application and returns the
button display to "OFF". | | QUIT: |This ends your GUI Session - YOU MUST SAVE YOUR DATA
BEFORE QUITTING!
For example, if you wish to save your Prime AAR, you must first store it (see IDEA Stored Data Sets) then
Write it either as an IDL saveset, a FITS file or in ASCII format.

If you do not want to exit, click the mouse button outside of the GUI window to cancel the selection. |

X and Y CO-ORDINATES :

These display and enable setting and freezing the X and Y ranges of the display box. They are in a column at
the right hand side of the GUI.

|X : |X position of mouse cursor on the display box in units of the x-axis. (Changes with "Change Units" on
the "Fns" (IDEA Functions drop down menu.) | |Y : |Y position of mouse cursor on the display box in units of
the y-axis. (Changes with "Change Units" on the "Fns" (IDEA Functions drop down menu.) | |Freeze : |Click
"on" to freeze x and y co-ordinate range values set in the min/max boxes.
Click "off" to unfreeze. (Default=off.) |

Xmin : Text box to set minimum value of x co-ordinate range. (Default=input data minimum.)
Xmax : Text box to set maximum value of x co-ordinate range. (Default=input data maximum.)
Ymin : Text box to set minimum value of y co-ordinate range. (Default=input data minimum.)
Ymax : Text box to set maximum value of y co-ordinate range. (Default=input data maximum.)

Having set and frozen a range click Replot to plot just that range in the display box.

REPLOTTING and OUTPUT :

These buttons allow replotting of data. They are in a column at the right hand side of the GUI, below the X
and Y co-ordinate buttons.

|Replot : | Click on this button to :

Replot data with different range(s) that have been set in the max/min boxes and (un)frozen with the
"Freeze" button.

• 

Replot original data after using one or more of the IDEA Applications.• 

Replot original data after changing ranges using the Copy Range button.• 

| |Unzoom : |Click on this button to reverse the effect of "zooming" with the left mouse button. | |Copy
Range : |Plots data in exactly the plot range of the previous plot.
For instance, when using "Average" on the IDEA Applications window, if you zoom in on the data in the
"before" display, and then click on "copied range" in the "after" display,
the averaged data in "after" will be plotted with exactly the same range as "before". | |Hard Copy : | A Pop-up
widget gives the option of writing either a color or black and white postscript file to disk. (Default=black and
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white (B/W).)

The filename can be edited. (Default="hardcopy.ps".) The title for a hardcopy plot can be edited.
(Default=object name).
Click "OK" to make the postscript file or "CANCEL" to quit without generating a postscript file. |

MOUSE BUTTONS :

The normal defaults of the mouse buttons on the data display box are :

|Left Mouse Button : |Draws a rectangular area selecting data which is then zoomed to fill the whole display
box. (The effect can be reversed by clicking on the Unzoom button.) | |Right Mouse Button : |Draws a
rectangular area selecting data for further processing with one or more of the IDEA Applications and displays
the IDEA Applications Menu Window. |

LOWER BOX :

The lower part of the SMART IDEA window contains a display box with a scrollable list of all actions
during the current session.
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IdeaMainWindow

SMART IDEA Main Window

The SMART IDEA Main window provides multiple functionality for processing data. Normally it is invoked
automatically when an extraction is run from the Project Manager. It can also be invoked in two other ways :

From the "Start IDEA" option on the Project Manager "Tools" menu.1. 
Directly from the ">IDL" prompt, see Scripting Guide for details.2. 

The SMART IDEA Main window is derived from the ISO Project IDEA GUI. (Formerly known as the IDEA
window.)
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Much of the functionality is similar. (The Original ISAP online help can be seen at the main ISAP Web Site.)

Note : IDEA Positional Description provides a positional listing and explanation of all buttons on the IDEA
Main window.
IDEA Alphabetical Listing provides an alphabetical listing of all buttons on the IDEA Main window.
IDEA Applications provides a listing and explanation of all IDEA Applications.

Viewing Data

On first appearance the SMART IDEA Main Window is often blank, even if data has just been extracted. To
display data do the following :

The window will display the "prime" data set. If only one data set has been loaded/extracted then it
automatically becomes the prime data set. If two or more data sets have been loaded/extracted the first
one is assumed by default to be the prime data set. The name of the current prime data set is displayed
in the top left hand corner of the window in the box labeled "Prime:".

1. 

Select which BCD(s), order(s), slit position(s) and module(s) to display. The prime data set will be
checked and the window displays a series of radio buttons numbered for each BCD, order, slit
position and module in it. These are displayed in the boxes immediately above the data display
(black) area on the window. If there is only one BCD, order, slit position or module then the relevant
radio button is automatically switched to "on" (display). If there are two or more BCDs, orders, slit
positions or modules then all the associated radio buttons are set to "off" (non-display). There will
also be an extra radio button, "All", which can switch all other radio buttons in its row on or off.
Select the BCDs, orders, slit positions and modules you want to display. (First time users may best be
served by clicking "All" for each case where there is more than one radio button.)

2. 

Display the selected data by clicking on the "Plot" button at the left hand side of the window.

f a valid combination of radio buttons has not been selected a warning message will appear in a
pop-up "Acknowldege" window. The message text will be "Please include the following in your
Selection, then press plot:" This will be followed by a list of one or more of BCDs, Orders, Slit
Positions or Modules depending on which needs selection. EG. For orders :

 Click "OK" on the "Acknowledge" window
and then select the relevant BCDs, Orders, Slit Positions or Modules radio button(s). Then click on

"Plot" again. The data will display.

3. 

The default data display is unconnected dots. If you want to see the data displayed in some other form
(EG. connected line)
click on the "Style" button at the left hand side of the window.
This will display the IDEA Plot Style Preferences window. Select the display style options you want.
(EG. To display a connected line click on "Line Style: Connected", then "Apply" to return to the
IDEA Main window with the new style.)

4. 

To see and work with second or subsequent data sets click on the "Store" button at the left hand side
of the window.
This will display the IDEA Stored Data Sets window. This lists all data sets currently loaded into the
IDEA Main window.
Selecting options from this window allows changing the prime data set, exporting data sets as files
(various formats) and several other operations.

Once a second or subsequent data set has been chosen as "prime" you may need to again select
relevant BCDs, orders, slit positions or modules and click "Plot" to display it.

5. 
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Working With Data

To run one of the many available applications on the data shown in the display area first draw a box
round it with the right hand mouse button.

Only data in the drawn box will be processed by the selected application. Data outside the selected
box will be ignored and not processed by the application.

Once a box is drawn the IDEA Applications window will appear. Select an application by clicking on
the relevant button. Depending on the application selected one or more further windows may appear.
Once an application is completed the application modified data will be returned to the IDEA Main
window as a new data set. This new data set exists only in virtual storage in the data display area. To
save it click on the "Store-Prime" button at the top of the IDEA Main window. The data will
automatically become the prime data set and be saved with a new name of the form
"App:!PreviousName", where "App" is a designator specific to the just used Application. This new
data set will be listed on the IDEA Stored Data Sets window and its name will be displayed in the top
left hand corner of the window in the box labeled "Prime:".

1. 

IDEA Basic Analyis provides a general introductory example to using the IDEA Main Window.2. 
IDEA Positional Description provides a positional listing and explanation of all buttons on the IDEA
window.

3. 

IDEA Alphabetical Listing provides an alphabetical listing of all buttons on the IDEA window.4. 
IDEA Applications provides a listing and explanation of all IDEA Applications.5. 

Saving Data

Processed data may be saved in a variety of different ways :

Directly to external files from the IDEA Main Window. To do this click on the "Store" button and
take the "Choose and Apply Function" and "Write to disk in" options from the IDEA Stored Data Sets
window.
This will allow processed data to be exported out of SMART as :

FITS Format♦ 
ASCII Format♦ 
ISAP-XDR Format♦ 

1. 

Back into the Dataset Manager during processing. Click on the "Copy to dataset manager" botton on
the left hand side of the IDEA Main Window. This will copy all spectra currently in the IDEA Main
window to the Dataset Manager for storage while leaving the IDEA Main window open and active to
continue analysis. Copied spectra are stored in the Dataset Manager with the names assigned to them
in the IDEA Main window.

2. 

Back into the Dataset Manager at the end of processing. On exiting the IDEA Main Window by
clicking the "QUIT" button two pop-up boxes will display. Firstly "SMART-IDEA Exit" asking "Do
you really want to exit?" :

Assuming you actually want to leave the IDEA Main Window click on "Yes". A second box then
appears "Update Project" asking "Do you want to save your spectral data to the Project Manager?"

3. 
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Clicking "Yes" will copy all spectra currently in the IDEA Main window to the Dataset Manager?,
then close the IDEA Main Window.
Clicking "No" will close the IDEA Main Window and all data currently in it will be lost.
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IdeaStoredDatasets

SMART IDEA Stored Data Sets

(This page is adapted from the ISAP WWW page "GUI Buttons" with all relevant acknowledgements.)

| The Store button displays a seperate window headed "Stored Data Sets". This shows a list of currently loaded
data sets.

Each has a clickable button next to it. Click on the button to select a data set.

Above the list are two buttons :

Cancel - closes the window.• 
Choose and Apply Function - displays a drop-down menu with 10 options :

MAKE PRIME - make this data the PRIME (current working) data set.1. 
DELETE - delete this data set. (ie. free up some memory in IDL.) (It also displays a check
message "Are you sure?" before deleting.)

2. 

WRITE TO DISK IN - a drop-down menu with 3 options.
This allows the relevant data set to be exported out of the SMART IDEA window and stored.
Please note that data is saved in the IRS format. (See Data Structures?.)

3. 

• 
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However two extra data tags (fields) are added : sky:0.0, skye:0.0 (sky spectrum, error in sky
spectrum) so the full structure is :

data={wave:0.0, flux:0.0, stdev:0.0, det:0l, line:0l, sdir:0l, scnt:0l, sky:0.0, skye:0.0, status:0l,
flag:0l}

The options are :

FITS table file format : Writes the data out in a FITS table file.◊ 
ASCII Format :

Write the header + All the data : Writes the header and then all the data tags
in multi-column format in a flat ASCII text file.

⋅ 

Write the header + wave flux stdev and flag data : Writes the header and then
the wave, flux, stdev and flag tags ONLY in multi-column formatin a flat
ASCII text file.

⋅ 

◊ 

ISAP-XDR Format : Writes out an IDL structure containing the AAR (your data) as
an IDL save set, suffix ".xdr".
Please note: The stored data can be restored within IDL with the "restore" procedure.
If this is used the data is returned in a structure called "memstor".
memstor={data_flag:data_flag,aar:aar,name:name} where DATA_FLAG INT 1 AAR
STRUCT -> Array(1)
ie. AAR in standard IDEA IDL format. NAME STRING 'AAA' name of the data set.
The "memstor" format is the ONLY IDL ".xdr" which the SMART IDEA window
can directly read in with the "READ - AAR XDR" button/option on the main GUI.

◊ 

Merge with Prime Data Set - This will merge the AAR with the PRIME AAR. The header is
taken from the PRIME AAR.

4. 

Use as Reference Data Set - Makes the whole AAR the REFERENCE AAR. (This is the
same function as "Make Reference" on the IDEA Applications) window.

5. 

Change Units: This displays the IDEA Function Units Conversion window.6. 

Change Name: This allows you to change the name of the AAR. Clicking displays a text
entry window. Enter new name and click "OK", ("Cancel" to cancel).

7. 

Show Header: This displays the AAR header in a pop-up window. To continue processing
your AAR in the GUI you must exit this window by clicking on the "Quit" button.

8. 

Show Info: Displays a pop-up window with information about the AAR structure. ("Quit" to
continue processing.)

9. 

Plot Using DISPAAR: Plots the AAR in a separate pop-up window. You do not have to
cancel this pop-up window in order to continue processing your PRIME AAR.

10. 

|
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ImageOperations

SMART Image Operations

The image operations window is invoked by clicking on the "Image operations" button on the Dataset
Manager. This allows arithmetic operations on two or more dataset images. Once the relevant operation has
been performed the results can be shown in the SMTV File Viewer. To use image operations first highlight
the relevant images to perform operation(s) on in the dataset window and then click on "Image Operations".
This displays the image operations window :

Note : Image operations are NOT effected by the choice of the image plane (Data/Noise/Bmask/All) on the
Dataset Manager. All planes of a selected image(s) are processed by whatever image operation is
performed.

The user can select one of :

Combine• 
Arithmetics• 
Multiple Subtraction• 
Multiple Division• 

Clicking "Execute" on the "Image Operations" window performs the selected operation. Clicking "Cancel" on
the "Image Operations" window will cancel any operation and return to the Dataset Manager.

Images resulting from Image Operations usually have the FITS header of the first input image placed in them.
One or more FITS keywords "S_IMOPnn" is/are added to the header to indicate which Image Operation(s)
have been performed. These are listed at FITS Header Keywords.

Image Operations - Combine

Selecting "Combine" on the "Image Operations" window displays 6 options :
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Image Operation Function Default File Name

Add Add the selected images Added
Mean Calculate the mean of the selected images Combined_mean
Median Combine images and find the median Combined_median
Median Filter Calculate the mean of the selected images and filter to remove

NaNs
Combined_median_filter

Fair CoAdd This implements the Fair CoAdd median algorithim Combined_fair
Weighted Mean This implements a Mean combination weighted to 1-sigma

errors
Weighted_Mean

Select the operation to be performed and then click on "Execute". The selected operation will be performed
and the "Image Operations" window will disappear. The resultant image will be placed at the end of those
listed in the Dataset Manager. It will have a type of "IMCOMB". The resultant image will have a default
name dependent on the operation selected, unless the user fills in the text field labeled "Output Name
(optional):".
The default image name can then be changed with the "Rename" function of the Dataset Manager.

Image Operations - Arithmetics

Selecting "Arithmetics" on the "Image Operations" window displays an entry window where arithmetic
operations can be performed on the images displayed. To perform arithmetic operations on images IDL syntax
must be used and the images must be denoted by the "!imX" names listed in the window. Type the required
operation IDL syntax into the box labeled "Output=". (EG. To add the first two images listed type into the box
: im1 + im2).

To perform the operation click on "Execute". The selected operation will be performed and the "Image
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Operations" window will disappear. The resultant image will be placed at the end of those listed in the Dataset
Manager. It will have a type of "IMCOMB". The resultant image will have a default name of "Arithmetics",
unless the user fills in the text field labeled "Output Name (optional):". The default image name can then be
changed with the "Rename" function of the Dataset Manager.

Image Operations - Multiple Subtraction

Selecting "Multiple Subtraction" displays the following window:

This allows one image in the list (im1-imn) to be subtracted from each of the others. Enter the relevant image
name (EG. im1) in the box labeled "Subtract one list item from others:", then click "Execute". The selected
image will be subtracted in turn from each of the other listed image(s) and the "Image Operations" window
will disappear. The resultant image(s) will be listed at the end of the Dataset Manager, in the order they
appeared in the Image Operations list. Each will have a "Type" of "IMCOMB". Each resultant image will
have a default name of "[Object name]_subtracted_n", where n was its number in the Image Operations list.
(EG. "M101_subtracted_4".). The default image name can then be changed with the "Rename" function of the
Dataset Manager.

Image Operations - Multiple Division

Selecting "Multiple Division" displays the following window:

This allows one image in the list (im1-imn) to be divided into each of the others. Enter the relevant image
name (EG. im1) in the box labeled "Divide one list item from others:", then click "Execute". The selected
image will be divided in turn into each of the other listed image(s) and the "Image Operations" window will
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disappear. The resultant image(s) will be listed at the end of the Dataset Manager, in the order they appeared
in the Image Operations list. Each will have a "Type" of "IMCOMB". Each resultant image will have a default
name of "[Object name]_divided_n", where n was its number in the Image Operations list. (EG.
"M101_divided_4".). The default image name can then be changed with the "Rename" function of the Dataset
Manager.

Error and BMASK Plane during Image Operations

For a full explanation of how the error and BMASK planes are treated during SMART Image Operations see :
Error and BMASK Plane during Image Operations.
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IrsFovIDs

SMART FOVID Values

In IRS FITS data files the keyword "FOVID" denotes the particular field of view for a given observation.
This table lists the possible values for the "FOVID" keyword :

Header Keyword Value Field of View
FOVID 18 IRS_Red_Peak-Up_FOV_Center
FOVID 19 IRS_Red_Peak-Up_FOV_Sweet_Spot
FOVID 22 IRS_Blue_Peak-Up_FOV_Center
FOVID 23 IRS_Blue_Peak-Up_FOV_Sweet_Spot
FOVID 26 IRS_Short-Lo_1st_Order_1st_Position
FOVID 27 IRS_Short-Lo_1st_Order_2nd_Position
FOVID 28 IRS_Short-Lo_1st_Order_Center_Position
FOVID 29 IRS_Short-Lo_Module_Center
FOVID 32 IRS_Short-Lo_2nd_Order_1st_Position
FOVID 33 IRS_Short-Lo_2nd_Order_2nd_Position
FOVID 34 IRS_Short-Lo_2nd_Order_Center_Position
FOVID 38 IRS_Long-Lo_1st_Order_1st_Position
FOVID 39 IRS_Long-Lo_1st_Order_2nd_Position
FOVID 40 IRS_Long-Lo_1st_Order_Center_Position
FOVID 41 IRS_Long-Lo_Module_Center
FOVID 44 IRS_Long-Lo_2nd_Order_1st_Position
FOVID 45 IRS_Long-Lo_2nd_Order_2nd_Position
FOVID 46 IRS_Long-Lo_2nd_Order_Center_Position
FOVID 50 IRS_Short-Hi_1st_Position
FOVID 51 IRS_Short-Hi_2nd_Position
FOVID 52 IRS_Short-Hi_Center_Position
FOVID 56 IRS_Long-Hi_1st_Position
FOVID 57 IRS_Long-Hi_2nd_Position
FOVID 58 IRS_Long-Hi_Center_Position

Additional information about SMART FITS Files can be found in DCE FITS File Format?.
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IsapReference

SMART IDEA Alphabetical Listing

(This page is adapted from the ISAP WWW page "ISAP GUI Buttons" with all relevant acknowledgements.)

2PROJ• 

AAR• 

ABOUT• 

ADD DATA TAG• 

AOT• 

APPLICATIONS• 

APPLY EXTENDED SOURCE CORRECTION (LWS)• 
ARITHM• 

ARITHM2(REF)• 

ASCII FORMAT• 

AVERAGE• 

BAD• 

BAD DATA REMOVAL• 

BANDS (SWS ONLY)• 

BCD• 

BLACKBODY FIT• 

CANCEL• 

CFO• 

CHANGE NAME• 

CHANGE UNITS• 

CLIP• 

CONVERT FLUX TO BRIGHTNESS (LWS)• 
CONVERT LINE -> AOT BAND(SWS AOT1)• 

CONVERT LWS FABREY PEROT FLUX UNITS• 
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COPIED RANGE• 

DATA TAG BUTTONS• 

DEFRINGE LWS AOT1• 

DEFRINGE (SWS ALGORITHM)?• 

DEFRINGE (IRS ALGORITHM)?• 

DELETE• 

DETERMINE ACTIVE LWS DETECTOR• 

DETRS• 

DISCLAIMER• 

DISPAAR• 

FITS FORMAT• 

FITS Header Editor?• 

FIX STDEV• 

FREEZE RANGES• 

FUNCTIONS• 

HARDCOPY• 

HEADER• 

HELP• 

HISTORY• 

INCREMENT DATA TAG• 

INFO• 

ISAP-XDR FORMAT• 

LEFT MOUSE BUTTON• 

LINES• 

LINE FIT• 

LOWER BOX• 

MAIL• 
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MAKE AAR• 

MAKE PRIME• 

MAKE REFERENCE• 

MASK• 

MERGE GROUP OF AARS• 

MERGE WITH PRIME DATA SET• 

MODULE• 

NEWS• 

NORM(CONST,NOWEIGHT)• 

NORM(CONST,WEIGHT)• 

NORM(REF,NOWEIGHT)• 

NORM(REF,WEIGHT)• 

OBJ• 

OPLOT DATA TO REF• 

ORDER• 

OVERPLOT BAD DATA• 

PHOTOMETRY• 

PLOT• 

PLOT USING DISPAAR• 

PRESELECT• 

PRIME• 

QUIT• 

READ DATA• 

Read Fits• 

Read SAP-XDR• 

Read ASCII• 

Read Survey Product• 
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REBIN AND DEFINE SCALE• 

REBIN TO REFERENCE SCALE• 

REF• 

REFERENCE• 

REGISTER• 

REMOVE BAD DATA..• 

REMOVE BAD LWS DATA• 

Remove bad SWS data (All options below)• 

Remove SWS data flagged as NODATA• 

Remove SWS data flagged as GLITCHED• 

[[IdeaFunctions][Remove SWS data flagged as partially OUT OF LIMIT]]• 

[[IdeaFunctions][Remove SWS data flagged as totally OUT OF LIMIT]]• 

REPLOT• 

REPLOT MAX• 

RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON• 

CONVERT LWS FABREY PEROT FLUX UNITS• 

SCAN DIRECTION• 

SCANS• 

SELECTION INFO• 

SEND MAIL• 

SET PLOT STYLE• 

SHIFT• 

SHOW AAR INFO• 

SHOW HEADER• 

SHOW HISTORY• 

SHOW MASK• 

SLIT POS• 
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SMOOTH• 

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS• 

SPLIT APART AAR• 

STORE• 

STORED DATA SETS...• 

STORE PRIME• 

STYLE• 

SURVEY PRODUCT• 

SWS/LWS BAD DATA• 

TIPPEX• 

UNDO• 

UNMASK• 

UNZOOM• 

USE AS REFERENCE• 

Write To DISK In..• 

WWW Pages• 

X• 

XMIN• 

XMAX• 

XSHIFT• 

XSHIFT(REF)• 

Y• 

YMIN• 

YMAX• 

ZAP• 

ZAP ASSOC• 

ZAP MASKED• 
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ZODIACAL LIGHT• 
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JargonForIrsAndSmart

SMART Jargon

.smp: SMART Project, the file extension for SMART Project Files• 
2MASS: Two-Micron All-Sky Survey• 
AAAS: American Association for the Advancement of Science• 
AAR: Auto Analysis Result• 
AAS: American Astronomical Society• 
Accum: Accumulator• 
ACK: Acknowledge• 
ACPM: Attitude Control Performance Monitor• 
ACS: Attitude Control System• 
ACT: Automated Command Tracker• 
ACWP: Actual Cost of Work Performed• 
AD: Aperture Door• 
ADC: Analog to Digital Converter• 
ADD: Algorithm Description Document• 
ADM: Aperture Door Mechanism• 
ADO: Aperture Door Opening• 
ADP: Astrophysics Data Program• 
AEDC: Arnold Engineering Development Center• 
AGN: Active Galactic Nuclei• 
AI: Action Item• 
AIL: Active Item List• 
AIM: Applied Innovation Management• 
AIRE AOR/IER: Interpreter and Resource Estimator• 
AIS: Automated Information Security• 
AKPM: Attitude Knowledge Performance Monitor• 
ALSF: Anomalously Large Solar Flare• 
AMMOS: Advanced Multi-Mission Operations system• 
ANSI: American National Standards Institute• 
AO: Announcement of Opportunity• 
AOE: Astronomical Optical Efficience• 
AOR: Astronomical Observation Request• 
AOS: After Acquisition of Signal• 
AOT: Astronomical Observation Template• 
APID: Application Process Identifier• 
AR: Anomaly Report• 
AR: Archival Research• 
ARB: Anomaly Resolution Boards• 
ARC: (NASA) Ames Research Center• 
ASE: Airborne Support Equipment• 
ASIST: Advanced Spacecraft Integration and System Test• 
ASP: Astronomical Society of the Pacific• 
ASQC: American Society for Quality Control• 
AST: Autonomous Star Tracker• 
ATLO: Assembly, Test and Launch Operations• 
ATP: Acceptance Test Procedures• 
AU: Astronomical Unit• 
AWG: American Wire Gauge• 
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AWST: Aviation Week and Space Technology• 
AXAF: Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility• 
B/U: Backup• 
BATC: Ball Aerospace and Technology Corporation• 
BCD: Basic Calibrated Data• 
BCDL: Block Command Definition Language• 
BCH: Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (coding for telecommand CLTUs)• 
BCWP: Budgeted Cost of Work Performed• 
BCWS: Budgeted Cost Work Scheduled• 
BER: Bit Error Rate• 
BIB: Blocked Impurity Band• 
BIC: Baseline Instrument Campaign• 
BL F/T: Base Line Functional Test• 
BLAF: Base Line Ambient Functional Test• 
BLF: Best Lock Frequency• 
BNA: Boeing North America• 
BOA: Beginning of Activity• 
BOT: Beginning of Track• 
BPS: Ball Process Standard• 
BQD: Browse Quality Data• 
BRDF: Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function• 
BSC: Battery Simulation Console• 
BVRs: Block V Receivers• 
BWG: Beam Wave Guide• 
C: Centigrade• 
C&DH: Command and Data Handling• 
CA: Cold Assembly• 
CAA: Committee on Astronomy and Astrophysics• 
CAS: Cold Assembly Simulator• 
CAT: Customer Adaptation Team• 
CATNAP: Command And Telemetry 'N Also Parameters• 
CCAM: Contamination and Collision Avoidance Maneuver• 
CCAS: Cape Canaveral Air Station• 
CCB: Change Control Board• 
CCL: Channel Conversion Language• 
CCP: Contamination Control Plan• 
CCR: Configuration Change Request• 
CCSDS: Consultative Committee for Space Data Syst• 
CCT: Command and Control Trailer• 
CCU: Charge Control Unit• 
CD: Command Dictionary• 
CDE: Cognizant Development Engineering• 
CDHU: Command and Data Handling Unit• 
CDIF: Command and Data Interface Unit• 
CDL: Command Definitions Language• 
CDMU: CTA Driver Multiplexer Unit• 
CDR: Central Data Recorder• 
CDR: Critical Design Review• 
CDSCC: Canberra Deep Space Communications Complex• 
CE: Combined Electronics• 
CG: Center of Gravity• 
CIA: Cold Instrument Assembly• 
CIDS: Critical Item Development Specification• 
CIO: Channelized Input/Output• 
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CIP: Compression Information Packet (per CCSDS)• 
CLAES: Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer• 
CLFP: Component Level Fault Protection• 
CLT: Channel Length Table• 
CLTS: Close Loop Test Simulator• 
CLTU: Command Link Transmission Unit• 
CM: Configuration Management• 
CM/DM: Config Management/Data management• 
Cmd: Command• 
CMIC: C&DH Module Interface Card• 
COBE: Cosmic Background Explorer• 
CP: Coupler• 
CP: Call for Proposals• 
CPE: Certified Product Engineer• 
CPM: Communications Performance Monitor• 
CPT: Channel Parameter Table• 
CPT: Contamination Product Team• 
CPU: Central Processing Unit• 
CPV: Common Pressure Vessel• 
CRC: Cyclic Redundancy Check• 
CREI: Contract with Educational Institution• 
CSCI: Computer Software Configuration Item• 
CSMM: Cryogenic Scanning Mirror Mechanism• 
CSMM: Cryogenic Scan Mirror Mechanism• 
CSOC: Consolidated Space Operations Contract• 
CSTA: California Science Teachers Association• 
CTA: Cryogenic-Telescope Assembly• 
CTD: Command Telemetry Dictionary• 
CTF: Community Task Force• 
CTR: Contractor• 
CTT: Compatibility Test Trailer• 
CU: Cornell University• 
CVZ: Continous Viewing Zone• 
CXO: Chandra X-ray Observatory• 
CY: Calendar Year• 
D/L: Downlink• 
DAC: Digital to Analog Converter• 
DAT: Data Analysis Tool• 
Db: database• 
DBMS: Data Base Management System• 
DC: Direct Current• 
DCE: Dust Cover Eject• 
DCE: Data Collection Event• 
DCMC: Defense Contract Management Command• 
DCR: Design Certification Review• 
DCS: Double Correlated Sampling• 
DDT: Director's Discretionary Time• 
DED: Direct Engineering Data• 
Desat: Desaturation (Manuever)• 
DIRBE: Diffused Infrared Background Experiment• 
DKF: DSN Keywords File• 
DL: Downlink• 
DLLE: Downlink Loss Executive• 
Dlvr: Deliver• 
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DMD: Data Monitor and Display Subsystem• 
DMR: Detailed Mission Requirements• 
DMT: Data Management Team• 
DN: Data Number• 
DO: Director's Office• 
DOM: Distributed Object Manager• 
DPA: Destructive Physical Analysis• 
DPT: Downlink Priority Tables• 
DQA: Data Quality Analysis• 
DR: Design Review• 
DRAM: Dynamic Random Access Memory Drvr Driver• 
DSCC: Deep Space Communication Complexes• 
DSIT: Data Support Integration Team• 
DSMS: Deep Space Mission System• 
DSN: Deep Space Network• 
DSN: Ops DSN Operations• 
DSOC: Deep Space Operations Complex• 
DSOT: Data System Operations Team• 
DSP: Digital Signal Processors• 
DSS: Deep Space Station• 
DTO: Digital Test Objectives• 
DWG: DrawingE-2-E End to End• 
EA: Environmental Assessment• 
EAA: Enterprise Associate Administrator• 
EBL: Extraglactic Background Light• 
ECD: Estimated Completion Date• 
ECPS: Engine Change Proposal• 
ECR: Engineering Change Request• 
ECR/WR: Engineering Change Request/Waiver Request• 
ECSV: Encapsulated Comma Separated Value• 
EdCats: Education Catalog (NASA Database)• 
EDU: Engineering Development Unit• 
E-E: End to End• 
EED: Electro-Explosive Device• 
EEE: Electrical,Electronic, & Electromechanical• 
EEIS: End-to-End Information System• 
EEPROM: Electrically Erasable Programmable Memory• 
EGSE: Electrical Ground Support Equipment• 
EIRR: External Independent Readiness Reviews• 
ELV: Expendable Launch Vehicle• 
EM: Engineering Model (CTA, LMM)• 
EMC: Electro-Magnetic Compatibility• 
EMI: Electro-Magnetic Interference• 
EMIC: EPS Module I/F Card• 
EMS: EMS Technologies, a company name• 
EMU: Engineering Model Unit• 
EOA: End of Activity• 
EOF: End of File• 
EOL: End of Life• 
EOM: End of Mission• 
EO's: Engineer Order• 
EOT: Engineering Operations Template• 
EPO: Education and Public Outreach• 
EPS: Electrical Power System• 
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ERD: Edited Raw Data• 
ERO: Early Release Observation• 
ERT: Earth Receive Time• 
ESD: Electro-Static Discharge• 
ESMCR: Eastern Space & Missile Center Regulation• 
ET: End Time• 
ETE: End to End• 
ETU: Engineering Test Unit• 
EU: Expander Unit or Engineering Unit• 
EV: Earn Value• 
EVA: Extra-Vehicular Activity• 
EVR: Event Report• 
EVS: Earned Value System• 
EW: Equivalent Width• 
EWR: Eastern Western Range• 
Exec: Executive• 
F/T: Functional Test• 
FCT: Flight Control Team• 
FDDI: Fiber Distributed Data Interface• 
FDIR: Fault Detection, Isolation, and Recovery• 
FDS: Facility Data System• 
FDSIVP: Facility Data System Integration and Verification Plan• 
FDSn: Flight Data System verification phase n• 
FE: Facility Engineer(ing)• 
FEI: File Exchange Interface• 
FEM: Finite Element Model• 
FEO: Flight Engineering Office• 
FES: Flight Engineering Support• 
FGICD: Flight/Ground Interface Control Document• 
FHT: Fault History Table• 
FIRST: Focal plane Instruments and Requirements Science Team• 
FITS: Flexible Image Transport System• 
FLS: First Look Survey• 
FLT: Flight• 
FLWO: Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory• 
FM: Flight Model• 
FMEA: Failure Mode Effects Analyses• 
FMECA: Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis• 
FOC Flight Operations Center• 
FODB: Flight Ops Database• 
FONSI: Funding of No Significant Impact• 
FOS: Flight Operations System• 
FOT: Flight Operations Team• 
FOV: Field Of View• 
FP: Fabry Perot• 
FP: Fault Protection• 
FP&C: Fine Pointing and Contol Mode• 
FPA: Focal Plane Array (IRAC)• 
FPA's: Focal Plane Assembly (MIPS)• 
FPC: Flight Processor Card• 
FPDD: Fault Protection Description Document• 
FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Array• 
FPMA: Focal Plane Mount Assemblies (IRS)• 
FPRD: Fault Protection Requirements Document• 
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FQT: Formal Qualification Test• 
FR&C: Flight Rules and Constraints• 
FRCD: Flight Rules and Constraints Document• 
FRD: Facility Requirements Document• 
FRR: Flight Readiness Review• 
FS: Facility Scientist• 
FSRR: Facility System Requirements Review• 
FSS: Flight Support System• 
FSW: Flight Software• 
FTA: Fault Tree Analysis• 
FTE: Full Time Equivalent• 
FULDL: Fast Uplink Downlink• 
FWHM: Full width at half-maximum• 
G&MO: Ground & Mission Operations• 
G-al: Gamma Alumina• 
GCF: Ground Communications Facility• 
GCR: Galactic Cosmic Ray• 
GDS: Ground Data System• 
GDSCC: Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex• 
Ge:Ga: Gallium-dopped Germanium• 
Ghe: Gaseous Helium• 
GIDEP: Government Industry Data Exchange Program• 
GLL: Galileo Project• 
GN2: Gaseous Nitrogen• 
Gnd: Ground• 
GO: General Observer• 
GOWG: Ground Operations Working Group• 
GPMC: Governing Program Management Council• 
GPR: Global Position Reference• 
GR: Girth Ring• 
GRO: Gamma Ray Observatory• 
GRT: Germanium Resistance Transducer• 
GS: Ground Segment/System• 
GSE: Ground Support Equipment• 
GSFC: Goddard Space Flight Center• 
GTD: General Theory of Diffraction• 
GTO: Guaranteed Time Observer h hours• 
GUI: Graphical User Interface, the result of combining a number of widgets plus application specific
processing

• 

H/S: Health & Status• 
H/W: Hardware• 
HB: Heartbeat• 
HBK: Hartebeesthoek• 
HCD: Hardware Command Decoder• 
HDF: Hubble Deep Field• 
HDW: Hardware He Helium• 
HEF: High Efficiency Feed• 
HEO: High Earth Orbit• 
HEPA: High Efficiency Particulate• 
HGA: High-Gain Antenna• 
HK: Housekeeping• 
HKPS: Housekeeping DC to DC Converter• 
HLFP: High Level Fault Protection Hlth Health• 
HPIV: High Presure Isolation Valve• 
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HPLV: High Pressure Latch Valve• 
HQ: (NASA) Head Quarters• 
HST: Hubble Space Telescope• 
Htr: Heater• 
HW: Hardware• 
Hz: Hertz• 
I: Current• 
I&T: Integration & Test• 
I/F: Interface• 
IAU: International Astronomical Union• 
IC: Integrated Circuit• 
ICC: Instrument Command and Control• 
ICD: Interface Control Document• 
IDL: Interactive Data Language, is a data analysis software package developed by Research Systems
Inc. IDL forms the basis of SMART

• 

IER: Instrument Engineering Request• 
IICD: Internal Interface Control Document• 
(CTA)IMCT: Integration Mission Control Team• 
IMF: Initial Mass Function• 
IMIC: Integrated Multiple Instrument Chamber• 
IMPST: Integrated Mission Planning and Sequencing/Scheduling Team• 
InSb: Indium Antimonide• 
IO: Input Output• 
IO/OS: Input-Output/Operating System• 
IOC: In Orbit Checkout• 
IOC&SV: In Orbit Checkout & Science Verification• 
IPAC:  Infrared Processing and Analysis Center, Caltech/JPL, Pasadena, CA.• 
IPF: Instrument Pointing Frame• 
IPO: Input Process Output• 
IPT: Integrated Product Team• 
IR: Infrared• 
IRAC: InfraRed Array Camera• 
IRAS: Infrared Astronomical Satellite• 
IRD: Interface Requirements Document• 
IRR: Integration Readiness Review• 
IRS: InfraRed Spectrograph• 
IRT: Independent Review Team• 
IRU: Inertial Reference Unit• 
IS: Information System(s) or Information Security• 
ISO: Infrared Space Observatory• 
ISM: Interstellar Medium• 
ISO: Infrared Space Observatory• 
ISR: Interrupt Service Request• 
IST: Instrument Support Team• 
IT: Information Technology• 
IT: Instrument Team• 
ITAR: International Traffic in Arms Regulations• 
ITEA: International Technology Education Association• 
IV&V: Independent Verification and Validation• 
IVCS: Inner Vapor Cooled Shield• 
IWT: Intergroup (or Inter-company) Work Transfer• 
J-box: Junction Box• 
JPL: Jet Propulsion Laboratory• 
KAO: Kuiper Airborne Observatory• 
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kg: Kilogram• 
KPNO: Kitt Peak National Observatory• 
KSC: Kennedy Space Center• 
L: Launch• 
LAN: Local Area Network• 
LBTC: Low Background Test Cryostat (MIPS)• 
LegSci: Legacy Science• 
LET: Linear Energy Transfer• 
LF: Long Form• 
LFF: Long Form Functional• 
LGA: Low-Gain Antenna• 
LH: Long-High• 
LHE: Liquid Helium• 
LL: Long-Low• 
L-L: Long-Low• 
LM: Launch Mode• 
LM: Lockheed Martin• 
LMA: Lockheed Martin Astronautics (now LMSSC-AO)• 
LMAO: Name of a company• 
LME: Launch Mode Executive• 
LMSS: Lockheed Martin Space Systems• 
LMSSC: Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company• 
LMTO: Lockheed Martin Technical Operations• 
LOC: Lines of Code• 
LOS: Loss of Signal• 
LOX: Liquid Oxygen• 
LPIV: Low Pressure Isolation Valve• 
LPLV: Low Pressure Latch Valve• 
LPR: Local Position Reference• 
LRD: Launch Readiness Date• 
LRP: Long Range Planning• 
LRR: Launch Readiness Review• 
LSB: Least Significant Bit• 
LSSP: Launch Site Support Plan• 
LST: Legacy Science Team• 
LTM: Load Transformation Matrix• 
LTV: Low Thrust Vent• 
LV: Launch Vehicle• 
LVLRR: Launch Vehicle Launch Readiness Review• 
M&P: Materials and Process• 
M&PD: Mission & Payload Development Division• 
M01: Mars '01• 
MA: Masters of Arts• 
MACHO: Massive Compact Halo Object• 
MAM: Mission Assurance Manager• 
MAP: Mission Assurance Plan• 
Mbps: Megabit per second• 
MC: Mission Critical• 
MCE: Mission Critical Events• 
MCO: Mars Climate Orbiter• 
MCPM: Momentum Control Performance Monitor• 
MCS: Magnetic Current Sensor• 
MDIRD: Mission Data Interface Requirements Document• 
MDM: a type of connector• 
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MDO: Mission Design and Operations• 
MDR: Mission Dress Rehearsal• 
MDR: Material Discrepancy Report• 
MDSCC: Madrid Deep Space Communications Complex• 
MECO: Main Engine Cutoff• 
MG: Mass Gauge heater• 
MGDS: Multi-Mission Ground Data System• 
MIC: Multiple Instrument Chamber• 
MIL: Military• 
Mil-Std: Military Standard• 
MIO: Master Input/Output Card• 
MIPL: Multimission Image Processing System• 
MIPS: Multiband Imaging Photometer for SIRTF• 
MIUL: Materials Item Usage Agreement• 
MIWG: Mission Integration Working Group• 
MLI: Multi Layer Insulation• 
MMC: Mass Memory Card• 
MMNAV: Multi-Mission Navigation• 
MMNT: Multi-Mission Navigation Team• 
MMOC: Multimission Operations Center• 
MMSO: Multi-Mission Support Office• 
MO&DA: Mission Operations and Data Analysis• 
MOC: Mission Operations Center• 
MODB: Mission Operations Database• 
Moog: Name of the company supplying the RCS• 

Filter/Thruster Assemblies

MOS: Mission Operations System• 
MOSS: Moving Object Support System• 
MOU: Memorandum of Understanding• 
MP: Mission Planning• 
MPE: Max Planck Institute, Garching, Germany• 
MPS: Multiple Program Support• 
MPSP: Mission Pre-launch Safety Package• 
MRB: Material Review Boards• 
MRR: Mission Requirements Request• 
MSA: Mission Support Area• 
MSAS: Multimission Spacecraft Analysis Subsystem• 
MSB: Most Significant Bit• 
MSD: Mission System Design• 
MSFC: Marshall Space Flight Center• 
MSPSP: Missile System Prelaunch Safety Package• 
MSR2: Mission Success Review 2• 
MST: Mission Sequence Team• 
MSTAs: Mission Services Training Activities• 
MT: Management Team• 
MU: Make-up heater• 
MUA: Material Usage Agreement• 
Mux: Multiplexer• 
MVCS: Middle Vapor-Cooled Shield• 
N/A: Not Applicable• 
NAIF: Navigation Ancillary Information Facility• 
NAK: Not Acknowledge• 
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NAR: Non-Advocate Review• 
NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration• 
NASCOM: NASA Communications Network• 
NAV: Navigation• 
NCF: Navigation Computing Facility• 
NCP: Network Consolidation Project• 
NCU: Not Currently Used• 
NCTM: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics• 
NDI: Now Destructive Inspection• 
NEP: Noise Equivalent Power• 
NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act• 
NF: Notch Filter• 
NHB: Nasa Handbook• 
NICMOS: Near Infrared Camera & Multi-Object Spectrometer• 
NiH2: Nickel-Hydrogen• 
NOA: New Obligational Authority• 
NOCC: Network Operations Control Center• 
NOCC-RT: Network Operations Control Center - Real Time Monitoring Tool• 
NOP: Network Operations Plan• 
NOPE: Network Operations• 
NPG: NASA Procedures and Guidelines• 
NRA: NASA Research Announcement• 
NRZL: Non Return to Zero Low• 
NSF: National Science Foundation• 
NSP: Network Simplification Project• 
NSPARS: Non-Standard Part Approval Request• 
NSTA: National Science Teacher's Association• 
NSTD: Non-Standard• 
NVR: Nonvolatile Residue• 
OASPL: Overall Sound Pressure Level• 
Obj: Object• 
OBLAF: Observatory Baseline Ambient Functional• 
Obs: Observatory• 
OD: Orbit Determination• 
OET: Observatory Engineering Team• 
OFP: Observatory Fault Protection• 
OIA: Operational Interface Agreements• 
OIT: Observatory Integration and Test• 
Ops: Operations• 
OPST: Observatory Planning & Scheduling Team• 
OPZ: Operational Pointing Zone• 
OR: Ordinary Solar Flare• 
ORR: Observatory Requirements Review• 
ORR: Operational Readiness Review• 
ORT: Operational Readiness Test• 
OS: Observer Support• 
OSC: Office of Space Communications• 
OSCAR: Optical System Cryogenic Alignment Reference• 
OSE: Observatory System Engineering• 
OSEIT: Observatory System Engineering, Integration & Test• 
OSG: Outer Shell Group• 
OSHA: Occupational Safety & Health Administration• 
OSMS: Office of Safety Mission Success• 
OSS: Office of Space Science• 
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OSSA: Office of Space Science and Applications• 
OST: Observer Support Team• 
OSTL: Operations Software Test Lab• 
OVCS: Outer Vapor-Cooled Shield• 
OVRD: Observatory Verification Requirements Document• 
OWLT: One-Way Light Time• 
P: Pressure• 
P/FR: Problem/Failure Report• 
PA: Product Assurance• 
PACS: Pointing and Attitude Control System• 
PAE: Payload Adapter Extension• 
PAF: Payload Attach Fitting• 
PAFB: Patrick Air Force Base• 
PAO: Public Affairs Office• 
PAR: Prime Archival Research• 
PCA: Program Commitment Agreement• 
PCB: Parts Control Board• 
PCPM: Pointing Control Performance Monitor• 
PCRS: Pointing Calibration & Reference Sensor• 
PCS: Pointing Control Subsystem• 
PCS: Pointing Control System• 
PDB: Parameter Data Base• 
PDC: Power Distribution Cards• 
PDDU: Power Distribution & Driver Unit• 
PDDU: Power Distribution and Drive Unit• 
PDF: Page Definition Format• 
PDP: Project Documentation Plan• 
PDR: Preliminary Design Review• 
PDU: Previous Design Unorthodoxy• 
PEF: Predicted Events File• 
PEQA: Project Engineering Quality Assurance• 
PFR: Problem-Failure Report• 
PG&D: Power Generation & Distribution• 
PH/SR: Photometry/Super-resolution• 
PI: Principal Investigator• 
PICD: Observatory Performance and Interface Control Document• 
PIND: Part Impact Noise Detection• 
PIU: Pyro Initiator Unit• 
PLAR: Post Launch Advocate Review• 
PLF: Payload Fairing• 
PLP: Project Leadership Process• 
PLSA: Project Level Supporting Agreement• 
PM: Performance Monitor• 
PMA: Primary Mirror Assembly• 
PMC: Program Management Council• 
PMS: Performance Measurement System• 
PNAR: Preliminary Non-Advocate Review• 
PO: Pipeline Ops• 
POA: Period of Activity• 
POC: Proof of Concept• 
POP: Program Operating Plan• 
PORR: Preliminary Observatory Requirements Review• 
PPD: Protoplanetary and Planetary Debris• 
PPDDP: Protoplanetary and Planetary Debris Disks Program• 
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PPIC: Payload and PCS Interface Card• 
PR/TSA: Project Requirements/TMOD Support Agreement• 
PRA: Probabilistic Risk AssessmentPres Pressure• 
PRI: Pointing Ready Indicator• 
PROM: Programmable Read Only Memory• 
PRZ: Pointing Recovery Zone• 
PS: Power Supply• 
PSA: Part Stress Analysis• 
PSBA: Photon Shutter Blade Assembly (CTA)• 
PSD: Power Spectral Density• 
PSDA: Photon Shutter Drive Assembly• 
PSF: Point Spread Function• 
PSLA: Project Service Level Agreement• 
PSM: Photon Shutter Mechanism• 
PSR: Pre-Ship Review• 
PV: Performance Verification• 
PVDC: Prop Valve Driver Card• 
PWB's: Printed wiring boards• 
QA: Quality Assurance• 
QAE: Quality Assurance Engineer• 
QC: Quality Check• 
QCI: Quality Conformance Inspection• 
QQC: Quality, Quantity, and Continuity• 
QWI: Quality Work Instruction• 
RAD: Resistor and Diode• 
RAD: Box Resistor and Diode Box• 
RAL: Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, England• 
RAM: Random Access Memory• 
RBA: Resistor Board Assembly• 
RCS: Reaction Control System/Subsystem• 
RD: Requirements Document• 
RDM: Requirements Development Manager• 
REC/DELs: Receivable/Deliverable• 
Resosc: a company name• 
RF: Radio Frequency• 
RFA: Request for Action• 
RFC: Radio Frequency Console• 
RFP: Request for Proposal• 
RGEA: Rate Gyro Electronics Assembly• 
RMS: Root Mean Square• 
ROC: Reserved Observation Catalog• 
RPC: Remote Power Controller• 
RPE: Responsible Product Engineer• 
RR: Readiness Review• 
RSOE: Realtime Sequence of Events• 
RT: Realtime• 
RTD: Resistance Temperature Device• 
RTR: Router• 
RTTCs: Regional Technology Transfer Centers• 
RW: Reaction Wheel• 
RWA: Reaction Wheel Assembly• 
Rx: Receive• 
S&A: Safe and Arm• 
S&MO: Science & Mission Operations• 
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S/A: Solar/Array• 
S/C: Spacecraft• 
S/W: SoftwareSA Solar Array• 
SA: Stand Alone• 
SAM: Structures and Mechanisms• 
SAO: Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory• 
SAS: Solar Array Simulator• 
SASF: Spacecraft Activity Sequence File• 
SATF: Spacecraft Activity Type File• 
SBRC: Santa Barbara Research Corporation• 
SC: Spacecraft• 
SCA: Sensor Chip Assembly• 
SCD: Source Control Documents• 
SCET: Spacecraft Event Time• 
SCI: Slew Complete Indicator• 
SCLK: Spacecraft Clock• 
SCLKSCET: Spacecraft Clock / Spacecraft Event Time• 
SCMF: Spacecraft Message File• 
SCP: Single Conductor Power Cable• 
SCR: Software Change Requests• 
SCS: Single Conductor Signal Cable• 
SDM: Science Data Management• 
SDP: Software Development Plan• 
SDRAM: Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory• 
SDSS: Sloan Digital Sky survey• 
SDST: Small Deep Space Transponder• 
SDT: System Design Team• 
SE: System Engineer• 
SE&C: System Engineering & Coordination• 
SEB: Single Event Burnout• 
SECO: Second Engine Cutoff• 
SED: Special Engineering Data• 
SED: Spectral Energy Distribution• 
SEE: Single Event Effects• 
SEIT: System Engineering Integration and Test• 
SEL: Single Event Latchup• 
SEP: Single Event Phenomenon• 
SEQGEN: Sequence Generation Software• 
SER: Spacecraft Engineering Request• 
SER: System Engineering Report• 
SEU: Single Event UpsetSF Short Form• 
SF1: Short Form 1 Test• 
SFF: Short Form Functional• 
SFHe: Super Fluid Helium• 
SFOICD: Space/Flight Operations Interface Control Document• 
SH: Short-High• 
SI: Science Instrument• 
Si:As: Arsenic-doped Silicon• 
Si:Sb: Antimony-dopped Silicon• 
SID: Selected Item Drawing• 
SIE: Sequence Integration Engineer• 
SIM: Simulation system• 
SINDA: Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyses• 
SIRPASS: SIRTF Planning and Scheduling System• 
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SIRTF: Space Infrared Telescope Facility• 
SIS: Software Interface Specification• 
SIST: Science Instrument Services Team• 
SIT: System Integration and Test• 
SIVT: System Integration Validation Team• 
SL: Short-Low• 
SLC: Space Launch Complex• 
SMAD: Safety and Mission Assurance Directorate• 
SMART: Spectroscopy Modeling, Analysis, and Reduction Tool• 
SMS: Structure and Mechanics Subsystem• 
SO: Science Operations SOC State of Charge• 
SODB: Science Operations Database• 
SOE: Sequence of Events• 
SOFIA: Stratospheric Observatory for InfraRed Astronomy• 
SOM: SIRTF Observer's Manual• 
SOMO: Space Operations Management Office• 
SOS: Science Operations System• 
SOW: Statement of Work• 
SOWG: Science Operations Working Group• 
SPAS: Spacecraft Performance and Analysis Software• 
SPDB: Science Planning Database• 
SPE: Static Phase Error• 
SPF: Single Point Failure• 
SPICE: Spacecraft, Pointing, Instrument, Calibration, Engineering Files• 
SPO: SIRTF Project Office• 
SPOT: SIRTF Planning Observations Tool• 
SPR: Software Problem Report• 
SPS: Selected Process Specification• 
SQA: Software Quality Assurance• 
SR: Sweep Range• 
SRAM: Static Random Access Memory• 
SRD: Science Requirements Document• 
SRD: System Requirements Document• 
SRM: Solid Rocket Motor• 
SRON: Space Research Organization of the Neatherlands• 
SRR: System Requirements Review• 
SRS: Software Requirements Specification• 
SSC: SIRTF Science Center• 
SSCOC: SIRTF Science Center Oversight Committee• 
SSE: Sequence Systems Engineer• 
SSF: Spacecraft Sequence File• 
SSM: Solid State Memory• 
SSO: Solar System Objects/Observations• 
SSPA: Solid State Power Amplifier• 
SSR: Solid State Recorder• 
SSRD: Spacecraft System Requirements Document• 
SSS: Spinning Sun Sensor• 
ST: Star Tracker• 
STA: Star Tracker Assembly• 
STARS: SIRTF Transfer, Archive and Retrieval System• 
STD: Standard• 
STE: Special Test Equipment• 
STL: Software (or System) Test Laboratory• 
STS: Sequence Translation Subsystem• 
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STSCI: Space Telescope Science Institute• 
STTF: SIRTF Telescope Test Facility• 
SUG: SMART User Guide• 
Sup: Support• 
SUR: Sample Up the Ramp• 
SV: Science Verification• 
SVDIF: Space Vehicle Data Interface• 
SVES: Space Vehicle Environment Simulator• 
SW: Software• 
SW: Switch• 
SWG: Science Working Group• 
SWIR: Short Wavelength Infared• 
T: Temperature• 
T/V: Thermal Vacuum• 
TA: Telescope Assembly• 
TAA: Technical Assistance Agreement• 
TAC: Time Allocation Committee• 
TAO: Thermo-Acoustic Oscillation• 
TAR: Test Anomaly Report• 
TAWS: Test Anomoly Work Sheet• 
TB/TV: Thermal Balance/Thermal Vacuum• 
TBC: To be Confirmed• 
TBD: To Be Determined• 
TBR: To Be Resolved• 
TBS: To Be Supplied• 
TC&DM: Telemetry Command & Data Management• 
TCC: Test Control Center• 
TCMS: Test Control and Monitoring System• 
TCO: Targeted Commercialization Office• 
TCS: Thermal Control System/Subsystem• 
TD: Telemetry Dictionary• 
TDL: Template Definition Language• 
TDS: Telemetry Data System• 
TDS: Telemetry Delivery Subsystem• 
TELCOM: Telecommunications Telecom Telecommunication• 
TFP: Telecom Forecaster Predictor• 
TID: Total Integrated Dose• 
TIS: Telemetry Input System• 
TL: Test Lab Tlm Telemetry• 
TLYF: Test Like You Fly• 
TMM: Thermal Math Model• 
TMOD: Telecommunications and Mission Operations Directorate• 
TMS: Telecommunications and Mission Services• 
ToO: Targets of Opportunity• 
TOP: Target of Opportunity• 
TOT: Telemetry Output Tool• 
TPS: Twisted Pair Shielded Cable• 
TR: Tuning Rate• 
TRASYS: Thermal Radiation Analysis System• 
TRK: Tracking date• 
TRR: Test Readiness Review• 
T-S: Trouble Shoot• 
TSF: Track Synthesizer Frequency• 
TST: TMOD Support Team• 
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TTACS: Test Telemetry And Command System• 
TV/TB: Thermal Vacuum/Thermal Balance• 
Tx: Transmit• 
U/D: Uplink/Downlink• 
U/L: Uplink• 
UA: University of Arizona• 
UAI: Use As Is• 
UC: User's Committee• 
ULDL: Uplink Downlink• 
ULIRG: Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxy• 
ULLE: Uplink Loss Executive• 
UR: University of Rochester• 
UTC: Universal Time, Coordinated• 
UVF: Unverified Failure• 
V: Voltage• 
V&V: Verification and Validation• 
VAG: Verification Advisory Group• 
VC: Virtual Channel• 
VCS: Vapor-Cooled Shield• 
VIT: Variable Inductance Transducer• 
VIVO: Verification, Integration, Validation , and Operations• 
VLA: Very Large Array• 
VM: Virtual Machine• 
VME: Versa Module Eurocard• 
VML: Virtual Machine Language• 
VOCA: Voice Net Communications System• 
VPTS: Vehicle Power Transfer Switch• 
VRM: Verification & Reporting Matrix• 
VRR: Vehicle Readiness Review• 
VT: Voltage-Temperature• 
VTMT: Voltage Temperature Margin Test• 
WASS: Wide Angle Sun Sensor• 
WBS: Work Breakdown Structure• 
WCA: Worst Case Analyses• 
WE: Warm Electronics• 
WEA: Warm Electronics Assembly• 
WF/PC2: Wide Field Planetary Camera-2• 
WFE: Wavelength Front Error (CTA)• 
WI: Weather Index• 
WIRE: Wide Field Infrared Explorer• 
WR: Waiver Requests• 
WTS: Waveguide Transfer Switch• 
YAAAR: "Yet Another AAR"; a more generic, flexible AAR-like IDL data structure• 
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MakingRsrfFiles

Making RSRF Files

An RSRF is a Relative Spectral Response Function. It is used to calibrate IRS "droopres" type data. It is
recommended that those unfamiliar with reducing IRS data do not use "droopres" data and RSRF files.
Instead use "bcd" type data which does not require RSRF calibration. Only use RSRF type calibration once
you fully understand why you are using it.

This document has been kindly contributed by the IRS Team members at the University of Rochester. Their
work is here gratefully acknowleged.

Making RSRFs?.

Installing an RSRF File into SMART

RSRF files are added to SMART in exactly the same way as any other user suppied "e" (extra) calibration
files. See User Supplied Calibration Files.

This topic: SmartDoc > MakingRsrfFiles
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ManualSpectralExtraction

SMART Manual Source Finder

Note
:

The Manual Source Finder is designed for IRS Low Resolution data where the slit is wider than the
point spread function (psf). While IRS High Resolution data can be extracted with the Manual Source
Finder it is best extracted using full aperture extraction.

The SMART Manual Source Finder is invoked by selecting the "Manual Source Finder - Extraction" and
"Extract" options on the SMART "Extraction" window. (See Spectral Extraction Types.) This displays the
"SMART Manual Source Finder" window :

To use the Manual Source Finder :

Select data :
Select a data set for processing from the "Select BCD" drop down menu. This lists all BCDs selected

1. 
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for extraction from the current dataset. (Highlighted in the Dataset Manager.) Once a file is selected
file properties from the FITS header are displayed in the top right hand corner box :

BCD Data (Object name, RA and DEC.)♦ 
FOVNAME♦ 
FOVID (For list see FOVID Values.)♦ 
APERNAME♦ 

The spectral image will then appear in the central display box and a list of orders (with their
wavelength ranges) will be displayed to its right.

Adjust the display:

The "Lower Level" and "Upper Level" boxes can be used to set a range of intensity. The
default is the maximum possible range for the selected spectra.

Note : It is necessary to press "Enter" (Return) on your keyboard while the cursor is
in each box for a value to register.

◊ 

Click on the "Display" button to display the results of changing intensity in the upper
display box.

◊ 

♦ 

Clicking the "Hist Equal" button performs a Histogram Equalization of the current data. The
results are displayed in the upper display box.

♦ 

Note : This uses the IDL provided "HIST_EQUAL" function. From the IDL help text
:

The HIST_EQUAL function returns a histogram-equalized byte array.

The HISTOGRAM function is used to obtain the density distribution of the input
array. The histogram is integrated to obtain the cumulative density-probability
function and finally the lookup function is used to transform to the output image.

Note - The first element of the histogram is always zeroed to remove the background.
(This description copyright Research Systems Inc.)

◊ 

2. 

Select an order for processing :
Click on the relevant "order" button. In the illustration above the 2nd order of a Short-Low
spectrum is selected.

♦ 

A plot of average intensity against cross dispersion distance (in pixels) is shown in the
cross-dispersion display box. The plot title is :

"Co-Added" followed by the module prefix, one of SH, LH, SL or LL.◊ 
"Order#"◊ 
"All Rows"◊ 
"Lambda : - wavelength range in microns".◊ 

♦ 

Initially this will be constructed using with the default options :

The whole spectral order is collapsed. (ie. Added together)◊ 
The spectral order is collapsed in the dispersion direction.◊ 

♦ 

3. 

Partial Collapse allows the user to limit in the dispersion ("Y" axis) direction how much of the image
will be included in the extraction. The default is to include the entire image. To use this feature :

Click on the "Partial Collapse" button.i. 
On the image display left click on two points at the edges of the region you want included.
Only the part of the image between these two points will be included.

ii. 

The display of the collapsed spectral order will change to just include the selected region.iii. 
The wavelength range chosen is shown above the displayed cross dispersion.iv. 

4. 
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Select Wavelength allows the user to choose in the dispersion ("Y axis") direction just one
wavelength to be included in the extraction. The default is to include the entire image. To use this
feature :

Click on the "Select Wavelength" button.i. 
On the image display click on the one point you want to extract.ii. 
The display of the collapsed spectral order will change to just include this wavelength
element.

iii. 

The wavelength chosen is shown above the displayed cross dispersion.iv. 

5. 

If either "Partial Collapse" or "Select Wavelength" is chosen then the surrounding display box
changes to :

"W-Shift" allows the chosen wavelength (or wavelength range) to be changed. Enter a value into the
text field and press "Enter". (Default value is "1.0".) The selected wavelength (or wavelength range)
can then be changed by the value in the "W-Shift" field by clicking on the "/\" (up) or "\/" (down)
buttons. The new wavelength (or wavelength range) is shown above the displayed cross dispersion.
The units of wavelength change are in image resolution elements. These approximately correspond to
pixels in the detector array.

6. 

To select a source for extraction first select one of the buttons :

Gaussian (Default) - attempts to fit a gaussian curve in the cross-dispersion direction at each
wavelength of the source spectral image.

• 

Tapered Column - delineates a column around the source spectral image.
This column is flared/tapered along the spectral image to accomodate width changes at different
wavelengths.

• 

Fixed Column - delineates a fixed width column around the source spectral image.• 
Optimal- performs an optimal extraction• 

For a full description of each extraction type see Spectral Extraction Types.

• 

Set left and right limits for the source(s) in the cross-dispersion direction.
There are two ways to do this :

Cursor Selection :

Click on the button "Define Source (cursor)".v. 
Click on lower and upper bounds on the lower display box the delineate the source.vi. 

If "Gaussian" is set pick half-width full maximum points. A gaussian curve will be
fitted the source. This source will subsequently be extracted with a Gaussian fit.

◊ 

If "Tapered Column" or "Fixed Column" is set pick base points. A column will be
delineated. This source will subsequently be extracted with a linear summation.

◊ 

A. 

Numeric Entry :
Numeric Entry is only valid if "Tapered Column" or "Fixed Column" is selected.
It will not work if "Gaussian" is selected. (Clicking "Define Source (numeric)" when "Gaussian" is
selected displays an error message, click "OK" to continue.)

In the "X-Center" box enter the position (in pixels) of the column center.vii. 
In the "Width" box enter the width (in pixels) of the column.viii. 

B. 

• 
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Click on "Define Source (numeric)". A column will be delineated.ix. 
</ul.

The selected region will be marked in red while the rest of the box will default to "Sky" and be marked in
green.

Eg. Left - "Gaussian" selected, right "Tapered Column" selected :

• 

Click again on the button "Define Source" to define more sources. Multiple sources may be defined for one
order.
"Gaussian" "Tapered Column" and "Fixed Column" may be defined at the same time.
If a second or subsequent source is defined the default sky region is removed and re-set after the secord
(subsequent) source definition is complete.

• 

The "Gaussian" option uses the IDL "gaussfit" routine. This does not always converge.
When convergence is not achieved no source definition will be plotted.

From the IDL help text :

The GAUSSFIT function computes a non-linear least-squares fit to a function f(x) with from three to six
unknown parameters.
f(x) is a linear combination of a Gaussian and a quadratic; the number of terms is controlled by the keyword
parameter NTERMS.

• 
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(This description copyright Research Systems Inc.)

To remove the most recent source definition click on "!UnDo Last Source". To remove all source
definitions click on "!UnDo All Source(s)".

• 

The "Sky" defaults to the region(s) not selected as source(s). It is marked in green on the display box and
always treated as "Tapered Column" extraction.
It is used during Sky Subtraction During Extraction. If wanted "Sky" may be defined manually :

Click on "Define Sky (cursor)".• 
Click on lower and upper bounds on the lower display box the delineate the "Sky". This will be
marked in green.

• 

To define further regions of "Sky" click on "Define Sky (cursor)" again and then two more bounds
on the display box.

• 

To remove a given sky definition click on "!UnDo Last Sky". To remove all "Sky" definitions click
on "!UnDo All Sky".

• 

|Note : |"Define Sky (cursor)" can only be used after at least one source region has been selected.
Attempting to define one or more sky regions before a source has been defined will display the warning
message :

Click "OK" to continue. |

• 

Once the relevant source(s) has/have been defined (with corresponding sky region(s) if necessary) it/they
can be applied to extracting the data :

Click one of :

This Order - Applies the selected source(s) and sky to the selected order.♦ 
All Orders - DEFAULT VALUE - Applies the selected source(s) and sky to all orders.♦ 

• 

Click one of :

This BCD - Applies the selected source(s) and sky to the current BCD.♦ 
All BCDs - DEFAULT VALUE - Applies the selected source(s) and sky to all BCDs
selected for this extraction.
IE. All BCDs listed in the "Select BCD" drop down.

♦ 

• 

• 

Click on "Apply Selection" to apply the source and sky definition(s) to the data.
The application is controlled by the settings of the "This/All Orders" and "This/All BCD" buttons.

|Note : |If "Apply Selection" is not clicked after "Orders" and "BCDs" are selected then the Manual
Source Finder settings are ignored during extaction.
IE. Attempting to extract data without clicking on "Apply Selection" will default to extraction to
"Full". |

• 

Click on "Save Plot" to save an image of the data with any overplot and defined source and sky region(s).
This will display a pop-up window entitled "SMART Manual Source Finder Plot" :

• 
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This will save a Postscript (".ps") file of the source display.
The default file name is "smart_manual_extract.ps" and the default directory is the current woring
directory.
These can be changed by typing a different directory and/or file name into the text box labeled : "Output
file name"
The text box labeled "Additional Text" allows the user to add one line of text to the output ".ps" file, to be
printed below the x-axis label.

Click on "Show List" to show a list of "Defined Sources" :

NOTE : The "Apply Selection" button must have been clicked after source definition for entries to appear
in this list.
The list is cumulative - all defined sources are listed, even those that have been removed with the "Undo ..."
buttons.
Click on "Close" to return to the Manual Source Finder.
This will also write to disk (in the current working directory) an ASCII ".txt" file of the displayed list.
The file name is "smart_manual_extract.txt".

• 

If necessary the same process can be applied indivdually to each order in the selected BCD (file) and/or
each BCD selected for extraction.
Change between BCDs by using the "Select BCD" drop down menu, change between orders by using the
list of orders.
Each time "Apply Selection" is clicked it appends the new source/sky locations to the current list.

|Note : |If the "All Orders" and/or "All BCDs" selections are applied twice (or more) the last applied setting
will over-ride the earlier one(s). |

• 

To actually run the extraction click on the "Extraction" button at the bottom of the "SMART Manual
Source Finder" window.
Clicking "Cancel" will exit without performing any extraction and return to the "Dataset Manager" window.

• 
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The "Display Keywords" facility can be used after a source has been defined and applied to a (set of)
BCD(s).
Clicking the "Display Keywords" button displays a pop-up window :

This pop-up window displays the source position definition keywords which are set by the Manual Source
Finder.
(See FITS Header Keywords for an explanation of the source position definition keywords.)
Click "OK" to continue.

NOTE :
Only the keywords for the first order of the first BCD are displayed.
If a source has been defined in another order and then applied to "all orders" then the values of the
keywords will be the same for all orders.
If a source has been defined in another BCD and then applied to "all BCDs" then the values of the
keywords will be the same for all BCDs.

NOTE :
If the "Display Keywords" button is clicked then no actual extraction takes place.
Once "OK" is clicked the user is returned to the SMART Dataset Manager.

• 

Two additional tools exist at the bottom left-hand corner of the window :

Save X-Section: Saves a ".xdr" file of the cross-sections of the slit at each wavelength element.
The structure of the file is as follows for each wavelength :

'DISPERSION', array of 100 numbers♦ 
'INTENSITY', array of 100 numbers♦ 
'LAMBDA', the wavelength♦ 
'LAM_MIN', the minimum wavelength, theoretically should be the same as LAMBDA♦ 
'LAM_MAX', the maximum wavelength, theoretically should be the same as LAMBDA♦ 
'MODULE', the module♦ 
'ORDER', the order♦ 
'FOVID', the field-of-view ID♦ 
'FOVNAME', the field-of-view name♦ 
'APERNAME', name of the aperture♦ 
'LINENUM', the line number♦ 

Currently the number of wavelength elements is hard-coded in sm_mandefine_1.pro, and this
number differs from the actual number of wavelengths
as given by the newest versions of the IRS wavesamp (S11 and S12).

• 

Plot X-Section: Plots the cross-section of the of the slit as shown below :• 

• 
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The plot may be rotated about either the "X" or "Z" axis.
To rotate enter the required angle of rotation in the box(es) :

Rotation angle about the X axis :i. 
Rotation angle about the Z axis :ii. 

Then click on "Plot" to display the rotated plot.
Click on "Reset Angles to Default" to return the plot to its original, default angle presentation.
(X axis default display angle = 40.0 degrees, Z axis default display angle = 30.0 degrees.)

Click on "Quit" to close the "X-Section Data Display" window and return to the "SMART Manual Source
Finder" window.

Note :
As with other extractions in SMART manually set extraction is effected by the setting of the
"sm_fwhmfactor" callibration parameter.
See the SMART Calibration Selection page for details. |

This topic: SmartDoc > ManualSpectralExtraction
Topic revision: r3 - 01 Dec 2009 - 19:24:40 - VianneyLebouteiller
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ProjectManager

SMART Project Manager

Project Manager

The "SMART Project Manager" window is the starting point for using SMART. All data processed in
SMART is organised into "projects". A project can be created in SMART, saved and loaded back in later.
Projects are stored on disk with the extension ".smp" (SMART project). Each project contains one or more
"datasets" in which data (images and/or spectra) is organized.

The Project Manager has five toolbar options "Project", "Calibration", "Parameters", "Tools" and "Help".

"Project":• 
"New" opens a new project.• 
"Load" loads an existing project. Clicking this option will display a selection box listing existing
projects. (File type ".smp".)

• 

"Save" saves (or re-saves) a project under its existing name as a ".smp" file.• 
"Save as" saves a project under a new name as a ".smp" file.• 
"Exit" exits the Project Manager.• 

"Calibration":• 

"Display Current Calibration Files" invokes the Calibration File Display window.• 
"Select Calibration File Release" invokes the Calibration File Selection window.• 

"Parameters":• 

"SMART Parameters" invokes the SMART Parameters window.• 
"Optimal Extraction Options" invokes the Optimal Extraction Options window.• 
"SMART Parameters (advanced)" invokes the SMART Parameters (advanced) window.• 

"Tools":• 

"Start IDEA" invokes the IDEA Main Window. (NOTE: At least one Dataset (see below) must have
been created or loaded into the Project Manager before "Start IDEA" can be used.)

• 

"Start IDP3" invokes the IDP3 FITS File Viewer.• 
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"Help":• 

"About SMART" will display the Acknowledge SMART window.• 
"SMART User Guide" will display the SMART User Guide.• 

The foot of the Project Manager box has two buttons, "Add Dataset" and "Exit".

"Add Dataset" adds a new, empty dataset to the current Project.• 
"Exit" exits the Project Manager.• 

Work done in SMART is organized into projects. Only one Project may be open at any one time. To begin a
new project click on "Project" on the Project Manager toolbar and then "New" on the resulting drop down
menu. This will display a box entitled "New Project". Type in a name of choice and then click on "OK" to set
up the new project. (Clicking "Cancel" will cancel the set up.) NOTE: Do not use spaces (blanks) within
project names. Exercise care when using special characters (eg. #, @, %, etc.) as they may have other
meanings to the operating system.

Once set up a project can always be accessed by clicking "Load" on the "Project" drop down menu.

Within a project data is organized into Datasets. Each project must contain at least one dataset. Datasets are
numbered sequentially, 1,2,3... etc. Each dataset contains one or more records, which are the actual data being
worked on with SMART.

Once a new project is begun the Project Manager window header will change to display the name of the
project. A line "Dataset n (0 records)" will appear in the Project Manager box, where "n" is the first
unassigned dataset number within the current project. Click this to highlight it and three new buttons will
appear in foot of the Project Manager Box :

"Edit" displays a new window entitled "Dataset: Dataset n". (This window can also be displayed by
double clicking on "Dataset n (0 records)"

• 

"Rename" will rename a dataset within this project. Clicking it displays a name box, type in the new
name and click "OK" to confirm, "Cancel" to cancel.

• 

"Delete" will delete the dataset from this project.• 

Additional datasets can be added by clicking the "Add Dataset" button. This will display an additional
window where the new dataset name can be input.
(Click "OK" to confirm addition, "Cancel" to cancel.)
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UserParametersAdvanced

SMART User Parameters

Setting User Parameters

The SMART User Parameters are a set of parameters used by SMART in processing data.
Default values are supplied for all of them, however indivdual users may change them if necessary.

The User Parameters window is invoked from the "Calibration" ==> "Set User Parameters" option on the
Project Manager window. Initially it looks like this :

The top box displays :

"Initial User Parameter Selection" followed by one of :

"SYSTEM"
If the SMART system defaults are being used.

1. 

"USER"
If a non-default combination of parameters are being used.

2. 

Some parameters are digital, they have "either/or" selections. Click on the relevant buttons to set them.
Other parameters are analogue and one or more relevant values may be entered in the appropriate boxes.

|NOTE : |ALWAYS press "Enter" after changing one value before changing the next.
(IE. While the cursor is still in the text field you are changing.)
Failure to do this will result in SMART ignoring the change. |

If incorrect User Parameters are entered an error message will appear of the type :

Click "Return" to continue and enter a valid value.

Once the relevant user parameter values have been set exit by clicking on one of the buttons at the foot of the
box.
Multiple selections of User Parameters may be selected at any one time.
New Parameters are set on exit from the window. The clickable buttons at the foot of the window determine
what happens on exit :

Exit with this : Sets the User Parameters to whatever selection has been made in the window.
Exit with SYS : Sets the User Parameters to the system supplied values.
|Exit with initial user : |Sets the User Parameters to the most recent set of prior user selections.
If there are no prior user selections then the User Parameters are set to the system supplied values. |
Cancel : Exits with no change at all, the User Parameters remain as they were.

Use of the User Parameters during extraction is documented by the following output FITS header keywords :

Keyword Function
|S_PRM0 |Value = "Parm file setting"
Comment contains the string :
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"sys" - System defaults for settable Parameters.
"user" - User selected values for settable Parameters. | |S_PRMxxx |xx = 1-999
Value = "Parameter used"
Comment contains the string : Name of Parameter and value. |

The User Parameters are listed below :

sm_fwhmfactor

Values : -1.0 or range 0.1 - 30.0

System Default : -1.0

To select the system default value (-1.0) click the "SYS DEFAULT -1.0" radio button.

To select any other value click the "Range 0.1 - 30.0" radio button.
Then enter the selected value in the input field next to the "Range 0.1 - 30.0" radio button.
The entered value must be in the range 0.1 - 30.0.
NOTE : When the system default is selected this field will display "-1.0".
Choosing a value outside the range 0.1 - 30.0 will display the error :

Click "Return" to continue and enter a value in the valid range.

If a value is selected for sm_fwhmfactor which is between 0.1 and 0.99999 a warning message will appear :

Click "OK" to continue. The entered value will be accepted and used by SMART for extraction.
Values between 0.1 and 0.99999 are valid.
However they can be the cause of artifacts in extracted data.
Please exercise caution when using sm_fwhmfactor values between 0.1 and 0.99999.

The sm_fwhmfactor is used during extraction. Its effect is different for different extraction types :

Full Extraction - No effect.1. 

Gaussian Extraction :

Set to -1.0 (default value) :
The full width half maximum (fwhm) factor for Gaussian fitting of each order/wavelength
during extraction is taken directly from the relevant module "psf-fov" file.
These files are listed and can be viewed/set from the "wave" functional group in Calibration
Selection.

a. 

Set to any positive value (range 0.1 - 30.0) the following occurs :

The full width half maximum (fwhm) factor for Gaussian fitting of each
order/wavelength during extraction
is taken from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB" FITS Header Keywords.
These are set automatically during automatic extraction or manually with the Manual
Source Finder.

i. 

b. 

2. 
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The full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB"
FITS header keywords are then multiplied by the value of "!sm_fwhmfactor".

ii. 

To use exactly the full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA"
and "S_OXPXB" FITS header keywords set "!sm_fwhmfactor" equal to 1.0.

iii. 

NOTE for High Resoloution Data :
If an attempt is made to extract high resoloution (SH or LH) data while
"!sm_fwhmfactor" is set equal to -1.0 (negative)
then on an order by order basis it will be overridden to 1.0 (positive) just for the high
resoloution data.
Using any value for sm_fwhmfactor in the range 0.1 - 30.0 will result in high
resoloution data being extracted
in exactly the same way as low resoloution data described above.

iv. 

Tapered Column Extraction :

Set to -1.0 : (default value)
The width of the tapered extraction column of each order/wavelength during extraction is
taken directly from the relevant module "psf-fov" file.
These files are listed and can be viewed/set from the "wave" functional group in Calibration
Selection.

a. 

Set to any positive value (range 0.1 - 30.0) the following occurs :

The width of the tapered extraction column of each order/wavelength during
extraction is taken from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB" FITS Header Keywords.
These are set automatically during automatic extraction or manually with the Manual
Source Finder.

i. 

The full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB"
FITS header keywords are then multiplied by the value of "!sm_fwhmfactor".

ii. 

To use exactly the full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA"
and "S_OXPXB" FITS header keywords set "!sm_fwhmfactor" equal to 1.0.

iii. 

NOTE for High Resoloution Data :
If an attempt is made to extract high resoloution (SH or LH) data while
"!sm_fwhmfactor" is set equal to -1.0 (negative)
then on an order by order basis it will be overridden to 1.0 (positive) just for the high
resoloution data.
Using any value for sm_fwhmfactor in the range 0.1 - 30.0 will result in high
resoloution data being extracted
in exactly the same way as low resoloution data described above.

iv. 

b. 

3. 

Fixed Column Extractions :

Set to -1.0 : (default value)
The width of the fixed extraction column of each order/wavelength during extraction is taken
directly from the relevant module "psf-fov" file.
These files are listed and can be viewed/set from the "wave" functional group in Calibration
Selection.

a. 

Set to any positive value (range 0.1 - 30.0) the following occurs :

The width of the fixed extraction column of each order/wavelength during extraction
is taken from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB" FITS Header Keywords.

i. 

b. 

4. 
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These are set automatically during automatic extraction or manually with the Manual
Source Finder.
The full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB"
FITS header keywords are then multiplied by the value of "!sm_fwhmfactor".

ii. 

To use exactly the full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA"
and "S_OXPXB" FITS header keywords set "!sm_fwhmfactor" equal to 1.0.

iii. 

NOTE for High Resoloution Data :
If an attempt is made to extract high resoloution (SH or LH) data while
"!sm_fwhmfactor" is set equal to -1.0 (negative)
then on an order by order basis it will be overridden to 1.0 (positive) just for the high
resoloution data.
Using any value for sm_fwhmfactor in the range 0.1 - 30.0 will result in high
resoloution data being extracted
in exactly the same way as low resoloution data described above.

iv. 

Use of the sm_fwhmfactor user parameter during extraction is documented by the following output FITS
header keywords :

Keyword Function
S_FWHM Value of "!sm_fwhmfactor" at time of extraction.
|S_FWORxx |Value = "WARNING"
Comment = "Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for order xx"

Denotes sm_fwhmfactor was overridden from -1.0 to 1.0
for the processing of order xx.
Done because sm_fwhmfactor = -1.0 requires SMART to use "psf-fov" files for extraction. There are no
"psf-fov" files for high resoloution data.

xx = 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number, high resoloution ONLY.)

EG. Keyword "S_FWOR12" denotes sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 override for order 12

NOTE : xx = 30 if SMART cannot ascertain relevant order number.
If so, comment = "Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for unknown order". | |S_PRM0 |Value = "Parm file
setting"
Comment contains the string :
"sys" - System defaults for settable Parameters.
"user" - User selected values for settable Parameters. | |S_PRMxxx |xx = 1-999
Value = "Parameter used"
Comment contains the string : Name of Parameter and value. |

sm_mergetype

Values :

0 - "RA/DEC"• 
1 - "RA/DEC/PA"• 
2 - "Name"• 
3 - "None"• 

System Default : "None"
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This is used during extraction. If two or more BCD's (images) are selected for extraction together they are
combined according to the value of sm_mergetype.
NOTE : When two or more BCD's are combined using any value other than "Name" the resultant dataset is
given the default name of the first input BCD.

sm_posfactor

Values :

"decimal number, decimal number, decimal number". (RA value, DEC value, PA value - in degrees.)1. 

System Default : "0.003, 0.003, 0.003"

This is used during extraction. It works with "sm_mergetype" (above).
Each of the three decimal values corresponds to the margin (in degrees) within which two similar but not
identical values of RA, DEC and PA
will be regarded as the same and merged.
EG. If two images have RA values different by less than the first numeric value then they will be treated as
the same
and the images will be merged for extraction if RA is set as a "merge" criteria in "sm_mergetype" above.

sm_fitfreeze

Values :

"Height"1. 
"Center"2. 
"Width"3. 
"Constant (offset)"4. 

System Default : "OFF, OFF, OFF, OFF"

This is used during extraction.
"sm_fitfreeze" allows the user to choose which fitting parameters to freeze as SMART fits a curve (EG.
Gaussian) to the source.

0 = "ON" = Freeze
1 = "OFF" = Allow to vary with itteration

sm_source_plot

Values : "Show Source Finder Plot"

System Default : OFF
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During automatic source finding for Tapered Column, Gaussian and Fixed Column extractions SMART
attempts to find the source(s) in the data.
Setting "Show Source Finder Plot" to "ON" displays the source finding as step by step plots.
NOTE : With "Show Source Finder Plot" switched to "ON" any given extraction will run more slowly.
Set "Show Source Finder Plot" to "OFF" to reduce run time when running SMART scripts.
For more information about automatic source finding see : Automatic Source Finder

sm_ext_plot

Values : "Show Extraction Plot"

System Default : OFF

During Gaussian/Tapered Column/Fixed Column extraction SMART makes Gaussian/Tapered Column/Fixed
Column fits to data.
Setting "Show Extraction Plot" to "ON" displays the Gaussian/Tapered Column/Fixed Column fitting as step
by step plots.
NOTE : With "Show Extraction Plot" switched to "ON" any given extraction will run more slowly.
Set "Show Extraction Plot" to "OFF" to reduce run time when running SMART scripts.
For more information about extraction types see : Spectral Extraction Types

sm_eplane

Values :

0 - "SMART Constructed Error Plane"• 
1 - "SSC Error Plane"• 

System Default : "SSC Error Plane"

If 1-plane data is being used then the setting of this parameters is irrelevant.

A SMART internally generated error plane will always be used because there is nothing else available.
If 3-plane data is being used the results are dependent on the "sm_eplane" parameter setting :

0 - SMART Constructed Error Plane - an initial error plane with all error values equal to zero is used.
When using SMART Image Operations SMART generated error plane values are the statistical
variance of the corresponding flux values.
For more information see : SMART Error and BMASK during Image Operations?.

• 

1 - SSC Error Plane - the SSC supplied error (noise) plane is used.
For more information see : SMART Error and BMASK during Image Operations?.

• 

NOTE : For explanation of 1-plane and 3-plane type data in SMART see : Error and BMASK Plane
Processing
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BMASK Value Selection Display

Values : ON or OFF for each of 14 radio buttons

System Default : OFF for each

This is used during extraction. Each indivdual pixel can be included or ommited from extraction depending on
its corresponding BMASK value.

Decimal Power Hex Value Description
2 2^1 hex 2 Latent-image flag
4 2^2 hex 4 Digital saturation detected in sample(s) along ramp
8 2^3 hex 8 Radhit detection along ramp in sample(s) along ramp
16 2^4 hex 10 Non-linearity correction could not be computed in sample(s) along ramp
32 2^5 hex 20 Data bad (initial dmask; radhit checks this bit) in sample(s) along ramp
64 2^6 hex 40 Droop or rowdroop removed using questionable value in sample(s) along ramp
128 2^7 hex 80 Flat field applied using questionable value (flatap)
256 2^8 hex 100 Flat field could not be applied (flatap)
512 2^9 hex 200 Stray-light removal or crosstalk correction not applied
1024 2^10 hex 400 Saturated - beyond correctable non-linearity in sample(s) along ramp
2048 2^11 hex 800 Data missing in downlink in sample(s) along ramp
4096 2^12 hex 1000 Only one usable plane
8192 2^13 hex 2000 No usable planes

16384 2^14 hex 4000 Pixel masked in pmask

sm_ext_name

Values :

0 - "Target + module + nod"• 
1 - "Input File + Ext. Type + "spect""• 

System Default : "Target + module + nod"

This is used during extraction.
Once data is extracted by SMART it is presented in the IDEA Main Window and listed in the IDEA Stored
Data Sets display.
The extracted data will be presented with one of of two possible naming conventions. The user can select
either naming convention for their own use.
Both naming conventions are completely equal in all SMART processing :

0 - "Target + module + nod"

EG. : HR_7341_SL2_1st

NOTE :
Using "Target + module + nod" can result in having two or more output extracted spectra with the
same name.

• 
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This can cause confusion.
Further, if care is not taken when the data is written out of SMART it is possible that identically
named data sets can overwrite each other.

1 - "Input File + Ext. Type + "spect""

EG. : IRS_S0_16477184_0002_0000_3_bcd_Auto_Tapered_Column_spect

NOTE :
"Auto" designates automatic source finder extraction(s).
When the Manual Source Finder is being used the extraction type in the file name will be of the form
"...Manual_Gaussian_spec", etc.,
where the extraction type is taken from the one set in the Manual Source Finder.
The extraction type (automatic or manual) is taken from the one REQUESTED by the user when
extraction commences.
This is not necessarilly the extraction type SMART will use for one or more of the orders in the
source being extracted.
In some circumstances SMART will default from the requested extraction type to another extraction
type.
(See Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Source and Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting
- Module for full details.)
If this occurs it is possible to have a file named with one extraction type containg data extracted with
a different extraction type.

• 

NOTE :
Any dataset can be renamed within SMART at any time using the "Change Name" function of the IDEA
Stored Data Sets display
or the "Rename File" function of the Dataset Manager.

sm_off_nod

Values : "Output "off nod" data"

System Default : OFF ("off-nod" extracted data is not produced.)

This is used during extraction.
When a low resoloution (SL or LL) dataset is extracted there is (usually) one slit of the SL or LL detector
which does not have a (the) source visible in it.
This is called the "off-nod" slit.
SMART automatically extracts whatever happens to be in this "off-nod" slit (often background and/or noise).
Extracted "off-nod" data is then presented in the IDEA Main Window and listed in the IDEA Stored Data Sets
display.

The extracted "off-nod" data has the same name as the extracted actual source data appended "_nod1" or
"_nod2" depending which slit (1 or 2) was "off" the source at observation time.
Frequently the "off-nod" extraction is of limited use.
Setting "sm_off_nod" to "off" will prevent the outputting of the "off-nod" extracted data.

sm_cfo_auto

Values : Automatically Check For Overrides
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System Default : ON (Check For Overrides is automatically performed.)

This is used during extraction.
Sometimes, during extraction, SMART will override user requesed extraction parameters and extract data in a
different way.
For a full explanation of how and when this happens see Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Source
and Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Module.
At all times extraction overrides can be displayed using the "CFO" Check For Overrides button on the IDEA
Main Window.
Setting sm_cfo_auto to "on" will also perform a Check For Overrides during extraction.
If sm_cfo_auto is set to "on" and one or more overrides is applied during extraction the following message
will appear :

Click "OK" to continue.
The Check For Overrides button can then be used to display a list of overrides.

sm_sky_sub_display

Values : Display sky subtraction during extraction

System Default : OFF (Sky subtracion is not displayed during extraction.)

SMART allows Sky Subtraction During Extraction.
However subtracting sky during extraction is not necessary for extractions to be performed.
Sky subtraction can be performed in other ways, for example with Image Operations.
If sm_sky_sub_display is set to "OFF" then no sky subtraction of any sort whatsoever is performed during
extraction.
If sm_sky_sub_display is set to "ON" then during extraction the "Sky Subtraction" window appears
and different types of sky subtraction may be performed on some or all of the data being extracted.
For a full explanation of the operations possilbe see Sky Subtraction During Extraction.

This topic: SmartDoc > UserParametersAdvanced
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SelectingCalibrationFiles

SMART Calibration File Selection

 : Version 6.5.0 and up of SMART deals differently with calibration files. Calibration files are now
chosen automatically depending on the data which is being extracted. The choice is made based on the
value of the CAL_SET keyword in the header of the images to be extracted.

By default, SMART will thus choose the calibration files accordingly to the pipeline version of the images
being extracted. A wavesamp structure is built for each pipeline release and is located in the smart_bin/
directory. The tarball installation file of SMART already includes the structure for s15-3, s17.2 and s18.7. If
the user extracts data from an earlier pipeline version, a new structure will be built and copied in the
smart_bin/ directory. Structures are built only once, except if the smart_bin/ directory is removed.

This topic: SmartDoc > SelectingCalibrationFiles
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SmartDataStructures

SMART Data Structures

SMART utilises a number of data structures to store and manipulate data. The main ones are :

The 1D-data, (ie. spectra), are stored in the "IRS" spectral structure.
This is the structure that is used whenever the user is directly operating on the structure. (ie.
Command line and batch/script calls.)

1. 

Inside the SMART IDEA window processing the "IAAR" and "YAAAR" structures are used.2. 

SMART IRS Data Structure

Datasets are passed within SMART in pointer arrays.
Each element of the pointer arrays contains a structure of the format :

        *ptr_aar(n) = {irs:     irs,   $
                       target:  str,   $  
                       filename:string}

irs IDL data structure "irs", see below.
target IDL string variable containing target name.
filename IDL string variable containing file name.
"irs" is an IDL data structure of the form :

        irs = {type   : 'IRS',      $
               header : str,        $
               history: strarr(1) , $
               data   : data}

type IDL string hard coded with the letters "IRS".
header IDL string variable containing a formated ASCII FITS header. This will contain all the important key

words from the SSC pipeline.
history IDL one element string array. This can contain history information.
data IDL data structure containg observational data.

"data" is an IDL data structure of the form :

        data = {wave:0.0, flux:0.0, stdev:0.0, order:0l, slitpos:0l, module:0l, bcd:0l, status:0l, sky:0.0, skye:0.0, flag:0l}

Note : This is NOT the same as the "data" data structure in the "YAAAR" data structure described below.

where :

wave Wavelength in microns.
flux Flux density in Jy (TBC).
stdev Uncertainty in flux density in Jy (TBC).
order IRS orders SL, LL = 1 ,2 ,3 (bonus order) SH, LH = 11-20.
slit position IRS Slit Position range 1:30 for SL1, SL2, LL1, LL2 and 1:5 for SH and LH.
module
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IRS module. The low resolution modules (SL, LL) each have two entrance apertures so
when a point source is observed in order 1 it is not observed simultaneously in order 2.
Order 3 is the bonus order (very short) and it sees the same sky as order 2.
Conventions: 0 = SL1 (order 1 = target; order 2, 3 = sky), 1 = SL2 (order 2,3 = target;
order 1 = sky), 2 = LL1, 3 = LL2, 4 = SH (order 11-20), 5 = LH (order 11-20)

bcd IRS BCD numbers 1....n.
status Will contain IRS status flag if we have one !
sky Sky background in Jy (TBC).
skye Sky background uncertainty in Jy (TBC).
flag So we can mask the data. (BAD='40000000'XL, GOOD='BFFFFFFF'XL)

Notes :

Do not hard code in the maximum slit position, in case we decide for some reason to take a strip
outside the nominal wavesamp.

1. 

This assumes the BCDs will start at 1 but they may start at 0 !2. 
There may be additional data tags added to the structure, for now assume you will have at least the
ones outlined above.

3. 

Use a tag value of -1 in command line routines if for example you wish to operate on all orders etc4. 
if it doesn't make sense please ask before you start coding !5. 

SMART IDEA Window Processing

The SMART-IDEA Window (based on the original ISAP GUI) passes the data inside the window
environment
via a structure known as an AAR, (Auto Analysis Result) which is currently available in two versions for IRS
data :

IAAR : "IRS AAR", spectral data.1. 
YAAAR : "Yet Another AAR", a more generic, flexible AAR-like IDL data structure,
for handling spectral data from any instrument providing it has wave, flux, stdev and flag data tags.

2. 

The SMART IDEA window will also handle the original ISO data formats allowing direct comparisons
between Spitzer/SIRTF data and ISO data :

LAAR : LWS Auto Analysis Result.1. 
SAAR : SWS Auto Analysis Result.2. 
Browse Quality Products from the ISO Archive (LWS, SWS, CAM-CVF and PHOT_S) => stored in
YAAAR format.

3. 

YAAAR

Currently the YAAAR format is used to pass IRS data into the SMART IDEA Window :

        yaaar = {type: 'YAAAR',       $
                 header: str,         $
                 history: strarr(1),  $
                 data: data}

type IDL string hard coded with the letters "YAAAR".
header IDL string variable containing a formated ASCII FITS header.
history IDL one element string array. This can contain history information.
data IDL data structure containg observational data.
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"data" is an IDL data structure of the form :

        data = {wave:0.0, flux:0.0, stdev:0.0, det:0l, line:0l, sdir:0l, scnt:0l, status:0l, sky:0.0, skye:0.0, flag:0l}

Note : This is NOT the same as the "data" data structure in the "IRS" data structure described above.

where :

IRS name YAAAR Name Description

order det IRS orders SL/LL = 1 ,2 ,3 (bonus order) SH/LH = 11-20
slitpos line IRS Slit Position -1 = whole slit, 1-30 = positions along SL/LL
module sdir SL1 = 0, SL2 = 1, LL1 = 2, LL2 = 3, SH = 4, LH = 5
bcd scnt IRS BCD nubers 1....n

Outside of SMART-IDEA

Command line routines use the IRS spectral structure described above.

SMART IDEA AAR

(This section is adapted from the ISAP WWW page "ISAP AAR" with all relevant acknowledgements.)

Input AAR:

The AAR FITS files for SWS and LWS are the final products of pipeline processing.
ISAP defines a new named structure with simpler data names and read these files into it.
This new AAR contains the following tags :

Type Description
"LAAR' for LWS FITS
'SAAR' for SWS FITS
'YAAAR' for processed AAR (stands for "Yet Another AAR")

header - Array of strings of 80 chars

history - Array of strings of 32700 chars each

data - array of structures of data containing the possible data tags as follows :

{WAVE, WAVEU, FLUX, STDEV, TINT, DET, ITK, UTK, RPID, SPARE, LINE, SDIR, SCNT, STATUS,
FLAG}

The FITS primary and secondary headers are written into the header tag of AAR.
In addition, all HISTORY keywords found in FITS headers are saved in history tag.

The traslation of input FITS file parameters into ISAP AAR data tags is as follows :

SAAR/LAAR SWS LWS

WAVE SWAAWAVE LSANWAV
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WAVEU LSANWAVU
FLUX SWAAFLUX LSANFLX

STDEV SWAASTDV LSANFLXU
TINT SWAATINT LSANTINT
DET SWAADETN LSANDET

ITK SWAAITK LSANITK
UTK SWAAUTK LSANUTK
RPID SWAARPID LSANRPID

SPARE SWAASPAR LSANFILL
LINE SWAALINE LSANLINE
SDIR SWAASDIR LSANSDIR

SCNT SWAASCNT LSANSCNT
STATUS SWAASTAT LSANSTAT
FLAG SWAAFLAG LSANFLAG

YAAAR:

Input to ISAP are the files as described above. However, sometime during processing information is lost on
certain data tags.
For example when you rebin/merge/average spectra from individual detectors into one final spectrum, you are
loosing the information on individual detectors.
Thus, ISAP processed AAR , known as YAAAR, can have 4 to 15 data tags.
The minimum data tags expected are WAVE, FLUX, STDEV, and FLAG.

This topic: SmartDoc > SmartDataStructures
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SmartFaq

SMART Frequently Asked Questions

This page lists the most frequently asked questions about SMART.
If you wish to add a question and answer to it please contact the SMART developers.
To do so use the Mantis bug tracking system, detailed at Error Reporting.

This topic: SmartDoc > SmartFaq
Topic revision: r2 - 17 Nov 2008 - 21:07:29 - DonBarry
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SmartFitsKeywords

SMART FITS Header Keywords

SMART uses a number of FITS keywords that are added to the FITS header for use in analysis.

Fixed Format Keywords

Header
Keyword

Type Description Written By Used In

SM_BCD Integer BCD number sm_preset_bcd.pro
RA_SLT Floating

Point
Boresight RA sm_preset_bcd.pro ,

sm_slitpos.pro
DEC_SLT Floating

Point
Boresight DEC sm_preset_bcd.pro,

sm_slitpos.pro
ROLL_SLT Floating

Point
Boresight Roll sm_preset_bcd.pro

AORKEY Integer AOR key sm_preset_bcd.pro,
trim_mipl.pro

EXPID Integer Exposure ID sm_preset_bcd.pro,
trim_mipl.pro

DCENUM Integer Data Collection Event
number

sm_preset_bcd.pro

BUNIT String Units of flux sm_preset_bcd.pro,
sm_e_jy.pro

Data Type Default Value
Peakup DN (= Digital Number)
BCD Image, Campaigns 1 - 44 e-/sec
BCD Image, Campaigns 45, 46, 47 e- (data is actually in e-/sec)
Extracted Spectra jy

OBJECT String Object name sm_preset_bcd.pro
S_TARG String SMART Target name sm_preset_bcd.pro
SM_TINT Floating

Point
Integration time in seconds., Value of "RAMPTIME"
keyword or default of 6.0 seconds.

sm_preset_bcd.pro

S_TNUM String Number of point sources found in all orders for a
given BCD., EG. Low resoloution : Found 2 in order
1, 1 in order 2 and 0 in order 3 then S_TNUM =
'2,1,0', EG. High resoloution :Found 1 point source in
every order then S_TNUM = '1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1'

sm_preset_bcd.pro,
sm_apply_2this_bcd.pro,
sm_auto_all.pro,
sm_wipe_headers.pro

|APERNAME |string |Aperture Name. Possible values : IRS_Short_Hi_1st_Position,
IRS_Short_Hi_2nd_Position, IRS_Long_Hi_1st_Position, IRS_Long_Hi_2nd_Position,
IRS_Short_Lo_1st_Order_1st_Position, IRS_Short_Lo_1st_Order_2nd_Position,
IRS_Short_Lo_2nd_Order_1st_Position, IRS_Short_Lo_2nd_Order_2nd_Position,
IRS_Long_Lo_1st_Order_1st_Position, IRS_Long_Lo_1st_Order_2nd_Position,
IRS_Long_Lo_2nd_Order_1st_Position, IRS_Long_Lo_2nd_Order_2nd_Position |sm_preset_bcd.pro,
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sm_import_bcdhdr.pro | |S_FWHM |Floating Point |Value of "!sm_fwhmfactor" at time of extraction. (See
User Parameters.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_EXTYxx |String |Extraction type actually used for order
xx, xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number) EG. Keyword "S_EXTY12" denotes extraction type
actually used for order 12.

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type actually used for order xx'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Optimal

S_EXTY30 String Extraction type originally requested (all BCD) smart_proj__define

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Optimal
Manual

|S_EXTY31 |String |Value = contents of "ttnum" array, Comment = 'No source in orders 2 & 3, source in 1'
|sm_bcd_isap.pro |Reference | |S_EXTY32 |String |Value = contents of "ttnum" array
Comment = 'No source in order 1, source in 2 & 3'

sm_bcd_isap.pro Reference
|S_EXTY33 |String |This keyword is only set when manual source finding is used.
(IE. Keyword "S_EXTY30" must equal "Manual".)
This lists the extraction type set in the manual source finder tool for that particular BCD.

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
Full 'Extraction type originally requested (all BCD)'
Gaussian
Tapered Column
Fixed Column
Optimal

sm_apply_2this_bcd.pro Reference
|S_EXTY90 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Extraction defaulted to FULL'
NOTE : This message may appear even if only one or some
but not all of the orders in a given BCD are defaulted.
Check other keywords carefully.
|sm_bcd_isap.pro
sm_auto_all.pro
sm_ext_isap.pro
sm_apply_2this_bcd.pro |Reference | |S_EXTY91 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Multiple sources in order(s) - Check S_TNUM'
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sm_bcd_isap.pro sm_sky_meth.pro
|S_EXTY92 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'No sources in any orders - Check S_TNUM'
sm_bcd_isap.pro sm_sky_meth.pro
|S_EXTY94 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'High res extraction defaulted to Tapered Column'
NOTE : Currently automatic extraction of High Resoloution data
is only extracted as Tapered Column.
sm_auto_all.pro Reference
|S_SKSUxx |String |Sky Subtraction Type actually used for order xx

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_SKSB12" denotes sky subtraction type used for order 12.

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
none 'Sky subtraction = none'
local 'Sky = Median Pixel Val * Area Resolution

Element(pixels)'
alternative 'Sky File = '[FILENAME]
image 'Sky File = '[FILENAME]

sm_ext_fullap.pro Reference
|S_SKSU90 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Sky Subtraction Defaulted to NONE'
sm_bcd_isap.pro Reference
|S_SKSU91 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Sky sub type not recognised, last order = xx'
xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)
sm_sky_meth Reference
|S_SKSU92 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'No valid sky sub value - check sm_mansky = '
where "sm_mansky" is calling parameter. (Valid values = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
sm_sky_meth Reference
|S_SKSU93 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Only None and Image sky sub valid for High Res
Used in conjunction with S_SKSU90 when "Local" or "Alternative"
sky subtraction is over-ridden for high res data. |sm_ext_fixcol.pro
sm_ext_fullap.pro
sm_ext_gauss.pro
sm_ext_npsf.pro |Reference | |S_SKSRxx |String |Sky Subtraction type originally requested for order xx

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
none 'Sky subtraction = none'
none 'Unrecognised sky sub type, default to NONE'
local 'Sky = Median Pixel Val * Area Resolution

Element(pixels)'
alternative 'Sky File = '[FILENAME]
image 'Sky File = '[FILENAME]

sm_ext_fullap.pro Reference
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|S_SKPUxx |String |Sky Subtraction Polynomial Order actually used for order xx

Placed after 'S_SKSBxx' if value is 'local' or 'alternative'.

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_SKPO12" denotes sky subtraction polynomial order for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
0 'Sky subtraction polynomial order'
1

sm_ext_fullap.pro Reference
|S_SKPU90 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Sky Subtraction Polynomial Order Defaulted to NONE'

Reference
|S_SKPU91 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Sky sub poly order not recognised, last order = xx'
xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

Reference
|S_SKPRxx |String |Sky Subtraction Polynomial Order originally requested for order xx

Placed after 'S_SKSBxx' if value is 'local' or 'alternative'.

xx = 1-3 or 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number)

EG. Keyword "S_SKPO12" denotes sky subtraction polynomial order for order 12

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
0 'Sky subtraction polynomial order'
1

sm_ext_fullap.pro Reference
|S_FWORxx |String |Value = "WARNING"
Comment = "Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for order xx"

Denotes sm_fwhmfactor was overridden from -1.0 to 1.0
for the processing of order xx.
Done because sm_fwhmfactor = -1.0 requires SMART to use "psf-fov" files for extraction. There are no
"psf-fov" files for high resoloution data.

xx = 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number, high resoloution ONLY.)

EG. Keyword "S_FWOR12" denotes sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 override for order 12

NOTE : xx = 30 if SMART cannot ascertain relevant order number.
If so, comment = "Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for unknown order".

sm_ext_isap.pro Reference
|S_OPALGO |String |Algorithm used in Optimal Extraction

Only used if extraction type is "Optimal".
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Possible Values Possible Comment Values
0 'Horne Algorithm'
1 'Truncated Horne Algorithm'
2 'Narron et al Algorithm'
3 'Sloan Algorithm'
All others 'Unknown Optimal Algorithm'

(See Optimal Extraction Options.)

sm_ext_opt.pro Reference
|S_OPERR |String |Error plane USED/NOT USED in Optimal Extraction

Only used if extraction type is "Optimal".

Possible Values Possible Comment Values
0 'Error plane NOT USED in optimal extraction'
1 'Error plane USED in optimal extraction'

(See Optimal Extraction Options.)

sm_ext_opt.pro Reference
|S_OPPOS |String |Value = Value of center position of source used in Optimal Extraction.
(Units = pixels in cross-dispersion direction.)
Comment = 'Center Position for Optimal Extraction'

(See Optimal Extraction Options.)
sm_ext_opt.pro Reference
|S_OP90 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = 'Optimal extraction algorithm defaulted to Horne'

(See Optimal Extraction Options.)
sm_ext_opt.pro Reference
|S_OP91 |String |Value = 'WARNING'
Comment = '!sm_opt_ex_method value unknown = xx'
xx = value of sm_opt_ex_method

(See Optimal Extraction Options.)
sm_ext_opt.pro Reference
|S_IMOP01 |String |Image Operation Result from 'Combine' operation

Possible Values
Combine : Add
Combine : Mean
Combine : Median
Combine : Median Filter
Combine : Fair Coadd
Combine : Sigma Clipping Coadd

imops__define.pro Reference
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S_IMOP02 String Image Operation Result - 'Arithmetics' imops__define.pro Reference
|S_IMOP03 |String |Image Operation Result - 'Multiple Subtraction'
Followed by two 'HISTORY' keywords listing the original and subtracting file names
imops__define.pro Reference
|S_IMOP04 |String |Image Operation Result - 'Multiple Division'
Followed by two 'HISTORY' keywords listing the original and dividing file names
imops__define.pro Reference
SM_LHP25 String

Possible Values Meaning
PRE Pre LH detector bias voltage change calibration files used.
POST Post LH detector bias voltage change calibration files used.

Comment contains the string :
"Type of campaign 25 LH calibration files used" |smart_proj__define.pro |Reference |

SM_LLP45 String

Possible Values Meaning
PRE Pre LL detector bias voltage change calibration files used.
POST Post LL detector bias voltage change calibration files used.

Comment contains the string :
"Type of campaign 45 LL calibration files used" |smart_proj__define.pro |Reference | |SM_SLA01 |String
|Value = "Set"
Comment contains the string :
"SL fluxcon calib file overridden to aploss" |sm_cal_override_fluxcon |Reference | |SM_LLA01 |String |Value
= "Set"
Comment contains the string :
"LL fluxcon calib file overridden to aploss" |sm_cal_override_fluxcon |Reference | |S_CAL0 |String |Value =
"Cal file setting"
Comment contains the string :
"sys" - System defaults for Calibration files.
"user" - User selected defaults for Calibration files.
(See Calibration Files.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_CALxxx |String |xx = 1-999
Value = "Cal file used"
Comment contains the string : Name of Calibration file.
(See Calibration Files.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_PRM0 |String |Value = "Parm file setting"
Comment contains the string :
"sys" - System defaults for settable Parameters.
"user" - User selected values for settable Parameters.
(See User Parameters.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_PRMxxx |String |xx = 1-999
Value = "Parameter used"
Comment contains the string : Name of Parameter and value.
(See User Parameters.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_OPT0 |String |Value = "Opt file setting"
Comment contains the string :
"sys" - System defaults for Optimal Extraction Options.
"user" - User selected values for Optimal Extraction Options.
(See Optimal Extraction Options.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_OPTxxx |String |xx = 1-999
Value = "Optimal used"
Comment contains the string : Name of Optimal Extraction Option and value.
(See Optimal Extraction Options.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_SET1 |String | Value = "Home Dir"
Comment contains the string : Name of SMART home directory.
(See Start-up Files?.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_SET2 |String | Value = "Cal Dir"
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Comment contains the string : Name of Calibration directory.
(See Start-up Files?.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_SET3 |String | Value = "User Cal Set Dir"
Comment contains the string : Name of User Calibration settings directory.
(See Start-up Files?.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_SET4 |String | Value = "User Parm Set Dir"
Comment contains the string : Name of User parameter settings directory.
(See Start-up Files?.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_SET5 |String | Value = "System Cal Set Dir"
Comment contains the string : Name of System Calibration settings directory.
(See Start-up Files?.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference | |S_SET6 |String | Value = "System Parm Set Dir"
Comment contains the string : Name of System parameter settings directory.
(See Start-up Files?.) |sm_ext_isap.pro |Reference |

Variable Format Keywords

Keywords listed here designate values specific to a given order and place of a source within an order.

EG. S_O2P1 - Order 2, place 1.

Place here refers to the place of a source within an order.
It is NOT the same as the nod position.

The place of a source is numbered from left to right across the order.
If there are no sources in an order then place = 0.
If there is only one source in a order then place = 1. (Regardless of the position of the source.)
If there are two sources in an order then the first (leftmost) is place = 1 and the second = 2.
If there are three sources in an order then the first (leftmost) is place = 1, the second = 2 and the third = 3, etc.

Order value = 1-3 for low resoloution data or = 11-20 for high resoloution data.

Place value = 1, 2, 3, ... for low or high resoloution data.

Header Keyword Type Description Written By Used In
|S_OXPXA |string |Point source found in order X at place X. "A" keyword.

EG. S_O1P1A = '-3.73167,4.16299,G' /SMART npsf x, FWHM, Method

x = source position in pixels (cross-dispersion)
FWHM = source fwhm in pixels
Method :

Possible Values Meaning
C (Tapered) Column
G Gaussian
X Fixed Column

|sm_auto_all.pro sm_apply_2this_bcd.pro sm_mandefine_1.pro | |S_OXPXB |string |Point source found in
order X at place X. "B" keyword.

EG. S_O1P1B = '318.61848,10.006190' /SMART npsf RA, Dec

RA & Dec values, slit center +/- offset from slit center |sm_auto_all.pro sm_apply_2this_bcd.pro
sm_mandefine_1.pro | |SKOXPX |string |Sky vertices for source found in order X at place X.

EG. SKO1P1? = 'SMART Sky vertices' / -14.00,-11.07,4.03,12.00
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Sky region(s), positions in pixel numbers in cross-dispersion direction.
Pairs (x1,x2), beginning and end of sky region. Up to 3 pairs possible.
Only used for SL and LL data. |sm_auto_all.pro sm_apply_2this_bcd.pro sm_ext_fixcol.pro
sm_ext_gauss.pro sm_ext_npsf.pro |
S_TPOSX string Was a point source found at the nominal slit position in order X - TRUE

or FALSE.
sm_auto_all.pro

Examples of FITS file headers

BCD FITS header?1. 

MIPL FITS header?2. 

Pipeline FITS header?3. 

Tran header?4. 

Additional information about SMART FITS Files can be found in DCE FITS File Format?.
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SmartInstallation

Important Note

For users who already have SMART installed and are upgrading to a new version: when first used
SMART makes an extra directory called "smart_bin". This resides usually in the same directory as SMART or
in the home directory (see instructions below). When installing a SMART upgrade this "smart_bin"
directory must be deleted before the new version of SMART is installed. Failure to delete it can result in
significant version incompatibility problems.

Requirements

Operating system: Smart is compatible with all recent Linux systems and with Darwin systems (Mac
OS, latest tests up to 10.6) as well.

• 

IDL needs to be installed on the system. Smart has been successfully tested until IDL 7.0.
Note about IDL 6.2...Hide
IDL Version 6.2: Add an additional "Personal Environment" variable the "smart" shell script in the
"smart" directory.
Make this the first "Personal Environment" variable , listed between the two sets of four hashes
"####" (see Startup Files?).

 #Set IDL Path Cache Disable
 setenv IDL_PATH_CACHE_DISABLE 1 

• 

Astrolib IDL library. SMART includes certain publicly available IDL routines taken from Astrolib,
The IDL Astronomy User's Library maintained at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Please
ensure that Astrolib is installed on your system before attempting to use SMART. SMART has
been successfully tested with the most recent version of Astrolib

• 

Step 1: Download the tar packages

The SMART download consists of two tarballs:

smart-x.tar.gz (where x is the version number). This is a gzipped tar-file that contains the IDL
source code for SMART.

• 

IRS_Calibration-y.tar.gz (where y is the version number). This is a gzipped tar-file that
contains the most recent set of SMART Calibration files.

• 

Download the tar packages to any directory.

Step 2: Install the tar packages

To install the main SMART program, unpack the tar file by running this command at the prompt:

gzip -dc smart-[version number].tar.gz | tar xvf - 

To install SMART Calibration Files, unpack the tar file by running this command at the prompt:

gzip -dc IRS_Calibration-[version number].tar.gz | tar xvf - 
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Step 3: Set up the PATH

Recommended use of the IDL PATH:

create a startup IDL file in the home directory, and call it for instance

startup.idl

• 

create an environment variable in the startup shell script:
in CSH:

setenv IDL_STARTUP /home/me/startup.idl

♦ 

in BASH:

export IDL_STARTUP=/home/me/startup.idl

♦ 

• 

in the IDL startup file, put the location of Smart, IRS_Calibration, and Astrolib in this order and
before every other directory in the path, for instance:

!PATH = EXPAND_PATH('+/home/me/Astrolib/pro/') + ':' + !PATH
!PATH = EXPAND_PATH('+/home/me/IRS_Calibration/') + ':' + !PATH
!PATH = EXPAND_PATH('+/home/me/Smart/') + ':' + !PATH
!PATH = !PATH + ':' + EXPAND_PATH('+/home/me/AnyUnrelatedDirectories/')

♦ 

note the last 3 lines to avoid color problems with many IDL applications.♦ 
for users unfamiliar with IDL path set up, we suggest that all modifications to the IDL path
are made in the IDL startup file rather than in the startup shell script (via the shell variable
IDL_PATH). Modifying the IDL path in the startup shell script could result in compiling
wrong procedures when launching Smart.

♦ 

• 

Step 4: SMART startup script

SMART uses a shell startup script called "smart" to execute. The script itself is written in "bash". (NOTE: It
will run regardless of the running shell). This script sets several path locations that are dependent to the
particular system. The following is the section of the code which needs to be changed (denoted between the
two sets of four hashes "####" in the "smart" file) :

#
####
#
# root directory of smart
export SM_HOME=/home/username/smart/
#
# root directory of calibration data files
export SM_CAL_DATA=/home/username/smart/IRS_Calibration
#
# path of smart user defaults directory
export SM_BIN=$HOME/smart_bin
#
# root directory of idl (containing the subdirectories lib, help, bin, ...)
# type ' ls -l `where idl` to have the location
export IDL_DIR=/usr/local/rsi/idl
#
####
#

SM_HOME, SM_CAL: If SMART is installed in the home directory ("/home/username") as
described in Download and Installation there is no need to change SM_HOME or SM_CAL_DATA.
Otherwise, make sure these two variables are set to the directory names where the SMART and
Calibration files (respectively) are located.

• 

SM_BIN: The SM_BIN variable sets the location of the "preferences" directory used by SMART.
This needs to be within the user's home directory ("/home/username") since it is modified every time

• 
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SMART is run. In general, leave it set to the default value.
IDL_DIR: location of the IDL directory (containing bin, lib, help subdirectories). To find the location
of IDL, you can type at the shell prompt

• 

ls -l `where idl`

Note that the required IDL directory has to be the actual directory, not a link, hence the use of this shell
command. The output of "where idl" alone will probably be just a link to the actual directory.

Although not essential, you might wanna change also the path to the web browser in the script. Click here fore
more details...Hide
# Set default WWW Browser
# If you use another WWW Browser please add a command for it
#
#export SM_WWW_BROWSER="iceweasel"
#export SM_WWW_BROWSER="gnome-www-browser" # Gnome environment
#export SM_WWW_BROWSER="x-www-browser"     # KDE environment
export SM_WWW_BROWSER="firefox"
#export SM_WWW_BROWSER="galeon"
#export SM_WWW_BROWSER="mozilla"
#export SM_WWW_BROWSER="epiphany"
#export SM_WWW_BROWSER="netscape"

SM_WWW_BROWSER: SMART uses a web browser for some tasks.• 

The SMART default WWW browser is Firefox. Edit the "setenv SM_WWW_BROWSER" variable to a
WWW Browser you have installed on your system. The relevant code in "smart" is :

To change default WWW Browser insert a "#" in front of "setenv SM_WWW_BROWSER "firefox"" and
remove the "#" before the line containing the name of the default WWW Browser you prefer to use. You may
add one or more extra lines to accomodate other WWW browsers not listed already. No more than one default
WWW Browser may be set at any one time. If you set more than one only the last one set will be used.

Step 5: How to run SMART

For ease of use a "smart" command can be aliased, depending on the type of Unix/Linux shell in use :

Shell Alias File Name Alias Command

Bourne Again Shell ".bashrc" "alias smart=/home/username/smart/smart"
C Shell ".cshrc" "alias smart '/home/username/smart/smart'"
T Shell ".tcshrc" "alias smart '/home/username/smart/smart'"

Step 6: First launch

Launch SMART at the shell prompt by typing

smart

This will display the SMART Project Manager which is the starting point for all interactive use of SMART.

For more information on how to launch SMART without the GUI click here...Hide
You can launch SMART without the GUI by typing

smart com
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In this mode SMART scripts can be run and SMART routines can be used for indivdual operations. NOTE :
This mode should be used for SMART scripts and routines as it sets required environment and parameters.

At any time during this IDL session to launch the SMART Project Manager type at the IDL prompt

IDL> smart_project

On first use SMART automatically creates a directory in your home directory : /home/username/smart_bin/
In the "smart_bin" directory five files will be created :

"sm_cal_sys.idl" which will store SMART default Calibration preferences. (See Calibration
Selection.)

1. 

"sm_cal_usr.idl" which will store your Calibration preferences. (See Calibration Selection.)2. 
"sm_parm_sys.idl" which will store SMART default parameter preferences. (See User Parameters.)3. 
"sm_parm_usr.idl" which will store your parameter preferences. (See User Parameters.)4. 
"irs_ws_s??_?.xdr" which is an IDL Save File containing the wavesamp information for a given
calibration file release. This is automatically generated on first invocation of SMART (or a new
version) and when wavesamp Calibration file preferences are changed.

5. 

For more information on IDLWAVE, click here...Hide

To have the SMART environment running within IDLWAVE when using EMACS do the following :
Open any ".pro" source code file with EMACS.a. 
From the menu bar select, "IDLWAVE", "Customize", "Browse IDLWAVE Group".b. 
The custom menu will appear, select "Idlwave External Programs".c. 
Select the option "Idlwave Shell Explicit File Name".d. 
In the box marked "Idlwave Shell Explicit File Name" type "/home/username/smart/smart".
(IE. Use the absolute path name for the SMART installation.)
(NOTE: CVS users who have moved the "smart" script to their "bin" directory (or elsewhere)
make sure the path is set to "bin", etc.)

e. 

Click on "Save for Future Sessions" and then "Finish".f. 
Select the option "Idlwave Shell Command Line Options".g. 
In the box marked "Idlwave Shell Command Line Options" type "com".h. 
Click on "Save for Future Sessions" and then "Finish".i. 
Exit EMACS, then re-open any ".pro" source code file with EMACS.j. 
Invoke the IDL shell as normal. The SMART setup will run and its messages will be visible
in the shell before the "IDL>" prompt appears.

k. 

1. 

To use the SMART team standard header for SMART source code members :

Obtain the "header_template.txt" from the SMART team.a. 
Place the "header_template.txt" file in the relevant directory. IE. "/home/username/smart" etc.b. 
Add the following lines to the relevant ".emacs" file :c. 

     (add-hook 'idlwave-mode-hook
               (function
                (lambda ()
                  (setq
                   idlwave-file-header '("/home/username/header_template.txt")
                  ))))

To insert the template in a piece of IDL source code (".pro" type) first open it with the
EMACS text editor.

d. 

On the top menu bar select "IDLWAVE", "Templates", "Doc Header" and the template will
be automatically inserted at the top of the source member.

e. 

2. 
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Checking updates

Once SMART is installed the version number can be checked by viewing the read only file

smart/smart_version.txt

or by clicking on Help->About in the main window. Be sure to mention the version number when submitting
a bug to the SMART team.

Updates can be checked by clicking on Help->Check Updates

New versions and major modifications are announced via the smart-release mailing-list.

Most frequent causes for failed installations or failed first launch

Astrolib is not installed, or the path to Astrolib is not well set in the IDL path.1. 
The SMART path, IRS_Calibration, and Astrolib path are not first in the IDL path, and are not in this
order

2. 
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NewSmListFiles

;#> .dc1
;
; Identifier  sm_list_files   
;
; Purpose   to list all files in a given directory
;
; Synopsis   filelist=sm_list_files(dir)
;   
; Arguments       Name   I/O Type:     Description:
;                 ----------------------------------------------------------
;                  dir    I            path to given directory
;                  filelist O          strarray flisting files in dir
;
; Returns    strarray listing the files
;
; Description
;
; Dependencies  Calls:
;               Called from: sm_cal_select.pro
;               
; Comment           
;
; Example       filelist=sm_list_files('/home/data/sjuh/calib/')
;
; Category   
;
; Filename       sm_list_files.pro     
;
; Author   Sarah J U Higdon
;
; Version   1.0 Feb 10 2003
;
; History        
;
;*************************************************************
; Copyright 2003 Cornell University
;*************************************************************
;#<
function sm_list_files,dir

;sjuh
;this will list all the files in a given subdirectory

case !version.os of
'linux': begin
  SPAWN, ["/bin/sh", "-c", "ls -laL " + dir],results,/noshell;
    firsts = STRUPCASE(STRMID(results, 0, 1))
    fileinds = (WHERE(((firsts EQ "F") OR (firsts EQ "-") OR $
                       (firsts EQ "l")), found))
 end
'darwin': begin
  SPAWN, "\ls -laL " + dir,results;
    firsts = STRUPCASE(STRMID(results, 0, 1))
    fileinds = (WHERE(((firsts EQ "F") OR (firsts EQ "-") OR $
                    (firsts EQ "l")), found))
end
else: begin
  SPAWN, "\ls -laL " + dir,results;
    firsts = STRUPCASE(STRMID(results, 0, 1))
    fileinds = (WHERE(((firsts EQ "F") OR (firsts EQ "-") OR $
                    (firsts EQ "l")), found))
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end
endcase

    IF (found GT 0) THEN BEGIN
      results = results(fileinds)
      FOR i = 0, N_ELEMENTS(results) - 1 DO BEGIN
        spaceinds = WHERE(BYTE(results(i)) EQ 32)
        spaceindex = spaceinds(N_ELEMENTS(spaceinds) - 1)
        results(i) = STRMID(results(i), spaceindex + 1, 100)
      ENDFOR
  endif

return,results
end
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SmartQuickLook

SMART Quick Look

The Quick Look FITS file viewer has been developed for preliminary viewing ("quick look") FITS files
before or at selected points during in depth processing.

To invoke Quick Look call it from an "IDL>" prompt with one calling parameter.
The calling parameter is an IDL pointer to an array of (one or more) datasets in YAAAR format.
(If necessary this can be made by using the sc_read_fits_bcd? routine. See also Scripting.)

The "IDL>" command prompt syntax is :

IDL> sc_read_fits_bcd, tot_ptr_bcd, bcd_dir='/test/data/directory/'

IDL> sm_quicklook, tot_ptr_bcd

The sc_read_fits_bcd? routine will read all FITS files in the relevant directory and convert them to YAAAR
format. Please ensure that the files are BCD type before beginning.

The Quick Look viewer window is shown below. On first invocation the two view windows are blank :
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To use the viewer do the following :

Click on the "Select BCD" dropdown list. This will display a list of all input datasets.1. 
Select the dataset you want to examine.2. 
Some FITS header data from it will appear in the top right hand box :

"TARGETNA" - target name♦ 
"OBSRVR" - observer♦ 
"RA_SLT" - slit right ascension♦ 
"DEC_SLT" - slit declination♦ 

3. 

The "Lower Level" and "Upper Level" boxes and the "Display" button are for changing the image
intensity in the first view box.
Type in the desired intensity pixel values and click on "Display" to effect the change.

4. 

The first display box shows the FITS image.5. 
The box to the left of the first display box changes depending on the module the selected FITS file6. 
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comes from.
In the example shown above it is headed "LONG-LOW Orders", this will change to "SHORT-LOW
Orders" etc. if other module FITS files are being viewed.
The box itself lists the orders in the spectra, with their wavelengths, 3 for low resoloution, 10 for high
and a final "Show All Orders" option. Click on the relevant radio button to select.

7. 

The second, (main), display box, displays the average intensity, in flux units ACROSS a given order.
The horizontal axis is in pixels across the order.

8. 

The example shown above is for "Show All Orders" selected for Long-Low, a three order spectra.
Selecting an indivdual order will display a bigger plot for just the one selected order.

9. 

Clicking on "Exit" will exit the window.10. 

NOTE: Quick Look is designed ONLY for preliminary viewing of FITS files and order spectra only. It is not
intended for in-depth analysis.

Two more examples of Quick Look displays are shown below :

The left hand image shows all ten orders displayed from a high resoloution spectra (Short-High in this
case).

• 

The right hand images shows an indivdual order displayed.• 
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SmartScripting

SMART Scripting Guide

SMART Scripting - Basic

SMART is designed so that many of its facilities can be used directly without invoking the SMART Project
Manager or SMART IDEA Main window.
This is particularly useful for working with large datasets where the same operations must be performed
repeatedly for each indivdual observation.

A number of pre-written scripts are provided with SMART. They are described at Provided Scripts?.

To begin scripting type at the system Unix/Linux prompt :

> smart com

This will invoke IDL and SMART without displaying the SMART Project Manager. NOTE : This mode
MUST be used for SMART scripts and routines as it sets required environment parameters. It then presents
the "IDL>" prompt. Various SMART routines can then be used from the prompt to process data.

For a listing of parameters and keywords used by selected SMART procedures please see Procedure Headers.

If needed the Project Manager can be invoked by typing at the "IDL>" prompt :

To start the IDEA Main Window type at the "IDL>" prompt :

IDL> start_gui

To start the IDEA Main Window with pre-processed data type at the "IDL>" prompt :

IDL> start_gui, aar_in=ptr_aar

where "ptr_aar" is an IDL pointer array of the data, usually in YAAAR format.

SMART Scripting - Commonly Used Routines

NOTE :
More information about SMART data structures can be found at : Data Structures
More information about SMART data conversions can be found at : File Type and Data Structure Conversion
|

Convert IPAC tables to YAAAR format and load them into a pointer for input to the IDEA Main
Window :

IDL> sm_ipac_yaaar, aar_dir="directoryname/", ptr_aar

where "directoryname/" (note trailing "/") is a directory containg IPAC tables.

1. 
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Read FITS files :

IDL> sc_read_fits_bcd, bcd_dir="directoryname/", ptr_bcd

where "directoryname/" (note trailing "/") is a directory containg FITS files.

NOTE :
This routine will read all FITS files in directory "directoryname". It assumes that all the files in the
directory are FITS bcd files. A pointer array (ptr_bcd) is then produced. Each element in the pointer
array is a pointer pointing to a structure. Each element in the structure (BCD, HEADER and
FILENAME) is itself a pointer pointing to the FITS data, header or filename. It is fully capable of
handling 3-plane data files. |

2. 

Preset SMART required keywords in the BCD/DCE FITS header :

IDL> sm_preset_bcd, ptr_bcd

NOTE : The same pointer array is used for both input and output.

3. 

Set Calibration files and/or parameters within the SMART environment :

IDL> sm_cal_set, cal_version='15_3'

This automatically sets the calibration files.

IDL> sm_cal_select

This invokes the Calibration Selection window.

4. 

Set up Calibration for a particular script within the SMART environment :

IDL> sm_wavesamp, cal, /restore_cal, /save_cal

Where "cal" (output parameter) is the Calibration data.

5. 

Place "_bcd" FITS headers onto corresponding "_droop" files :

Pipeline "_bcd" files have been flat field corrected. Pipeline "_droop" have not.
Sometimes extraction without a predetermined flat field correction is wanted.
In these cases extract the "_droop" files in SMART and, if wanted, apply seperate flat field correction.

Attempting to extract "_droop" files with their original (pipeline provided) headers can overload
SMART as these headers are significantly longer than "_bcd" ones.
In this case make a copy file with the "_droop" data and the "_bcd" header.
CHANGING THE HEADER WILL NOT EFFECT HOW THE DATA IS EXTRACTED

A very simple IDL function for taking "_droop" files and "_bcd" files and making a new, third set of
data files with the "_droop" data and the "_bcd" header : make_composite_file.pro?

To call it the IDL syntax is : IDL> make_composite_file, in_dir, typename, out_dir

(All parameters are string type.)

6. 

Cleaning up after running scripts :7. 
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The SMART routine sm_cleanup.pro? can be run after running scripts to clean up any outstanding
pointers etc.

SMART Scripting - Extraction

There are a wide variety of ways of extracting data with SMART.
SMART scripting has been provided to allow maximum flexibility and indivdual tailoring of data extraction.
In most cases scripted extraction will involve running one or more "top level" IDL functions/procedures
which will call the relevant extraction routines.

predefined SCRIPTS can be found at $SM_HOME/scripts/pro/

A SMART provided script used for Full Aperture Extraction.
This script can either :

Return an output pointer array ("ptr_aar") of extracted data.a. 
Extract the data and start the IDEA Main Window with the extracted data directly loaded.b. 

To produce an output pointer array of extracted data the IDL syntax is :

IDL> sc_ext_full, bcd_dir = "directoryname/", ptr_aar=ptr_aar

This will extract all FITS BCD data files in directory "directoryname/" (note trailing "/") and write them to
the IDL pointer array "ptr_aar".

To extract data and save it to a SMART project do the following :

Loading extracted data to a new project :

At the SMART/IDL prompt type the syntax : IDL> sc_ext_full, bcd_dir =
"directoryname/", /start_isap

i. 

This will extract all FITS BCD data files in directory "directoryname/" (note trailing "/"),
invoke the IDEA window and load the extracted data into it.

ii. 

On quitting the IDEA window it will open the "Project Manager" and "Dataset Manager"
windows, load the extracted data and prompt for a new project name.
The new project can then be saved on exit.

iii. 

ALTERNATIVE - Before quitting the IDEA window click on the "2Proj" button.
This will open the "Project Manager" and "Dataset Manager" windows, load the extracted
data and prompt for a new project name. The new project can then be saved on exit.

iv. 

a. 

Adding extracted data to an existing project :

Open an existing SMART project with the Project Manager? window then open the Dataset
Manager? window.
The "Dataset Manager" window must be open, though it does not need any data in it.

i. 

At the SMART/IDL prompt type the syntax : IDL> sc_ext_full, bcd_dir =
"directoryname/", /start_isap

ii. 

This will extract all FITS BCD data files in directory "directoryname/" (note trailing "/"),
invoke the IDEA window and load the extracted data into it.

iii. 

On quitting the IDEA window it will save the extracted data to the currently open dataset in
the "Dataset Manager" window.
On exit the existing open project will be updated and saved with the newly extracted data.

iv. 

ALTERNATIVE - Before quitting the IDEA window click on the "2Proj" button.
This will save the extracted data to the currently open dataset in the "Dataset Manager"
window.

v. 

b. 

• 
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On exit the existing open project will be updated with the newly extracted data and can
then be saved.

This script can also be run with the "/plotit" option as a quick way to preview the spectra.
For either "ptr_aar" or "/start_isap" type outputs using the "/plotit" keyword will display a plot of flux (Jy)
vs wavelength (microns) for each data file as it is extracted.
NOTE : When "/plotit" is used "Enter" must be pressed after each plot is displayed for processing to
continue.

The SMART/IDL prompt syntax for the two outputs is :

IDL> sc_ext_full, bcd_dir = "directoryname/", /plotit, ptr_aar=ptr_aar

IDL> sc_ext_full, bcd_dir = "directoryname/", /plotit, /start_isap

This script can be called multiple times without quitting the IDEA Main Window, Dataset Manager?, or
Project Manager?.
The header is at : sc_ext_full.pro?

A SMART provided script used for Tapered Column Extraction.
This script can either :

Return an output pointer array ("ptr_aar") of extracted data.a. 
Extract the data and start the IDEA Main Window with the extracted data directly loaded.b. 

To produce an output pointer array of extracted data the IDL syntax is :

IDL> sc_ext_tapered, bcd_dir = "directoryname/", ptr_aar=ptr_aar

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT SCRIPTING, PLEASE CONTACT THE ISC GROUP

THE FOLLOWING IS OBSOLETE

A very simple IDL function for extracting a single image from a FITS BCD file : extract1.pro?

To call it the IDL syntax is : IDL> output = extract1("filename", header=header)

For bulk extractions this function could be included in another IDL routine that passes the relevant
files one by one
and stores the data produced in an easily accessible form (IDL structure, FITS file, text file, etc.)
for later processing.
However SMART scripting provides other, more powerful and efficient, methods for extracting
large datasets. (See below.)

1. 

An IDL program demonstrating extraction of multiple images in one operation : extract2.pro?

To call it the IDL syntax is : IDL> extract2, "directoryname/"

This will extract all FITS BCD data files in directory "directoryname/" (note trailing "/") and write
them to ASCII ".txt" files in the calling directory.

2. 

• 
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An IDL program demonstrating extraction of multiple images in one operation with selectable
Tapered Column or Gaussian options : extract3.pro?

To call it for Tapered Column extraction the IDL syntax is : IDL> extract3, "directoryname/",
/column, sigma=3.0

To call it for Gaussian extraction the IDL syntax is : IDL> extract3, "directoryname/", /gaussian,
sigma=3.0

This will perform a gaussian or tapered column extraction of all FITS BCD data files in directory
"directoryname/" (note trailing "/") and write them to ASCII ".txt" files in the calling directory.
For explanation of Tapered Column and Gaussian extraction see : Spectral Extraction Types?
In both cases the "sigma" keyword is optional and will default to "sigma=4.0" in this script if a
value is not supplied.
NOTE : The value "sigma=3.0" is shown here for example of syntax only. The relevant value of
sigma must be chosen for the particular data being extracted.

3. 

SMART Scripting - 3 Plane Data

A SMART provided PERL script for making 3 plane data.

NOTE :
To use "sm_make_3plane.pl" you must have PERL installed on your system.
Once PERL is installed you must add to it the "CFITSIO" file subroutine library, (which
allows PERL to handle ".fits" files)
and the "CFITSIO.pm" interface (which allows PERL to use CFITSIO).
Information about both CFITSIO and CFITSIO.pm can be found at : CFITSIO - A FITS
File Subroutine Library.
(This is maintained by the NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center.)
Due to the very large number of possible system configurations, sources for and ways of
installing PERL
the SMART development team cannot advise on how to install PERL, CFITSIO or
CFITSIO.pm on any particular system.
Please see your local system administrator for advice about how best to do this. |

The syntax at the Unix/Linux prompt is : > ./sm_make_3plane.pl "outfile" "bcd" "data"
"unc" "bmask"

Where :

outfile O Output file (please suffix "3p.fits")
bcd I Input "bcd" file (formerly bcd_fp) for header
data I Input "data" file for data
unc I Input "uncertantity" file

bmask I Input "bmask" file

The resultant file (3p.fits) contains the header and data from the input files in the order :

header from bcd
data from data
header from unc
data from unc
header from bmask

1. 
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data from bmask

SMART handles this format automatically. To read it in your own programs you can use at
the SMART/IDL prompt : IDL> data = readfits("filename", header, EXTEN_NO = 0,1,2)

Where the value of EXTEN_NO designates both the header and data returned.

Alternatively you can use at the SMART/IDL prompt : IDL> rdfits_struct, "filename",
data_structure

This will return an IDL data structure with 6 tags :

HDR0 STRING Array[234]
IM0 FLOAT Array[128, 128]

HDR1 STRING Array[256]
IM1 FLOAT Array[128, 128]

HDR2 STRING Array[245]
IM2 INT Array[128, 128]

Please note that for both "readfits" and "rdfits_struct" the first two data planes are floating
point type and the last (bmask) is integer.
(See also File Type and Data Structure Conversion?.)

The latest version of DS9 also allows reading files of this sort :

Invoke DS9 at the prompt.a. 
Click "File", "Open Other", "Open Multi Ext as Data Cube".b. 
Pick the relevant file from the selection box that then appears.c. 
The chosen file will load automatically display the "Data Cube" window, allowing
scrolling through each data plane.

d. 

NOTE : Only the most recent version of DS9 has this facility. If it is missing from your
version please upgrade.

SMART provided scripts for reading all the FITS files in a given directory and converting
them to 3 plane data if necessary :

At the SMART/IDL prompt type : IDL> sc_read_bcd, bcd_dir="directoryname/",
ptr_bcd, filetype=filetype, status=status

where "directoryname/" (note trailing "/") is a directory containg FITS bcd files.
The header is at : sc_read_fits_bcd.pro?

a. 

At the SMART/IDL prompt type : IDL> make_3plane,
dirname="/home/me/filesin", pu='1', outdir="/home/me/filesout"

where :

dirname Directory containing initial files.
pu If set first 8 files in input directory will be ignored. (PU etc. files.)

| outdir |Directory to write output files to (must exist).
If this keyword is not set then output will be written to input directory. |

b. 

2. 
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SmartScriptsProvided

SMART Provided Scripts

A number of scripts are provided with SMART for various purposes. These are kept in the directories:

IDL Scripts : smart/scripts/pro• 
PERL Scripts : smart/scripts/perl• 

Script Directory Description
make_3plane.pro pro Creates a 3-plane FITS file from a one-plane BCD image, uncertainty data,

and error file. This version runs in IDL.
sc_bcd_coadd.pro pro Uses sm_fair_coadd to coadd BCD images that are inputted via pointer

array. Only images with the same AOR are added.
sc_bcd_diff.pro pro Accepts as input an array of BCD images and differences each image from

others with the same AOR and field of view.
It is recommended to run sc_bcd_coadd first.

sc_bcd_diff_nod.pro pro Takes the difference between a BCD image and its nodded version. Both
must be in the array provided.
The script automatically finds matching AORs and FOVs from the input
array.

sc_ext_tapered.pro pro Performs Tapered column extraction on a series of images.
sc_ext_full.pro pro Performs full extraction on a series of images.
sc_ext_wrapper.pro pro This is a wrapper script for sc_ext_col_gauss. It processes each AOR

separately, thus avoiding known memory problems in sc_ext_col_gauss.
sc_merge_aar.pro pro Merges all BCDs provided in the input array that are of the same

target/position.
sc_mergeall.pro pro Takes as input an array of YAAAR files and merges them into one file.

This is a script equivalent of gui_mergeall.
sc_phot.pro pro Processes an input array of IAAR files and produces an array of structures

containing their photometry results.
sc_read_fits_bcd.pro pro Reads in a directory of FITS BCD files and creates an in-memory array

containing the FITS files.
Note that all files are converted to 3-plane, with zeroed bitmasks and
uncertainties if they do not exist in the FITS files.

sc_read_iaar.pro pro Reads in a directory (either specified or defaults) of either SMART-ISAP
FITS files or XDR files (specified by keywords)
and returns a pointer array containing the data.

sc_write_fits_bcd.pro pro Writes an array of FITS files to a specified directory. Uses the filename
from the data.

sc_write_iaar.pro pro Writes an array of IAAR files to a specified directory. Uses the correct
format for SMART.
The filenames are obtained by extracting the AOR number, exposure
number, and DCE number from the data passed in.

sc_zodi.pro pro Obtains zodiacal flux data for a BCD image, writes it to a file, and returns
the zodi structure.

|sm_make_3plane.pl |perl |Creates a 3-plane FITS file from a one-plane BCD image, uncertainty data, and
error file. This version runs in Perl. |
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SmartTroubleshooting

SMART Trouble Shooting

In the event of a crash of SMART type "retall" at the "IDL>" prompt.
This will clear down the variables and it may be possible to re-invoke SMART and continue. Any work in
progress will be lost.
To start SMART from the "IDL>" prompt see SMART Scripting Guide

If "retall" fails type "exit" at the "IDL>" prompt. Once IDL has ended then re-invoke SMART. Any work in
progress will be lost.

NOTE: A crash of SMART requiring an exit from IDL will result in the creation of a "core" object in the
directory SMART was being run from.
These "core" objects are of no help in debugging SMART errors. Please remove them as they take up storage
space.

In the event of a crash please check the following :

The right version of Astrolib is in use.1. 
The Calibration Selection is set correctly.2. 

SMART Graphics Problems

On some systems/IDL versions there may be issues with the interaction of IDL Object Graphics and the
OpenGL? graphics system. This will generally manifest as the following behavior:

On invoking SMART the start up messages appear at the Unix/Linux prompt.
Then the initial SMART start up window appears briefly and then disappears.
IDL is exited spontaneously.
The words "Floating exception" are displayed at the Unix/Linux prompt.

• 

To fix this code the string "setenv MESA_NO_ASM 1" at the beginning of your SMART start up
shell script.

• 

This is a known IDL bug, details here.• 
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SmtvFileViewer

SMART SMTV File Viewer

SPECIAL NOTE : ATV was written originally by Aaron Barth, now at Caltech, (with contributions from
others).
The work of the original developers is here fully acknowledged.

A version of ATV was then incorporated into SMART by the SMART development team. Within SMART
this was originally called ATV.
At the request of Aaron Barth and to prevent possible version conflicts with subsequent releases of ATV the
SMART specific version has been re-named SMTV.

SMART specific modifications have also been added by the SMART Team at Cornell.
A full description and instructions for the current publically available (non-SMART specific) version can be
found at : ATV.PRO

The Description on this page refers entirely to the SMART specific version.
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|Note : |The SMART modified version of SMTV requires an additional routine : cmps_form.pro
If this has not already been installed please dowload it and place it in your default IDL directory. |

|Note : |The SMART modified version of SMTV can show either single plane data or three plane (3plane)
data.
When showing 3plane data the box above the data display area is visible as seen in the above screen grab.
This shows :

Image #=1. 
A horizontal slider allowing scrolling through data planes.2. 
A drop down menu defaulted to "Constant".3. 
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This box only appears when three plane data is loaded.
Its appearance is controled by the settings of the "Data", "Noise", "Bmask" and "All" radio buttons on the
Dataset Manager.
Only when the the "All" option is set will all three planes of a three plane data set be loaded into SMTV.
Any other selected option will just display that particular plane and no others. |

Invoking SMTV within SMART

There are three ways to invoke SMTV while SMART is running :

1. Type "SMTV" at the "IDL>" command prompt.• 
2. Use the "Start SMTV" option on the Project Manager "Tools" menu.• 
3. Use the "SMTV" option on the Project Manager "Dataset" window "View" menu.• 

SMART Specific Modifications to SMTV

The following modifications have been made to the version of SMTV supplied with SMART.
They are to enable SMART and SMTV to interface together more effectively and are not present in other
versions of SMTV.

Toolbar - The toolbar has one completly new option and multiple changes to its existing options :
File

!WriteFits - This option is capable of writing the currently displayed image to an image FITS file.• 
!WritePS - This option allows the currently displayed image to be written to a PostScript file.• 
!WriteImage - This option allows the currently displayed image to be written in JPEG, TIFF, BMP,
PICT, or PNG format.

• 

Quit - This option ends the session.• 

• 

!ColorMap - This menu provides a wide variety of color schemes for use.• 

Scaling

Linear - Scales the image brightness and contrast linearly from the minimum value to the maximum
value of the array.

• 

Log - Scales the image brightness and contrast logarithmically from the minimum value to the
maximum value of the array.

• 

!HistEq - Does not scale the image brightness or contrast.• 

• 

Labels

!TextLabel - Displays a specified text label, placed anywhere on the image.• 
Arrow - Displays an arrow of any length, place, and direction.• 
Contour - Displays contour lines as on a topographical map.• 
Compass - Displays a compass drawn with North and East arrows anywhere on the image.• 
!ScaleBar - Displays a scale bar.• 
Region - Displays a circle, box, ellipse, or line around a specified target area.• 
!DrawExtraction - Displays extracted data overplotted the original image.• 
!DrawWavsamp - Displays the current Wavesamp.• 
!EraseLast - Erases the last label placed on the image.• 
!EraseAll - Erases all labels placed on the image.• 

• 

Blink - This menu allows the current image to be set to blink against another image. The MouseMode must
be set to Blink in order for this menu to work.

• 
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Zoom

Zoom options: These options allow the image to be zoomed in on from 1/16 original size to 16
times original size.

• 

Center: Centers the image.• 
Inversion options: These four options allow the image to be inverted not at all, around just the x or
y axes, or around both.

• 

Rotate options: These options allow the image to be rotated by any amount counterclockwise.• 

• 

!ImageInfo

Photometry - Performs aperture photometry on the current cursor position.
NB In order to use the photometry feature properly, the scroll-down menu should not be used.
Select MouseMode ImExam, and click on the center pixel of the source in order to bring up the
photometry window.

• 

Statistics - Displays basic statistics on a box of specified size and center.• 
!ImageHeader - Displays a separate, independent window with the current image's header.• 
Pixel Table - Displays a 5-by-5 grid of the pixel values of the pixels surrounding the cursor's
current position.

• 

Load Region - Loads a previously saved region from memory.• 
Save Region - Saves all of the displayed regions currently on the image in memory (see
Labels-->Region).

• 

Mosaic - Displays multiple ../images/planes at once in a mosaic.• 
RA,Dec options: These six options allow the type of coordinates wanted to be displayed in the
WCS Data box.

• 

MouseMode - Gives the mouse control of one of the following options :

Color - change contrast and brightness by clicking and dragging.• 
Zoom - zoom in by clicking.• 
Blink - when images are set to blinks 1, 2 and/or 3, mouse buttons 1, 2, and/or 3 may be used to
blink them.

• 

!ImExam - brings up aperture photometry window centered around the nearest and brightest
centroid to the current cursor position when the mouse is clicked.

• 

!ImExam3D - draw a box around a desired region to display image statistics of all of the images in
the data cube for that region.

• 

Vector - displays a one-dimensional intensity plot of the column the cursor is clicked on.• 
Region - click on a position on the image where a region is wanted.• 

• 
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SpectralExtraction

SMART Spectral Extraction

new feature in Smart version 7.0.0 and up: when the source is not found by the Tapered Column
algorithm, the user can choose to skip the image, extract at the nod position or go to manual extraction.
THERE IS NO DEFAULT EXTRACTION ANYMORE.

Extraction is the process of converting an image from the spectrograph into a spectrum.
A discussion of extraction is contained in the paper :
[[smart_paper.pdf][ "The SMART Data Analysis Package for the Infrared Spectrograph on the Spitzer Space
Telescope"]] Higdon et al. PASP 116: 975-984, 2004

The "Extract" button on the "Dataset" window runs data extraction.
To perform a data extraction first ensure that all the required files are within the current dataset displayed in
the "Dataset" window. Then highlight them to select for extraction.
Between one and all the files in the dataset may be selected. If two or more files are selected together they are
merged and extracted in one operation.
Merging is controled by the setting of "sm_mergetype" user parameter on Calibration Selection. Ensure that
"sm_mergetype" is set to the required value before running extraction.

To begin extraction click the "Extract" button. This displays a window titled "Select Extraction Type:", listing
the different extraction types available :
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A description of the different extraction types can be found at Spectral Extraction Types.

Select one extraction type by clicking on it and then click "Extract" to run an extraction. Clicking "Quit" will
close the "Select Extraction Type" window and return to the "Dataset" window without running an extraction.

Running a successful extraction will display the SMART IDEA main window, headed "SMART IDEA :
Spitzer/ISO Spectral Analysis Package". (This is a modified version of the GUI from the ISAP spectral
analysis package.) After running an extraction, the extracted data is loaded into the SMART IDEA window.
The data there is ready for the start of your analysis. An introduction to using the window can be found at
IDEA Basic Analysis.
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Extraction may be repeated multiple times in a single session of the SMART IDEA window. Each extracted
set of data is treated seperately. (They may later be intentionally combined with the "Merge with Prime Data
Set" function.) When a second or subsequent extraction is successfully completed a message box
("Acknowledge") appears :

Click "OK" to continue. The newly extraced data will be loaded to the SMART IDEA window. The data sets
in use in the window may be listed by clicking the "Store" button. (See IDEA Stored Data Sets.)

Extracted data is listed in the "Store" window with the default name :

Object_module_nod(_offn)

Where "_offn" is an optional extension added to "off nod" data sets only. "n" is an integer (1 or 2) designating
which low resoloution slit is being nodded.
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EG : ABC123_SL1_1st - Object ABC123 in short low 1 (first slit/order) and first nod position.
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SpectralExtractionTheory

SMART Spectral Extraction Theory

Extraction is the process of converting an image from the spectrograph into a spectrum.
This page describes the steps performed on data by SMART during extraction.

Faint Sources

Bright Sources

Point Source Extraction

Extended Source Extraction

At some point in the future SSC will provide a "flux conversion" table for point to extended source scaling.
This will be included in SMART once it is available.
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SpectralExtractionTypes

SMART Spectral Extraction Types

Choosing to perform a spectral extraction displays a window titled "Extraction", listing the different
extraction types available :

Full Aperture Extraction• 
Automatic Source Finder - Tapered Column Point Source Extraction• 
Automatic Source Finder - Gaussian Point Source Extraction• 
Manual Source Finder - Extraction - invokes the Manual Source Finder.• 

Select one type by clicking on it and then click "Extract" to run an extraction. Clicking "Cancel" will return to
the "Dataset" window without running an extraction.

Note about Wavesamp

All SMART extraction options use a look-up table (supplied by the SSC) that traces the spectral orders on the
BCD image. This table is converted into an IDL structure known as the "wavesamp". The extraction options
use the wavesamp in order to subset the relevant group of pixels in each resolution element on the array. (IE.
Assign a given pixel to an order.). Since the image of a spectral order can be curved a curved spectral order is
subdivided into spectral resolution elements. The curvature results in fractional pixels being assigned to a
given resolution element. The value of each fractional pixel is scaled by its geometrical area. The BCD data is
in units of e.s-1 (electrons per second). Each routine estimates the total number of e.s-1 in each individual
resolution element. The final step is to apply the flux calibration (IE. e.s-1 to Janskys) and stitch the orders
together into a single spectrum, using the pipeline "fluxcon" tables.
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Full Aperture Extraction

Full aperture extraction assumes that the relevant source fills (or approximately fills) the spectrograph slit
aperture. This is usually true for all high resoloution observations and for extended source low resoloution
ones. Once selected the following steps are carried out :

Any flux (signal) at all within the bounds of each order is extracted.1. 
Pixel values that are set to NaN (not-a-number) in the pipeline or flagged by the bad-pixel mask are
replaced with an average value
that is estimated from the values of the pixels in the same resolution element as the bad pixel.

2. 

The flux in all detector pixels for a given wavelength (as defined by the relevant wavesamp file) is
summed together.
(Summation is in the cross dispersion direction.) This gives a total flux for that wavelength.

3. 

The flux summation process is repeated for each wavelength in the order.4. 
A tabel of Flux against Wavelength is written, which is the new 1-D spectrum.5. 
The flux summation process is then repeated for each order in the BCD (file).6. 
Sets of Flux against Wavelength data are successively appended to the 1-D spectrum.7. 

Automatic Source Finder - Tapered Column Point Source Extraction

This is the simplest extraction method for SL and LL observations of point sources. The region of image
pixels extracted is tapered along each spectral order, wider at longer wavelengths, narrower at shorter
wavelengths. Once selected the following steps are carried out :

The Automatic Source Finder finds the position of the source in each order.1. 
Pixel values that are set to NaN (not-a-number) in the pipeline or flagged by the bad-pixel mask are
replaced with an average value
that is estimated from the pixels in the column within the same resolution element as the bad pixel.

2. 

A column of pixels centered on the point source is extracted.3. 
The column traces the spectral order, and its width in the cross-dispersion direction is scaled with the
instrumental point-spread function.

4. 

If required a pop-up window displaying the source finding can be displayed. See Automatic Source
Finder for more information.

5. 

In the event of there not being enough data points to fit a curve a warning message will be displayed
in a pop-up box : "Curvefit - not enough data points". Click "OK" to continue.

6. 

Automatic Source Finder - Gaussian Point Source Extraction

Automatic Gaussian point source extraction assumes that the source(s) extracted can be fitted with a Gaussian
distribution in the cross dispersion direction. The region of image pixels extracted is tapered along each
spectral order, wider at longer wavelengths, narrower at shorter wavelengths. Gaussian extraction should only
be used with care, as it requires additional on-the-fly calibration. Once selected the following steps are carried
out :

The Automatic Source Finder finds the position of the source in each order.1. 
Pixel values that are set to NaN (not-a-number) in the pipeline or flagged by the bad-pixel mask are
excluded from the fit.

2. 

For a given order (as defined by the relevant wavesamp file) the flux in each line of pixels (in the
dispersion direction) is summed together.

3. 
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This gives the "collapsed" order, effectively a measure of total flux per line of pixels versus cross
dispersion distance. (Measured in pixels.)

4. 

A baseline noise floor is defined.5. 
The collapsed order is then scanned for any peak above the baseline noise floor.6. 
Any detected peak more than 1.5 pixels wide (FWHM resoloution limit) is assumed to be a source.7. 
A Gaussian fit is then made to this source.8. 
If the Gaussian fit is successful the source details are written to the data header. (Position in cross
dispersion direction in pixels, FWHM and RA/DEC of particular source.)
(For a given observation RA and DEC are constant along the dispersion direction and vary across it.)

9. 

The source is then removed from the collapsed order.10. 
The collapsed order is then scanned again for a peak and if found the fitting/removal process is
repeated.

11. 

Scanning continues until no further peaks can be found.12. 
If required a pop-up window displaying the source finding can be displayed. See Automatic Source
Finder for more information.

13. 

In the event of there not being enough data points to fit a curve a warning message will be displayed
in a pop-up box : "Curvefit - not enough data points". Click "OK" to continue.

14. 

Manual Source Finder - Extraction

Please refer to the Manual Source Finder page for more information on performing extractions with the
Manual Source Finder.

Effects of "sm_fwhmfactor" setting on Extraction

The "sm_fwhmfactor" is set in the User Parameters window. Its SMART default value is "-1.0". Its value is
displayed in the "Extraction" window (see above).

If "sm_fwhmfactor" is set to "-1.0" :

Low Resolution Data.
For ALL extraction types setting "sm_fwhmfactor" = -1.0 directs SMART to use the appropriate
"psf_fov" table file, (from the SMART Calibration Files), where the extraction widths (in pixels) are
defined for each order, at specified wavelength anchor points (microns).

1. 

High Resolution Data.
For ALL extraction types setting "sm_fwhmfactor" = -1.0 will cause SMART to override it and set
the value to "sm_fwhmfactor" = 1.0 (IE. Positive 1.0). The data will then be extracted with
"sm_fwhmfactor" = 1.0.

2. 

If "sm_fwhmfactor" is not set to "-1.0" (IE. It is in the range 1.0 - 30.0) :

Full Aperture Extraction The "sm_fwhmfactor" has no effect on Full Aperture extraction.1. 

Automatic Source Finder - Tapered Column Point Source Extraction
A Gaussian fit is made to the fully collapsed ("accordianized") order (IE. entire wavelength
range), exactly the same as in a Gaussian extraction.

a. 

The Gaussian fit is then used to determine the center and the full width at zero (FWZ). The
FWZ is used to set the column width.

b. 

The line center is applied at the reference wavelength for the relevant order :c. 

2. 
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LL1 = 30.90 microns◊ 
LL2 = 17.69 microns◊ 
LL3 = 20.57 microns◊ 
SL1 = 11.42 microns◊ 
SL2 = 6.37 microns◊ 
SL3 = 8.00 microns◊ 

For all other wavelengths in the order the line center is determined by following the
wavesamp values corresponding to the value at the reference wavelength.

d. 

The line width is applied at the reference wavelength for the relevant order :

LL1 = 30.90 microns◊ 
LL2 = 17.69 microns◊ 
LL3 = 20.57 microns◊ 
SL1 = 11.42 microns◊ 
SL2 = 6.37 microns◊ 
SL3 = 8.00 microns◊ 

e. 

For all other wavelengths in the order the line width at the reference wavelength is scaled by
the particular wavelength.

f. 

The parameter value of "sm_fwhmfactor" moderates the width of the column, EG.
sm_fwhmfactor=0.5 decreases the column width by 50%. sm_fwhmfactor=2.0 increases the
column width by 100%.

g. 

Automatic Source Finder - Gaussian Point Source Extraction

The Gaussian width AND center is determined at EACH resolution element by fitting a
Gaussian curve to it.

a. 

Line center and width can only be frozen for Gaussian extractions.b. 

The line center can be frozen (IE. follow the "wavesamp" specifications) ONLY when the
"Line Center" option is chosen in the User Parameters for the "sm_fitfreeze" parameter.
(Default = Off, IE. Not frozen). IE: If line center freeze is "On" then :

The order is collapsed.i. 
Line center is determined from a fit to the collapsed spectrum.ii. 
The line center is applied at the reference wavelength for the relevant order :

LL1 = 30.90 microns⋅ 
LL2 = 17.69 microns⋅ 
LL3 = 20.57 microns⋅ 
SL1 = 11.42 microns⋅ 
SL2 = 6.37 microns⋅ 
SL3 = 8.00 microns⋅ 

iii. 

For all other wavelengths in the order the line center is determined by following the
wavesamp values corresponding to the value at the reference wavelength.

iv. 

c. 

The line width can be frozen (IE. follow the "wavesamp" specifications) ONLY when the
"Line Width" option is chosen
in the User Parameters for the "sm_fitfreeze" parameter.

d. 

3. 
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(Default = Off, IE. Not frozen). IE. If line width freeze is "On" then

The order is collapsed.i. 
Line width is determined from a fit to the collapsed spectrum.ii. 
The line width is applied at the reference wavelength for the relevant order :

LL1 = 30.90 microns⋅ 
LL2 = 17.69 microns⋅ 
LL3 = 20.57 microns⋅ 
SL1 = 11.42 microns⋅ 
SL2 = 6.37 microns⋅ 
SL3 = 8.00 microns⋅ 

iii. 

For all other wavelengths in the order the line width at the reference wavelength is
scaled by the particular wavelength.

iv. 

Manual Source Finder - Extraction

Please refer to the Manual Source Finder page for more information on performing extractions with
the Manual Source Finder.

4. 
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UserParameters

Setting User Parameters

The SMART Parameters are a set of parameters used by SMART in processing data. Default values are
supplied for all of them, however users may change them if necessary.

The Parameters window is invoked from the "Calibration" ==> "SMART Parameters" option on the Project
Manager window. Initially it looks like this :

NOTE : ALWAYS press "Enter" after changing one value before changing the next. (IE. While the
cursor is still in the text field you are changing.) Failure to do this will result in SMART
ignoring the change.

If incorrect parameters are entered an error message will appear.

Click "Return" to continue and enter a valid value.

Once the relevant user parameter values have been set exit by clicking on one of the buttons at the foot of the
box. Multiple selections of User Parameters may be selected at any one time. New Parameters are set on exit
from the window. The clickable buttons at the foot of the window determine what happens on exit :
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SMART Parameters

FWHM scaling factor

Values : -1.0 or range 0.1 - 30.0. System Default : -1.0

To select the system default value (-1.0) click the "SYS DEFAULT -1.0" radio button.

To select any other value click the "Range 0.1 - 30.0" radio button. Then enter the selected value in the input
field next to the "Range 0.1 - 30.0" radio button. The entered value must be in the range 0.1 - 30.0. NOTE :
When the system default is selected this field will display "-1.0". Choosing a value outside the range 0.1 -
30.0 will display an error.

Click "Return" to continue and enter a value in the valid range.

If a value is selected for sm_fwhmfactor which is between 0.1 and 0.99999 a warning message;

Click "OK" to continue. The entered value will be accepted and used by SMART for extraction. Values
between 0.1 and 0.99999 are valid. However they can be the cause of artifacts in extracted data. Please
exercise caution when using sm_fwhmfactor values between 0.1 and 0.99999.

The sm_fwhmfactor is used during extraction. Its effect is different for different extraction types :

Full Extraction - No effect.1. 

Gaussian Extraction :

Set to -1.0 (default value) :
The full width half maximum (fwhm) factor for Gaussian fitting of each order/wavelength
during extraction is taken directly from the relevant module "psf-fov" file.
These files are listed and can be viewed/set from the "wave" functional group in Calibration
Selection.

a. 

Set to any positive value (range 0.1 - 30.0) the following occurs :

The full width half maximum (fwhm) factor for Gaussian fitting of each
order/wavelength during extraction
is taken from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB" FITS Header Keywords.
These are set automatically during automatic extraction or manually with the Manual
Source Finder.

i. 

The full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB"
FITS header keywords are then multiplied by the value of "!sm_fwhmfactor".

ii. 

To use exactly the full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA"
and "S_OXPXB" FITS header keywords set "!sm_fwhmfactor" equal to 1.0.

iii. 

NOTE for High Resoloution Data :
If an attempt is made to extract high resoloution (SH or LH) data while
"!sm_fwhmfactor" is set equal to -1.0 (negative)
then on an order by order basis it will be overridden to 1.0 (positive) just for the high
resoloution data.
Using any value for sm_fwhmfactor in the range 0.1 - 30.0 will result in high
resoloution data being extracted
in exactly the same way as low resoloution data described above.

iv. 

b. 

2. 
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Tapered Column Extraction :

Set to -1.0 : (default value)
The width of the tapered extraction column of each order/wavelength during extraction is
taken directly from the relevant module "psf-fov" file.
These files are listed and can be viewed/set from the "wave" functional group in Calibration
Selection.

a. 

Set to any positive value (range 0.1 - 30.0) the following occurs :

The width of the tapered extraction column of each order/wavelength during
extraction is taken from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB" FITS Header Keywords.
These are set automatically during automatic extraction or manually with the Manual
Source Finder.

i. 

The full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB"
FITS header keywords are then multiplied by the value of "!sm_fwhmfactor".

ii. 

To use exactly the full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA"
and "S_OXPXB" FITS header keywords set "!sm_fwhmfactor" equal to 1.0.

iii. 

NOTE for High Resoloution Data :
If an attempt is made to extract high resoloution (SH or LH) data while
"!sm_fwhmfactor" is set equal to -1.0 (negative)
then on an order by order basis it will be overridden to 1.0 (positive) just for the high
resoloution data.
Using any value for sm_fwhmfactor in the range 0.1 - 30.0 will result in high
resoloution data being extracted
in exactly the same way as low resoloution data described above.

iv. 

b. 

3. 

Fixed Column Extractions :

Set to -1.0 : (default value)
The width of the fixed extraction column of each order/wavelength during extraction is taken
directly from the relevant module "psf-fov" file.
These files are listed and can be viewed/set from the "wave" functional group in Calibration
Selection.

a. 

Set to any positive value (range 0.1 - 30.0) the following occurs :

The width of the fixed extraction column of each order/wavelength during extraction
is taken from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB" FITS Header Keywords.
These are set automatically during automatic extraction or manually with the Manual
Source Finder.

i. 

The full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA" and "S_OXPXB"
FITS header keywords are then multiplied by the value of "!sm_fwhmfactor".

ii. 

To use exactly the full width half maximum (fwhm) values from the "S_OXPXA"
and "S_OXPXB" FITS header keywords set "!sm_fwhmfactor" equal to 1.0.

iii. 

NOTE for High Resoloution Data :
If an attempt is made to extract high resoloution (SH or LH) data while
"!sm_fwhmfactor" is set equal to -1.0 (negative)
then on an order by order basis it will be overridden to 1.0 (positive) just for the high
resoloution data.
Using any value for sm_fwhmfactor in the range 0.1 - 30.0 will result in high
resoloution data being extracted

iv. 

b. 

4. 
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in exactly the same way as low resoloution data described above.

Use of the sm_fwhmfactor user parameter during extraction is documented by the following output FITS
header keywords :

Keyword Function
S_FWHM Value of "!sm_fwhmfactor" at time of extraction.
S_FWORxx Value = "WARNING"Comment = "Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for order xx". Denotes

sm_fwhmfactor was overridden from -1.0 to 1.0 for the processing of order xx. Done because
sm_fwhmfactor = -1.0 requires SMART to use "psf-fov" files for extraction. There are no
"psf-fov" files for high resoloution data. xx = 11-20 (IE. Relevant order number, high
resoloution ONLY.) EG. Keyword "S_FWOR12" denotes sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 override for
order 12. NOTE : xx = 30 if SMART cannot ascertain relevant order number. If so, comment =
"Override : sm_fwhmfactor = 1.0 for unknown order".

S_PRM0 Value = "Parm file setting". Comment contains the string : "sys" - System defaults for settable
Parameters. "user" - User selected values for settable Parameters.

S_PRMxxx xx = 1-999. Value = "Parameter used". Comment contains the string : Name of Parameter and
value.

Source finder plot

Values : "Show Source Finder Plot"

System Default : OFF

During automatic source finding for Tapered Column, Gaussian and Fixed Column extractions SMART
attempts to find the source(s) in the data. Setting "Show Source Finder Plot" to "ON" displays the source
finding as step by step plots. NOTE : With "Show Source Finder Plot" switched to "ON" any given extraction
will run more slowly. Set "Show Source Finder Plot" to "OFF" to reduce run time when running SMART
scripts. For more information about automatic source finding see : Automatic Source Finder

Show extraction plot

Values : "Show Extraction Plot"

System Default : OFF

During Gaussian/Tapered Column/Fixed Column extraction SMART makes Gaussian/Tapered Column/Fixed
Column fits to data. Setting "Show Extraction Plot" to "ON" displays the Gaussian/Tapered Column/Fixed
Column fitting as step by step plots. NOTE : With "Show Extraction Plot" switched to "ON" any given
extraction will run more slowly. Set "Show Extraction Plot" to "OFF" to reduce run time when running
SMART scripts. For more information about extraction types see : Spectral Extraction Types

Error plane

Values :

0 - "SMART Constructed Error Plane"• 
1 - "SSC Error Plane"• 
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System Default : "SSC Error Plane"

If 1-plane data is being used then the setting of this parameters is irrelevant.

A SMART internally generated error plane will always be used because there is nothing else available. If
3-plane data is being used the results are dependent on the "sm_eplane" parameter setting :

0 - SMART Constructed Error Plane - an initial error plane with all error values equal to zero is used.
When using SMART Image Operations SMART generated error plane values are the statistical
variance of the corresponding flux values.
For more information see : SMART Error and BMASK during Image Operations?.

• 

1 - SSC Error Plane - the SSC supplied error (noise) plane is used.
For more information see : SMART Error and BMASK during Image Operations?.

• 

NOTE : For explanation of 1-plane and 3-plane type data in SMART see : Error and BMASK Plane
Processing

Extracted data naming convention

Values :

0 - "Target + module + nod"• 
1 - "Input File + Ext. Type + "spect""• 

System Default : "Target + module + nod"

This is used during extraction. Once data is extracted by SMART it is presented in the IDEA Main Window
and listed in the IDEA Stored Data Sets display. The extracted data will be presented with one of of two
possible naming conventions. The user can select either naming convention for their own use. Both naming
conventions are completely equal in all SMART processing :

0 - "Target + module + nod"

EG. : HR_7341_SL2_1st

NOTE :
Using "Target + module + nod" can result in having two or more output extracted spectra with the
same name.
This can cause confusion.
Further, if care is not taken when the data is written out of SMART it is possible that identically
named data sets can overwrite each other.

• 

1 - "Input File + Ext. Type + "spect""

EG. : IRS_S0_16477184_0002_0000_3_bcd_Auto_Tapered_Column_spect

NOTE :
"Auto" designates automatic source finder extraction(s). When the Manual Source Finder is being
used the extraction type in the file name will be of the form "...Manual_Gaussian_spec", etc., where
the extraction type is taken from the one set in the Manual Source Finder. The extraction type
(automatic or manual) is taken from the one REQUESTED by the user when extraction commences.
This is not necessarilly the extraction type SMART will use for one or more of the orders in the
source being extracted. In some circumstances SMART will default from the requested extraction

• 
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type to another extraction type. (See Spectral Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Source and Spectral
Extraction Automatic Defaulting - Module for full details.) If this occurs it is possible to have a file
named with one extraction type containg data extracted with a different extraction type.

NOTE :
Any dataset can be renamed within SMART at any time using the "Change Name" function of the IDEA
Stored Data Sets display or the "Rename File" function of the Dataset Manager.

Extract offset slit

Values : "Output "off nod" data"

System Default : OFF ("off-nod" extracted data is not produced.)

This is used during extraction.
When a low resoloution (SL or LL) dataset is extracted there is (usually) one slit of the SL or LL detector
which does not have a (the) source visible in it. This is called the "off-nod" slit. SMART automatically
extracts whatever happens to be in this "off-nod" slit (often background and/or noise). Extracted "off-nod"
data is then presented in the IDEA Main Window and listed in the IDEA Stored Data Sets display.

The extracted "off-nod" data has the same name as the extracted actual source data appended "_nod1" or
"_nod2" depending which slit (1 or 2) was "off" the source at observation time. Frequently the "off-nod"
extraction is of limited use. Setting "sm_off_nod" to "off" will prevent the outputting of the "off-nod"
extracted data.

Automatically choose calibration files

If set, calibration files are chosen automatically depending on the version of the images. If set, it is not
possible to change the calibration files through the option in the main window.

Display sky subtraction during extraction

Values : Display sky subtraction during extraction

System Default : OFF (Sky subtracion is not displayed during extraction.)

SMART allows Sky Subtraction During Extraction. However subtracting sky during extraction is not
necessary for extractions to be performed. Sky subtraction can be performed in other ways, for example with
Image Operations. If sm_sky_sub_display is set to "OFF" then no sky subtraction of any sort whatsoever is
performed during extraction. If sm_sky_sub_display is set to "ON" then during extraction the "Sky
Subtraction" window appears and different types of sky subtraction may be performed on some or all of the
data being extracted. For a full explanation of the operations possilbe see Sky Subtraction During Extraction.

Merge spectra with same BCDID in ISAP

by default, ISAP, when overplotting 2 spectra, merges them in a single aar structure. This is not convenient if
the user wants to compare spectra from the same image with different extraction types. In such a case, the
BCDID of the spectra is always the same. The user might want to choose not to merge the spectra when
overplotting. If so, a new BCDID will be attributed.
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Path to IRSCLEAN

Set here the path to IRSCLEAN in the system. See Calling IRSCLEAN from the dataset manager for more
information.

Advanced parameters

see Advanced use of user parameters
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UsingUserSuppliedCalibrators

SMART User Supplied Calibration Files

SMART User Supplied Calibration Files

SMART allows users to add their own Calibration files and use them alongside SMART supplied ones.

NOTE :
The SMART supplied Calibration files are regarded by the SMART developers as those most appropriate for
IRS data reduction.
Only add your own Calibration file(s) if you are sure that the file(s) you add are going to improve your results.
This is often data/observation specific.

Making a User Supplied Calibration File - Image Type

The simplest way to do make your own image type calibration file this is to write a program (IDL, Fortran,
etc.) which makes a 128 X 128 array,
sets the array elements to the values you want them to be and then writes the result out to a file.
Calibration files can be either ".fits" (binary) or ".tbl" (ASCII text), however image type are usually ".fits".
SMART supplied files continue the file types used by SSC.
Use the same file type (".fits" or ".tbl") as already existing SMART Calibration files which have the same
purpose.
Do NOT replace a ".fits" file with a ".tbl" or vice versa. SMART will crash if you try.

For example, suppose you want to make a new bad pixel mask.
In any of the SMART "bpm" files there is a 128 X 128 array where the elements corresponding to good pixels
in the detector array are set to "1" and bad pixels are set to "0".
During extraction the data array is multiplied by the bpm array. The good data points are unchanged, the bad
ones set to zero.
If you do not want any data array pixels set to zero simply set all elements in the multiplying array to "1".

Add a header to your file by copying the one from the corresponding SMART supplied file and edit the
comments to make it clear that this is a special file you have made yourself.
SMART expects file headers and will crash without them.

Having made your file give it a name that is compatible with the SMART calibration file naming convention.
This is described in detail at Calibration File Naming Convention.

Further all desigantions beginning "_v" and "_s" are reserved for future SMART and/or SSC file releases.
The "_e" (extra) designation is reserved for user supplied files. Thake care not to use an "_e" designation that
has already been used.
You can also pick something completely different, like "_b".

So for a new (long-low for example) bpm file, the name would be something like : irs_ll_bpm_b1.fits

The string "irs_ll_bpm" is what allows SMART to find the file. The "_b1" (or similar) is the version number.

Do NOT give any file you make the same name/number as an existing file.
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Making a User Supplied Calibration File - Table Type

Table type Calibration files can be made in a variety of different ways. (Text editor, application program, etc.)
Calibration files can be either ".fits" (binary) or ".tbl" (ASCII text), however table type are usually ".tbl".
SMART supplied files continue the file types used by SSC.
Use the same file type (".fits" or ".tbl") as already existing SMART Calibration files which have the same
purpose.
Do NOT replace a ".fits" file with a ".tbl" or vice versa. SMART will crash if you try.

Once you have made the Calibration file add a header to it by copying the one from the corresponding
SMART supplied file and edit the comments to make it clear
that this is a special file you have made yourself.
SMART expects file headers and will crash without them.

Having made your file give it a name that is compatible with the SMART calibration file naming convention.
This is described in detail at Calibration File Naming Convention.

Further all desigantions beginning "_v" and "_s" are reserved for future SMART and/or SSC file releases.
The "_e" (extra) designation is reserved for user supplied files. Thake care not to use an "_e" designation that
has already been used.
You can also pick something completely different, like "_b".

So for a new (long-low for example) wavesamp file, the name would be something like :
irs_ll_wavesamp_b1.tbl

The string "irs_ll_wavesamp" is what allows SMART to find the file. The "_b1" (or similar) is the version
number.

Do NOT give any file you make the same name/number as an existing file.

Installing a User Supplied Calibration File

Once you have made your file add it to SMART by putting it in the directory :

..../IRS_Calibration/type

Where "IRS_Calibration" is the top of the Calibration files directory tree in your installation of SMART and
"type" is the directory for the type of file you are adding.
(See Download and Installation and Start-up Files?.)

EXAMPLE : For the For bpm file described above the directory is "mask".

DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES CHANGE, RE-NAME, MOVE, DELETE OR
OVERWRITE ANY EXISTING SMART CALIBRATION FILE.

If you do this SMART can crash.
Alternatively processed data could be produced that looks as if it has been properly processed but is totally
inaccurate and misleading.

Setting a User Supplied Calibration File

Once you have added a user supplied Calibration file to the Calibration directory tree SMART must be set to
use it in preference to the SMART supplied version.
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To do this :

Invoke SMART.1. 
Go to the SMART Calibration File Selection window. (From the Project Manager window click
"Calibration" and "Setup").

2. 

Use the "User Indivdual Selection of Calibration File" facility.3. 
On the list of "Sub-Directories" pick the directory to which you have just added the new Calibraion
file. (EG. For a bpm file this will be "mask".)

4. 

Scroll down to the relevant module and type (EG. "ll_bpm") and click on the file displayed.
(NOTE : The file displayed is the current default.)

5. 

Assuming you have added the new file with the right name and directory it will then appear on the
drop down list of selectable Calibration files for that type.

6. 

Click on the file name to select it as default. It will display as the selected file.7. 
Then click on "Exit with this" at the bottom of the Calibration File Selection window.8. 
The Calibration File Selection window will disappear and the default will be set to the new file you
have added.

9. 

To check that the new file is now set as the default use the Calibration File Display window.
If set correctly the new file will be displayed in the list of Calibration files and the "Currently Seleted
Version" rubric at the top of the window will display "(User Indivdual Select)".

10. 

If you have a shared (multi-user) installation of SMART please notify other SMART users that the
new file has been installed.

11. 

You can then run extractions using the file you have made. It may be best to run a few test extractions
to check.

12. 

At any time you can switch back to the original SMART supplied Calibration files by returning to the
Calibration Selection window and clicking on "Exit with SYS".
This will re-set your defaults back to the SMART supplied originals.

13. 

This topic: SmartDoc > UsingUserSuppliedCalibrators
Topic revision: r2 - 04 Nov 2008 - 19:55:06 - DonBarry
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WebPreferences

SmartDoc Web Preferences

The following settings are web preferences of the SmartDoc web. These preferences overwrite the site-level
preferences in System.DefaultPreferences and Main.SitePreferences, and can be overwritten by user
preferences (your personal topic, eg: VianneyLebouteiller in the Main web).

Web Preferences Settings

These settings override the defaults for this web only. See full list of defaults with explanation. Many of the
settings below are commented out. Remove the # sign to enable a local customisation.

List of topics of the SmartDoc web:
#Set WEBTOPICLIST = Changes  |  Index  |  Search  |  Go♦ 

• 

 #DDDDDD 

Web-specific background color: (Pick a lighter one of the StandardColors).
Set WEBBGCOLOR = #DDDDDD♦ 
Note: This setting is automatically configured when you create a web♦ 

• 

Image, URL and alternate tooltip text of web's logo.
Note: Don't add your own local logos to the ProjectLogos topic; create your own logos topic instead.

#Set WEBLOGOIMG = 

♦ 

#Set WEBLOGOURL = http://isc.astro.cornell.edu/Main/WebHome♦ 
#Set WEBLOGOALT = Powered by Foswiki, The Free and Open Source Wiki♦ 

• 

List this web in the SiteMap. If you want the web listed, then set SITEMAPLIST to on, do not set
NOSEARCHALL, and add the "what" and "use to..." description for the site map. Use links that
include the name of the web, i.e. SmartDoc.Topic links.
Note: Unlike other settings, SITEMAPLIST is not inherited from parent webs. It has to be set in
every web that is to be listed in the SiteMap

Set SITEMAPLIST = on♦ 
Set SITEMAPWHAT =♦ 
Set SITEMAPUSETO =♦ 
Note: Above settings are automatically configured when you create a web♦ 

• 

Exclude web from a web="all" search: (Set to on for hidden webs).
Set NOSEARCHALL =♦ 
Note: This setting is automatically configured when you create a web♦ 

• 

Prevent automatic linking of WikiWords and acronyms (if set to on); link WikiWords (if empty); can
be overwritten by web preferences:

#Set NOAUTOLINK =♦ 
Note: You can still use the [[...][...]] syntax to link topics if you disabled WikiWord
linking. The <noautolink> ... </noautolink> syntax can be used to prevents
links within a block of text.

♦ 

• 

Default template for new topics for this web:• 
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WebTopicEditTemplate?: Default template for new topics in this web. (Site-level is used if
topic does not exist)

♦ 

System.WebTopicEditTemplate: Site-level default topic template♦ 

Comma separated list of forms that can be attached to topics in this web. See DataForms for more
information.

Set WEBFORMS =♦ 

• 

Users or groups who are not / are allowed to view / change / rename topics in the SmartDoc web:
(See AccessControl).

Set DENYWEBVIEW =♦ 
Set ALLOWWEBVIEW =♦ 
Set DENYWEBCHANGE =♦ 
Set ALLOWWEBCHANGE = SmartGroup, AdminGroup♦ 
Set DENYWEBRENAME =♦ 
Set ALLOWWEBRENAME = SmartGroup, AdminGroup♦ 

• 

Users or groups allowed to change or rename this WebPreferences topic: (e.g., AdminGroup)
Set ALLOWTOPICCHANGE = AdminGroup♦ 
Set ALLOWTOPICRENAME = AdminGroup♦ 

• 

Web preferences that are not allowed to be overridden by sub-web, user or topic preferences:
Set FINALPREFERENCES = NOSEARCHALL, ATTACHFILESIZELIMIT,
WIKIWEBMASTER, WEBCOPYRIGHT, WEBTOPICLIST, DENYWEBVIEW,
ALLOWWEBVIEW, DENYWEBCHANGE, ALLOWWEBCHANGE,
DENYWEBRENAME, ALLOWWEBRENAME

♦ 
• 

Help on Preferences

A preference setting lets you define a simple macro? that can be expanded in your output.• 
A preference setting looks like this:
3 or 6 spaces * Set NAME = value
Example:

Set WEBBGCOLOR = #FFFFC0♦ 

• 

A preferences setting can be disabled with a # sign. Remove the # sign to enable a local
customisation. Example:

#Set DENYWEBCHANGE = UnknownUser♦ 

• 

Macros defined using preference settings are expanded by enclosing the name in percent signs.
Example:

When you write %WEBBGCOLOR%, it gets expanded to #DDDDDD♦ 

• 

The sequential order of the preference settings is significant. i.e. set WEBCOPYRIGHT before
WIKIWEBMASTER since %WEBCOPYRIGHT% uses the %WIKIWEBMASTER% setting.

• 

You can introduce your own preference settings and use them in your topics and templates.• 
Preferences can be defined in a number of places:

DefaultPreferences1. 
SitePreferences2. 
Parent webs WebPreferences3. 
WebPreferences4. 
In user topics5. 
In Plugin documentation topics6. 
In topics7. 

• 

Preference settings can be finalised, which means they can't be redefined• 
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Tools

 Rename, move or delete this web:
Rename/move/delete web..., looking for references in all public webs - See also:
ManagingWebs

♦ 
• 

Related Topics

System.DefaultPreferences, Main.SitePreferences - site-level preferences• 
WikiUsers - list of user topics. User topics can have optional user preferences• 
Macros - what macros are and how to use them, including a list of common macros• 
AccessControl - explains how to restrict access by users or groups• 

This topic: SmartDoc > WebPreferences
Topic revision: r1 - 01 Jul 2009 - 20:28:15 - DonBarry

 Copyright © 2002-2010 by the Cornell IRS Team.
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WebStatistics

Statistics for SmartDoc Web

Month: Topic
views:

Topic
saves:

File
uploads:

Most popular
topic views:

Top contributors for
topic save and uploads:

Notes:

Do not edit this topic, it is updated automatically. (You can also force an update)• 
Site tools tells you how to enable the automatic updates of the statistics.• 
Suggestion: You could archive this topic once a year and delete the previous year's statistics from the
table.

• 

This topic: SmartDoc > WebStatistics
Topic revision: r1 - 09 Jan 2009 - 12:00:00 - ProjectContributor

 Copyright © 2002-2010 by the Cornell IRS Team.
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